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Separated Flows Around the Rear
Window of a Simplified Car
Geometry
A 3D numerical simulation based on the lattice Boltzmann method is carried out on a
simplified car geometry (initially proposed by Ahmed, Ramm, and Falting, 1984, SAE
Technical Paper series No. 840300) to analyze and establish a method for controlling the
near-wake flow topology of a generic blunt body model. The results indicate the existence
of a complex flow topology consisting of transverse and longitudinal vortices emanating
from flow separations that occur on the top and the lateral edges of the slanted rear
window, respectively. The topology of each structure is detailed and the numerical results
are compared with the experimental results in the literature. The results presented in this
paper can then be used to develop and parametrize active control solutions conducive to
improving the aerodynamic performances of automobile vehicles.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2829566�

Keywords: lattice Boltzmann method, Ahmed body, 3D separation, longitudinal vortices,
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1 Introduction
One solution to meet new fuel emissions and fuel consumption

requirements �Corporate Average Economy Fuel� would be to re-
duce the aerodynamic drag of motor vehicles. In this context,
fluidic actuator systems �blowing, suction, or synthetic jets� have
recently been studied to replace commonly used passive systems
such as spoilers or fins �1–5�. Recent results suggest that the even-
tual use of such active flow control devices in the automotive
industry could dramatically improve the aerodynamic and aeroa-
coustic performances of the moving vehicle, with a negligible
impact on vehicle geometry.

Active solutions need an external energy source in order to
control the flow around the vehicle without necessarily interfering
with its shape. Many flow control techniques have been developed
in university and industrial laboratories, where significant results
have been found on simplified geometries �2�. For instance, blow-
ing devices installed on an ONERA D profile are capable of dis-
placing or even eliminating flow separations �4�. Similar results
have been obtained by Tensi et al. �5� on a cylindrical body. Many
studies demonstrate that suction and/or blowing techniques offer a
promising alternative for reducing the aerodynamic drag of an
automotive vehicle �3�.

The implementation of such solutions on an automotive ve-
hicle, however, requires a better understanding of the physical
phenomena encountered in the near-wake flow, and an identifica-
tion of the parameters that contribute toward the formation and
development of aerodynamic drag.

The flow which develops around an automotive vehicle is fully
turbulent and three dimensional. The separations that occur at the
radiator grille, on the bottom and top of the A pillars, at the un-
derbody inlet or outlet, on the rotating wheels, on the sidewalls,
and on the top and side edges of the rear window, interact, and
contribute toward the complex nature of the near-wake flow �3�.
Furthermore, secondary internal flows, occurring inside the engine
compartment and underbody, also contribute toward the aerody-
namic forces applied to the vehicle �4�.

In this context, a 3D numerical simulation is conducted to rep-
resent and analyze the main vortices that appear on a simplified
vehicle geometry near-wake flow. The objective is twofold: firstly,
to obtain a reliable representation of the vortices by comparing the
numerical results with the experimental data in the reference
works and secondly, to analyze the topology of these structures in
order to understand how they can be optimally controlled.

A simplified car geometry initially proposed by Ahmed et al.
�6–11� is used for the purposes of this study. The rear window is
inclined at 25 deg with respect to the horizontal, a configuration
conducive to reproducing the longitudinal vortices that contribute
to the near-wake flow on an automobile geometry �6�. Experimen-
tal �7,9� and numerical results �10� found in the literature are used
to validate the numerical results.

In the first part, the computation code and the numerical simu-
lation methods are detailed. The results obtained on the simplified
geometry are then analyzed and presented in the second part.

2 Numerical Simulation
The 3D numerical simulation used in this study is based on

POWERFLOW code with a lattice Boltzmann method �LBM�. Unlike
conventional numerical schemes based on discretizations of mac-
roscopic continuum equations, the LBM is based on microscopic
models and mesoscopic kinetic equations. The fundamental prin-
ciple of the LBM is to construct simplified kinetic models that
incorporate the essential physics of microscopic or mesoscopic
processes such that the macroscopic-averaged properties conform
to the desired macroscopic equations. The basic premise for using
these simplified kinetic-type methods for macroscopic fluid flows
is that the macroscopic fluid dynamics are the result of the collec-
tive behavior of many microscopic particles in the system and that
the macroscopic dynamics are not sensitive to the underlying de-
tails as is the case in microscopic physics.

2.1 Algorithm. The fluid particles are distributed on a Carte-
sian lattice of computation nodes, described in Fig. 1. For each
lattice node, a distribution function �f i�i=1,. . .,N is associated with a
discrete velocity distribution �Vi�i=1,. . .,N representing N possible
velocities of motion �Fig. 1�. One particle placed on one node may
stay at this node �energy level 0: ē=0, represented by triangle
�Fig. 1��, moved toward an adjacent node in horizontal or vertical
plane �energy level 1: ē=1, circle�, or moved to a farthest node

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division of ASME for publication in the
JOURNAL OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received July 27, 2006; final manuscript
received August 30, 2007; published online January 24, 2008. Review conducted by
Paul Durbin.
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�energy level 2: ē=2, black dot�. The model gives 34 possible
combinations and is called 34 velocities model �2 possibilities for
Level 0, 18, for Level 1, and 14 for Level 2�. More details con-
cerning the algorithm can be found in Ref. �12�. The kinetic en-
ergy is then given by ē= 1

2�i=1
N Vi

2.
The macroscopic variables �density � and momentum density

�u� are defined as particle velocity moments of the distribution
function f i.

��r,t� = �
i=1

N

fi�r,t�

��r,t�u�r,t� = �
i=1

N

Vi f i�r,t� �1�

The objective of the simulation is therefore to determine the
distribution �f i�i=1,. . .,N of particles for each node on the lattice.
This distribution is obtained according to the Boltzmann equation
�Eq. �2�� governing the particle dynamics at the microscopic �me-
soscopic� level �13–15�:

f i�r + Vi�t,t + �t� − f i�r,t� = �i�r,t� �2�

where f i is the particle velocity distribution function along the ith
direction and �i is the collision operator, which represents the rate
of variation of f i resulting from the collision, whereas �t and Vi�t
are the time and space increments, respectively. The right-hand
side �RHS� depends on �T but to simplify Eq. �2� for farther
developments, this time increment is set equal to 1.

In the Boltzmann equation �2�, the distribution function f i
evolves in two phases. During the first phase, i.e., the propagation
phase, each particle is considered as an independent entity. N pos-
sibilities of motion, associated with N velocities �Vi�i=1,. . .,N, are
attributed to each node on the lattice �left-hand term of Eq. �2��. In
the second phase, a collision model is used to describe the impacts
that occur between the particles and to redistribute the particles on
the lattice �right-hand term of Eq. �2��. This type of simple de-
scription of the particle dynamic, with the help of the Chapman–
Enskog development �12�, leads to Navier–Stokes equation

solutions.
At this level, the problem consists in determining a collision

model ��i�i=1,. . .,N. The representation selected for this term is that
proposed by Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook �BGK� �16�, in which the
collision is associated with a relaxation of the excited state of the
particles before impact and a state of equilibrium after the impact.
The collision term is then obtained according to Eq. �3�:

�i�r,t� =
f i�r,t� − f i

eq�r,t�
�r

�3�

in which �r is the relaxation time and fi
eq the distribution of par-

ticles in a state of equilibrium at the node defined by the position
r at date t.

In the BGK representation �16�, the collision model is then
completely characterized by the state of equilibrium fi

eq�r , t� and
by the relaxation constant �r �Eq. �3��. These two parameters are
indicated by Chen et al. �17�:

f i
eq = ��i�1 +

Vi · u

T
+

�Vi · u�2

2T2 −
�u�2

2T
+

�Vi · u�3

6T3 −
Vi · u

2T2 �u�2�
�r =

�

T
+

1

2
�4�

in which T represents the temperature, � the viscosity, and �i the
weighting coefficients associated with each ith direction. All vari-
ables are in nondimensional form �12�.

The general algorithm for the LBM is thus defined in four
stages. The first consists in propagating the distribution function
in time t+1 �left-hand term of Eq. �2��. In the second stage, the
collisions between the particles are modeled �right-hand term of
Eq. �2��. The collision operator ��i�i=1,. . .,N is then defined by Eqs.
�3� and �4� applied to time t−1. The third stage consists in deter-
mining the associated values of density and density momentum
according to Eq. �1�. Finally, the fourth stage consists in initiating
iteration on the basis of the macroscopic values determined in the
third stage �Eq. �4��.

As in the case of all numerical space-time discretization meth-
ods, the LBM is not capable of resolving all turbulence scales.
The computation code therefore uses a turbulence model, which
introduces a turbulent viscosity into the initial model.

2.2 Turbulence Model. The turbulence model is the renor-
malization group �RNG� k-� model originally developed by Ya-
khot and Orszag �18�. The equations describing the transport of
kinetic energy and dissipation applied by the model are resolved
on the same lattice as the Boltzmann equations. The discretization
diagram used is a second order in space �Lax–Wendroff finite
difference model�, associated with a time-explicit integration dia-
gram �19�.

Close to the wall, a specific velocity law is applied to limit the
computational workload �19�. The velocity is then described by a
logarithmic law according to Eq. �5�:

u

u+ =
1

�
log	 y+

	

 + C �5�

with

u+ =��p

�

y+ = y
u+

�
�6�

in which u represents the tangential velocity, � the Karman con-
stant ��=0.41�, C a constant applied by the model �C=5�, �p the
wall shear stress, y and u+ the distance and friction velocity on the
wall, respectively, � the kinematic viscosity, and 	 a correction
term to make allowance for the adverse pressure gradient. This

Fig. 1 Definition of a velocity lattice with 34 velocities on three
energy levels „�, Level 0; �, Level 1; and �, Level 2…, Chen et
al. †15‡
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equation is applicable for values of y+ between 30 and 300.
A validation of this numerical method can be found in the lit-

erature on numerous applications �pipe flow �19�, flow past a cyl-
inder �20�, NACA 12 profile �21��.

2.3 Numerical Simulation Protocol. The numerical simula-
tions presented in this paper were conducted on a simplified ve-
hicle geometry initially proposed by Ahmed et al. �5�. In order to
limit the computation time, the front part is not represented. The
flow separations that develop on the front rounded surface of the
Ahmed body, experimentally demonstrated by Gilliéron et al.
�22�, are not represented; the simulation exclusively focuses on
the vortices, which appear on the rear window and on the base of
the vehicle. The consequence of this limitation is that the bound-
ary layer thicknesses on roof and sides cannot be exactly repro-
duced. However, as stated by Ahmed et al. �6�, the interference
between the rear end and the fore body flow is weak; this would
be a consequence of the relatively long midsection. This statement
has been confirmed by Krajnovic and Davidson �23,24� with large
eddy simulation �LES� calculations. In computations done on the
complete body, along the roof after the leading edge separation
and reattachment, a classical boundary layer is found. Hence, to
obtain the main important characteristics at the rear body �the
separation and longitudinal vortices�, the length of the present
body is fixed in such a way that the boundary layer thickness at
the end of the roof be equivalent to the one of the complete
Ahmed body.

The geometry is represented in Fig. 2�a�. Length L, width l, and
height H correspond to L=1.044 m, l=0.389 m, and H
=0.288 m, respectively. In this analysis, length la=0.222 m is in-
clined at an angle of 25 deg with respect to the horizontal. Finally,
the lower part is positioned at h=0.17H from the floor of the
numerical wind tunnel �Fig. 2�a��. The geometry is located in a
rectangular numerical section of length, width, and height equal to
31L, 20L, and 10H, respectively �Fig. 2�b��. These dimensions
ensure that there is no interaction between the boundary condi-

tions imposed at the limit of the computational domain, and the
development of the near-wake flow. The outlet condition, down-
stream from the geometry �outlet Fig. 2�b�� and on the upper part
�ceiling Fig. 2�b��, is a free flow condition �25� on pressure and
velocity. The flow is advected from left to right and a uniform
velocity V0=40 m s−1 is applied to the left-hand surface of the
simulation domain �Dirichlet velocity condition, inlet Fig. 2�b��.
The Reynolds number associated with length L of the geometry is
Re=2.8
106. Finally, symmetry conditions are applied on the
side surfaces of the simulation domain �25,26�.

The simulation volume is subdivided into parallelepiped do-
mains. Inside each domain, the volume mesh is Cartesian, uniform
and the resolution is halved as it moves away from the surface.
Each block Bk is associated with a resolution level �xk defined by

�xk = 2k�x0 �7�

in which �x0 represents the most refined resolution, i.e., the size of
an elementary computation cube in the block having the highest
resolution.

In the present case, 12 levels �0–11� of blocks have been cre-
ated: The fourth most refined levels are located in areas generating
high gradient and flow separations close to the geometry �B0, B1,
B2, and B3, Fig. 3�. The geometry is hence completely contained
in block B3 with resolution �x3=2
10−3 m �Fig. 3�b��, and the
first computation node, at the end of the roof, is located at y+

=120, with y+ defined by

y+ = y
u+

�
�8�

in which y represents the distance perpendicular to the wall, � the
viscosity of the fluid, and u+ the friction velocity defined accord-
ing to parietal friction constraint �� formulated by

�p = �u+2 �9�

Fig. 2 Schematic of the numerical simulation setup: „a… studied geometry and „b… simulation
volume

Fig. 3 Schematic of the volume mesh distribution around the geometry: „a… block B2 perspective, „b… cross
section in longitudinal plane P1 situated on left-hand side edge, and „c… cross section in longitudinal median
plane P2 on upper edge of rear window
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The boundary layer thickness represents around 2
10−2 m at
the end of the roof, and ten computation points are used to char-
acterize the boundary layer on block B3. The mesh is refined on
the separation lines, on the top and side edges of the rear window.
On level B0 located on the rear window lateral edges �B0, Fig.
3�b�� and at the end of the roof �B0, Fig. 3�c��, the distance be-
tween two consecutive computation nodes is therefore �0=2.5

10−4 m. At the upper part of the rear window, block B0 spreads
over 10−2 m downstream from the upper edge of the rear window
to obtain a better representation of the static pressure gradient
associated with the separation �Fig. 3�c��. Finally, an intermediate
conical block is created at the side edges, at a resolution of
10−3 m, in order to represent the velocity and pressure gradients in
the longitudinal vortices �B2, Fig. 3�a��. The mesh size then in-
creases as it moves away from the geometry, from blocks B4 to
B12. The number of nodes in the computational domain is 16.7

106 of which 15
106 are distributed close to the geometry,
whereas the body surface is meshed with 1.2
106 triangular
cells. According to the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy �CFL� criterion,
the computation time step is equal to 1.354
10−6 s for the finest
mesh �block B0� and the simulation is conducted over 500,000
iterations, corresponding to 0.7 s of real time. Convergence is
attained after 50,000 time steps and the numerical results are av-
eraged on 0.61 s �50,000–500,000 iterations�.

From one block to the next one �Bi to Bi+1�, the mesh density is
divided by 2. The finer mesh is used near the wall and in the
region with high gradient. So moving from the wall to the
freestream, the mesh density decreases. This technique accelerates
the computational convergence. In fact, the time step is defined by
�t=CFLcs��x�, where cs is the sound celerity, in this case given

by cs=���D+2� /D�T���x� /�t�, D the degree of freedom equal to
4 and ��x� is the cell size. From this expression, it can be easily
obtained that the CFL number is equal to 0.794.

The CFL number is kept constant all over the computational
domain; thus, the time step is proportional to the cell size. So the
time step is doubled from one block to the next one. This proce-
dure increases the convergence and for the present computation,
only 50,000 iterations are needed. The convergence is based on
the drag coefficient error. The convergence is attempted when the
relative error is smaller than 1%.

3 Numerical Results
The results obtained are analyzed and compared with the ex-

perimental �7,9� and numerical results �10� found in the literature.
Firstly, the near-wake flow topology is analyzed according to the
total pressure loss isosurface, characterized by the total pressure
loss coefficient Cpi:

Cpi =
Pi0 − Pi

1

2
�V0

2

�10�

Each of the structures identified is then analyzed according to
pressure and vorticity fields, parietal visualizations, and velocity
profiles.

The total pressure loss isosurfaces �Fig. 4�a�� indicate the de-
velopment of longitudinal and transversal vortices on the near-
wake flow. These vortices are associated with significant total
pressure losses �Cpi�1, Fig. 4�b��. The streamlines emanating
from the roof separate along the upper edge of the rear window,
roll up in a separated region annotated D �Fig. 4�a��, and contrib-
ute to the wake flow. The associated total pressure loss coeffi-
cients Cpi are close to 1.5 in the separated zone D �Fig. 4�b��. The
results in Fig. 4�a� therefore suggest that the flow reattaches itself
on the bottom of the rear window, which effectively concurs with
the results proposed by Ahmed et al. �6�. Likewise, the stream-
lines emanating from the lateral side of the geometry separate
along the lateral edges of the rear window and roll up into two
counter-rotating longitudinal vortices annotated T1 and T2 in Fig.
4�a�. The volume energy loss associated with the vorticity at the
vortex center is characterized by average total pressure loss coef-
ficients close to Cpi=1.75 �Fig. 4�b��. Finally, the fluid emanating
from the lateral sides, from the underbody, and from the rear
window separates around the base periphery and forms a transver-
sal vortical ring �annotated ST in Fig. 4�a��. The flow topology in
the separated region D and in the longitudinal vortices T1 and T2
is analyzed more specifically in the following developments.

Fig. 5 Definition of measurement planes on rear window and
end of roof

Fig. 4 Near-wake flow topology: „a… isosurface Cpi=1.22 and „b… total pressure loss field mea-
sured in transverse Plane 1 „defined in „a……
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3.1 Separated Region Analysis. The separated region D is
analyzed on the longitudinal velocity profiles in the vertical direc-
tion �Fig. 6�, measured on the median longitudinal plane, at the
end of the roof �Plane 1 for x=−0.262 m�, at the top of the rear

window �Plane 2 for x=−0.212 m�, at the first part of the rear
window �Plane 3 for x=−0.162 m�, in the middle of the rear win-
dow �Plane 4, x=−0.112 m�, at the last part of the rear window
�Plane 5, x=−0.062�, and at the bottom of the rear window �Plane

Fig. 6 Longitudinal velocity profiles in the vertical direction measured in longitudinal median
plane
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6, x=−0.012 m�. For each of the velocity measurements, the da-
tum point of the horizontal axis �Ox� is placed on the base and the
datum point of the vertical axis �Oy� is located at any point of the
surface �y=0 on the geometry, see Fig. 5�. The numerical results
are then compared to profiles obtained by laser doppler anemom-
eter �LDA� �9�.

At the end of the roof �Plane 1, Fig. 6 and at the top of the rear
window �Plane 2, Fig. 6�, the numerical simulation slightly under-
estimates the velocity near the wall ��Vx=3 m s−1� with respect to

the profiles obtained on LDA �9�. Near the wall, experimental data
do not exist to perform comparison in the boundary layer. Further
downstream, in Planes 3 and 4 located on the rear window, close
to the separation line, the numerical and experimental results are
more consistent �Fig. 6�. The separation is indeed fixed by the
sharp-edged geometry and the longitudinal velocity profiles are
less sensitive to the upstream flow �10�. The velocity appears
negative close to the wall of the geometry �Vx=−5 m s−1 at y=0,
Plane 3�, which typifies a fluid recirculation under the separated
region D �Fig. 4�a��. At the end of the rear window �Planes 5 and
6�, the flow reattaches itself to the wall and the longitudinal ve-
locity becomes positive �Vx= +3 m s−1, Plane 6�. The computation
code is then able to predict both the separation and attachment of
the fluid, respectively, on the top and bottom of the rear window
�Planes 3–6�. This aspect, a common problem in the numerical
representation of the flow around fastback geometry �27,28�, is
correctly processed by the code. On the last profiles �Planes 5 and
6�, however, the computation code overestimates the velocity defi-
cit in the boundary layer close to the reattachment. The results
obtained in the separated boundary layer are associated with the
logarithmic law used to define the velocity evolution close to the
wall �Eq. �5��. This law is not adapted to the separated region �29�.

The accuracy of the present results has been evaluated by de-
termining the differences with experimental results considered as
a basis of comparison. The maximum error is less than 15%. It is
equal, respectively, to 5%, 9%, 1%, and 3% for Profiles 1–4. In
the external region, the error is less than 1% but it can reach
11–13% in the separation zone �Profiles 5 and 6� where the com-
putation is less accurate. The results obtained in the symmetry
plane are representative of the situation in other regions in the
domain.

The turbulent kinetic energy has been compared to experimen-
tal data �12�. Before and at the beginning of the separation region,
the agreement with experiment is good. However, due to the fact
that the size of the separation zone is underestimated by the
present numerical simulation, the agreement in the reattachment
region is poor. This is due to the fact that k- turbulent model is,
as known, not able to predict correctly the separation zone. So,
complete comparison �12�, both for mean velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy, has been done. Agreement is globally good for the
mean velocity but quite poor for the turbulent kinetic energy. The
present results are in good agreement with LES results �10�.

The friction line traces on the rear window, illustrated in Fig.
7�a�, however, indicate that the computation code correctly repre-
sents the physical phenomena highlighted in the experiments con-
ducted by Gilliéron et al. �22� at a Reynolds number Re=0.7

106 �Fig. 7�b��. In view of the flow symmetry, only the rear
left-hand part of the rear window is represented �seen from the
rear�.

The streamlines issued from the lateral side of the geometry
separate along the lateral edges of the rear window, roll up into the

Fig. 7 Friction line traces noted on left-hand part of rear win-
dow: „a… present numerical results and „b… experimental re-
sults, Gilliéron et al. †22‡

Fig. 8 Definition measurement planes

Fig. 9 Vorticity fields measured in transverse planes located on longitudinal
vortex T2 for various coordinate: „a… x1 / l=0.25, „b… x1 / l=0.45, „c… x1 / l=0.63, and
„d… x1 / l=0.95
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longitudinal vortex T2 �Fig. 4�a��, and reattach themselves on the
rear window along attachment line AC �Figs. 7�a� and 7�b��. A
portion of the fluid then moves toward the side edge and separates
again along the separation line annotated AB �in Figs. 7�a� and
7�b��. The friction lines therefore indicate the existence of a sec-
ondary counter-rotating longitudinal vortex along the lateral edge

as observed by Krajnovic and Davidson �10�. Angle BÂC noted in
Fig. 7�a� is equal to 27 deg, as opposed to 22 deg in the experi-
mental results �22� �Fig. 7�b��. The friction line field also indicates
a significant interaction between the longitudinal vortex T2 and
the separated region D. A portion of the fluid emanating from the
attachment line AC feeds the parietal recirculation flow under the
separated region whereas the friction lines roll up around a singu-
lar focus point F �Fig. 7�a��. The momentum conservation there-
fore forces the streamlines to converge toward this center and to
escape into the wake flow through a secondary vortex. This vortex
shown by Spohn and Gilliéron �7� does not appear, however, in
the numerical results presented herein. Finally, considering the
symmetry of the flow with respect to the longitudinal median
plane, two singular saddle type points appear on the median plane
�annotated S1 and S2 in Fig. 7�a��.

These results effectively concur with the above-mentioned ex-
perimental results found in the literature, and can be used to vali-
date the numerical simulation for the representation of the sepa-
rated region on the rear window. The following step therefore
consists of representing the longitudinal vortices, which interact
with the separated zone to form the near-wake flow.

3.2 Longitudinal Vortex Analysis. Vortices T1 and T2 �Fig.
4�a�� are analyzed according to the total pressure loss, vorticity,
and velocity fields measured in the transversal planes defined in
Fig. 8. The results are compared with experimental and numerical
results found in the literature.

The time-averaged vorticity magnitude measured on the vortex
axis is close to �=13
103 s−1 �Fig. 9� and decreases along the
length of the rear window. This rotational movement in plane
�y1z1� is supplied by the fluid emanating from the lateral side of
the geometry, separating along the side edge of the rear window.
The vortex center is then characterized by a depression zone as-
sociated with the fluid rotation, at static pressure loss coefficients
Cp close to Cp=−1.7 �Fig. 10�, comparable to those observed by
Beaudoin et al. �8�. The space-averaged total pressure loss coeffi-
cient, measured in the vortex cross section, corresponds to Cpi
=1.5, with the maximum values noted in the vortex core �Cpi
=1.75, Fig. 4�b��. These values correspond to those noted by
Gilliéron et al. �22� on the same geometry and more generally
with those measured by total pressure loss tomography on the
fastback geometry vehicle �30�.

The vorticity �Fig. 9 and static pressure fields �Fig. 10� are
measured in the transverse planes distributed along the left-hand
side edge of the rear window �seen from the rear�. The datum
point of the x axis is fixed at point A �Fig. 8�, in the upper left-
hand corner of the rear window. The results therefore show three
phases in the vortex development.

On the upper part of the rear window and as far as abscissa

Fig. 10 Static pressure loss coefficient fields measured in transverse planes
located on longitudinal vortex T2 for various coordinate: „a… x1 / l=0.25, „b…
x1 / l=0.45, „c… x1 / l=0.63, and „d… x1 / l=0.95

Fig. 11 Vorticity isocontour surface „�=104 s−1
…: „a… definition of coordinate

system associated with vortex T2, and „b… determination of vortex axis position
with respect to rear window
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x1 / l=0.25, the vortex core does not appear clearly and the vortic-
ity fields only highlight the shear layer, which develops on the
lateral edge of the rear window ��i� in Fig. 9�a��. These results
concur with those of Lehugeur et al. �31�, who characterized the
vortex core formation along the rear window through Q criterion
fields obtained by 3D-particle image velocity �PIV�.

At coordinate x1 / l�0.45, the vorticity fields �Fig. 9�b�� reveal
the existence of a well-established structure with a quasicircular
vortex cross section, and the depression zone in the vortex core is
clearly distinct �Fig. 10�b��. The vorticity magnitude and the static
pressure loss coefficient, measured at the vortex center, are close
to �=15
103 s−1 and Cp=−2, respectively. These values remain
constant until x1 / l=0.63. The vortex formation phase, at the top of
the rear window, has also been highlighted by Lehugeur and
Gilliéron �11� �by LBM numerical means� and by Beaudoin et al.
�8� �by experimental means�. The static pressure loss values are
also comparable �Cp=−1.7 �11� and Cp=−1.67 �8��.

Finally, at the bottom of the rear window �at coordinate x1 / l
=0.95, Figs. 9�d� and 10�d�, the vorticity and static pressure loss
coefficients decrease, with �=11.103 s−1 and Cp=−1.6. The vor-

tex separates from the wall and moves away from the side edge.
Feeding of the vortex by lateral separation is no longer prepon-
derant and the vortex dynamics are governed by dissipation
conditions.

The vorticity �Fig. 9� and static pressure loss coefficient fields
�Fig. 10� also show that the vortex axis is not parallel to the side
edge. The inclinations, noted between the vortex axis and the
left-hand side edge, are similar to those indicated by Lehugeur
and Gilliéron �11�: �=7 deg and �=7 deg �Fig. 11 where the
vortex is highlighted by the vorticity isocontour �=104 s−1�. This
information is used to define a coordinate system �x2 ,y2 ,z2� asso-
ciated with the vortex axis, represented in Fig. 11�a�. The datum
point of the coordinate system is the upper left-hand corner of the
rear window, and axis �Ox2� and plane �y2z2� therefore represent
the vortex axis and the cross section plane, respectively �Fig.
11�a��.

Vortex T2 is then analyzed through the velocity profiles mea-
sured in a cross section plane in the vortex core. The axial velocity
profile, represented by Vx2�y2=0,z2�, is given in Fig. 12�a�. The

Fig. 12 Velocity profiles in the longitudinal left-hand vortex T2 for different coordinates: „a… axial velocity
transverse profile Vx2„y2=0,z2…, „b… schematic diagram of jet and wake-type vortices, „c… azimuthal velocity
profile in the transverse direction „Vy2„y2=0,z2……, and „d… azimuthal velocity transverse profile in the vertical
direction „Vz2„y2 ,z2=0……
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azimuthal velocity profiles along the horizontal axis �Vy2�y2
=0,z2�� and the vertical axis �Vz2�y2 ,z2=0�� are indicated in Figs.
12�c� and 12�d�, respectively, for different coordinates �x2 / l
=0.533, x2 / l=0.618, and x2 / l=0.955 in which l represents the
rear window length�.

The results in Fig. 12�a� reveal a maximum value of the longi-
tudinal velocity in the vortex core �Vx2 close to 1.2V0 at the vortex
core�. This velocity overshoot is characteristic of swirling jet
structure �32� as opposed to a wake structure where the vortex
core sustains a velocity deficit with respect to the main flow ve-
locity �see Fig. 12�b��. Two longitudinal velocity minima appear
on either side of the vortex core at coordinate x2 / l�0.533 �Fig.
12�a��, the position of which corresponds to the position of the
azimuthal velocity extrema �Fig. 12�c��. This result concurs with
the results obtained by Lehugeur and Gilliéron �11�. It is also of
interest to note that the velocity profile measured at coordinate
x2 / l=0.25 �Fig. 12�a�� does not have an established structure. The
maximum axial velocity value is not detected at the vortex center
�z2=0�, and the minima do not appear distinctly, in particular, at
z2�−0.02, due to the presence of the separated layer close to the
vortex core. These results confirm the observations in Figs. 9�a�
and 10�a�: The vortex is not established on the top of the rear
window, which once again concurs with the results of Lehugeur et
al. �31�.

The azimuthal velocity �horizontal profile in Fig. 12�c� and ver-
tical in Fig. 12�d�� exhibits a linear evolution close to the vortex
center, which highlights a constant shear zone indicative of a
block rotation in the vortex core �11,32,33�. The azimuthal veloc-
ity extrema along the horizontal axis �Fig. 12�c�� and vertical axis
�Fig. 12�d�� do not, however, have the same values: The maxi-
mum velocity �minimum, respectively� is close to 25 m s−1 �re-
spectively, −25 m s−1� in the horizontal profiles versus 32 m s−1

�respectively, −30 m s−1� in the vertical profiles. The presence of
the separated boundary Layer D �Fig. 4�a�� and of the geometry
wall influences the structure of the vortex, which does not develop
freely, and the vortex must therefore be considered as asymmetric.

The extrema values of the azimuthal velocity do not vary sig-
nificantly along the rear window, which confirms the observations
made on the pressure and vorticity fields: At x / l�0.45, the vortex
is in a quasiuniform state �31�.

Drag coefficient has been computed and compared to previous
experimental and numerical studies. The value proposed by
Ahmed et al. is the lower one. It was obtained by extrapolation of
results corresponding to three experiments for different angles of
the rear window �0 deg, 12.5 deg, and 30 deg�. Table 1 presents
drag coefficient. The value obtained in the present study is higher
than the other one. This is due to the fact that the first part of the
body is not considered here.

4 Conclusions
The near-wake flow of a simplified 3D fastback vehicle is stud-

ied according to a numerical approach based on the original LBM.
The results obtained concur with the experimental and numerical

results found in the literature and the various longitudinal and
transversal separated vortices forming the wake are correctly re-
produced.

The results show the formation of a separated layer on the rear
window. The velocity profiles measured in the median longitudi-
nal plane of the geometry indicate that the flow separates at the
end of the roof and reattaches itself at the bottom of the rear
window. These profiles effectively concur with the profiles mea-
sured experimentally in the reference works. The friction line field
also reveals a strong interaction between the separated region and
the longitudinal vortices, which feed the parietal fluid recircula-
tion under the separated layer.

The topology of the longitudinal vortices is also analyzed. The
axial and azimutal velocity profiles measured in the vortex core
indicate a swirling jet structure, in accordance with the results
found in the literature. After a formation phase on the top of the
rear window, the longitudinal vortex structure appears in a colum-
nar state along the side edge.

The results herein and the comparisons conducted with the ex-
perimental results constitute a validation of the computation code
for the representation of bluff body near-wake flow characteristic
of automotive vehicle wake. The numerical simulation presented
can therefore be used to develop and parametrize active control
solutions with a view to improve the aerodynamic performances
of automobile vehicles. In this context, the topological results pre-
sented can be used to determine the control objectives: A reduc-
tion of aerodynamic drag consists therefore in finding solutions
capable of limiting �even eliminating� the development of the lon-
gitudinal vortices and the separated layer development on the rear
window.
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A Differential Quadrature Solution
of MHD Natural Convection in an
Inclined Enclosure With a
Partition
Magnetohydrodynamics natural convection in an inclined enclosure with a partition is
studied numerically using a differential quadrature method. Governing equations for the
fluid flow and heat transfer are solved for the Rayleigh number varying from 104 to 106,
the Prandtl numbers (0.1, 1, and 10), four different Hartmann numbers (0, 25, 50, and
100), the inclination angle ranging from 0 deg to 90 deg, and the magnetic field with the
x and y directions. The results show that the convective flow weakens considerably with
increasing magnetic field strength, and the x-directional magnetic field is more effective
in reducing the convection intensity. As the inclination angle increases, multicellular
flows begin to develop on both sides of the enclosure for higher values of the Hartmann
number if the enclosure is under the x-directional magnetic field. The vorticity generation
intensity increases with increase of Rayleigh number. On the other hand, increasing
Hartmann number has a negative effect on vorticity generation. With an increase in the
inclination angle, the intensity of vorticity generation is observed to shift to top left
corners and bottom right corners. Vorticity generation loops in each region of enclosure
form due to multicelluar flow for an x-directional magnetic field when the inclination
angle is increased further. In addition, depending on the boundary layer developed, the
vorticity value on the hot wall increases first sharply with increasing y and then begins to
decrease gradually. For the high Rayleigh numbers, the average Nusselt number shows
an increasing trend as the inclination angle increases and a peak value is detected.
Beyond the peak point, the foregoing trend reverses to decrease with the further increase
of the inclination angle. The results also show that the Prandtl number has only a
marginal effect on the flow and heat transfer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829567�

Keywords: natural convection, MHD, PDQ, enclosure, vorticity, stream function

1 Introduction

Natural convection in enclosures has received considerable at-
tention in recent years because of numerous applications in engi-
neering. The primary interest of previous studies has been a
simple rectangular enclosure. However, in many practical cases,
enclosures with partitions are used to modify heat transfer. Natural
convection in an enclosure with a centrally located partition was
analyzed by Dzodzo et al. �1�. Their results indicate that partition-
ing the enclosure vertically reduces the convective heat transfer
up to 64%. In addition, the results of Tong and Gerner �2� show
that placing a partition midway between the vertical walls of an
enclosure produces the greatest reduction in heat transfer. Kahveci
�3,4� studied natural convection in an enclosure partitioned with a
finite thickness partition and found that the average Nusselt num-
ber decreases with an increase of the distance between the hot
wall and the partition, and the thickness of the partition has a little
effect on natural convection. Kahveci �5� also found that with
increasing aspect ratio, heat transfer shows an increasing trend
and gets a maximum value. Beyond the maximum point, the fore-
going trend reverses to decrease with further increase of the aspect
ratio. Elsherbiny et al. �6� found that the thermal boundary condi-
tions at the end walls influence the effect of partitions in reducing
the heat transfer rate across the enclosure. Acharya and Tsang �7�

studied the effect of the inclination angle of an enclosure with a
centrally located partition on natural convection. Their results
show that the inclination angle has a strong influence on the mag-
nitude of the maximum Nusselt number. Khan and Yao �8�, com-
paring natural convection of water and air in a partially divided
enclosure, suggested that the average Nusselt number for water is
slightly higher than that for air in the same conditions. The effect
of using a horizontal partition in an enclosure was analyzed by
Nag et al. �9�, and they found that the higher the value of the
position of the partition along the wall, the more the attenuation in
heat transfer. The numerical examination of the radiation-
convection interaction presented by Mezrhab and Bchir �10�
shows that the radiation standardizes the temperature in the two
parts of the enclosure. Yucel and Ozdem �11� concluded from their
numerical investigation on natural convection in the partially di-
vided enclosures that increasing the number of the partitions
causes the average Nusselt number to decrease. The effect of a
vertical partial partition in an enclosure on natural convection was
investigated by Öztuna �12�. The results show that an increase in
the partition height brings about a significant decrease in the av-
erage Nusselt number. Wang et al. �13� investigated convection in
a partially divided enclosure with a combined horizontal tempera-
ture and concentration gradient and found that the partition ratio
has a strong effect on both the mass transfer rate and flow pattern.

The previous studies of partitioned enclosures investigate natu-
ral convection in the absence of a magnetic field. On the other
hand, natural convection for an electrically conducting fluid under
the influence of a magnetic field is of great importance in many
industrial applications such as crystal growth, metal casting, and
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liquid metal cooling blankets for fusion reactors. A magnetic field
imposed on electrically conducting fluid creates the Lorentz force
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field vector, oriented in
the direction opposite to the fluid velocity, thus retarding the mo-
tion perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In this study, MHD natural convection in an inclined enclosure
with a partition was investigated numerically to reveal the effect
of the various governing parameters on the flow and heat transfer.
For the simulation of natural convection, mostly the low order
methods such as finite difference, finite element, and finite volume
methods were used in the previous studies, and, in general, the
low order methods need a large number of grid points to ensure a
reliable accuracy. However, the polynomial differential quadrature
�PDQ� method �14–16� is an efficient discretization technique to
obtain accurate numerical solutions using a considerably small
number of grid points as compared with the low order methods.
Therefore, the numerical solution of the problem was obtained by
using the PDQ method.

2 System and Model Equations
The geometry and the coordinate system used in the analysis

are shown in Fig. 1. The square enclosure is bounded by two
isothermal walls at temperatures TH and TC and two adiabatic
walls. A thin partition subdivides the enclosure into two regions.
The fluid is an incompressible Newtonian fluid with the Bouss-
inesq approximation.

The dimensionless variables used are as follows:

x =
x*

L
y =

y*

L
u =

u*

�/L
v =

v*

�/L

p =
L2

�o�2 �p* + �ogy*� T =
T* − TC

TH − TC
�1�

where u* and v* are the dimensional velocity components, p* is
the dimensional pressure, T* is the dimensional temperature, � is
the fluid density, and � is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

The magnetic field induced by the electric current density is
assumed to be negligible because the electric current density in-
duced by fluid motion is very small. The Joule heating of the fluid
and the effect of viscous dissipation are also considered to be
negligible. Under these assumptions, the dimensionless governing
equations in the vorticity-stream function formulation are as
follows:
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Here, � is the ratio of magnetic field strengths of x and y direc-
tions, and the Prandtl, Rayleigh, and Hartmann numbers are de-
fined as

Pr =
�

�
Ra =

g�L3	T*

��
Hai = LBi�


�
i = x,y �5�

where g is the gravitational acceleration, � is the coefficient of
thermal expansion, � is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, B is
the magnetic induction, and 
 is the electric conductivity.

The boundary conditions for the problem are

��x,0� = 0 ��xp,y� = 0 ��x,1� = 0 ��0,y� = 0 ��1,y� = 0

�6�

� �T

�y
�
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= 0 T�xp
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+,y� � �T

�x
�
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−,1

= � �T

�x
�
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+,1

� �T

�y
�

x,1
= 0 T�0,y� = 1 T�1,y� = 0 �7�

Physically, there is no boundary condition for the vorticity. How-
ever, an expression can be obtained from the Taylor series expan-
sion of the stream function equation as �wall=−�2� /��2, where �
is the outward normal variable to the surface. This equation is
adapted as the boundary condition for the vorticity in this study.

3 Computational Method
After discretization by the PDQ method, the governing equa-

tions become as follows:
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Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system
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where the indices i and j indicate a grid point, and Nx and Ny
represent the total number of the grid points in the x and y direc-
tions, respectively. The discretized equations �Eqs. �8�–�10�� are
solved by the successive over-relaxation �SOR� iteration method.
The following nonuniform grid point distribution called
Chebshyev-Gauss-Lobatho is used in the solution procedure of the
problem:

xi =
1

2

1 − cos� i

Nx
��� i = 0,1,2, . . . ,Nx

yj =
1

2

1 − cos� j

Ny
��� j = 0,1,2, . . . ,Ny �11�

To ensure convergence of the numerical algorithm, the criteria
��i,j

m −�i,j
m+1��10−5 is applied to all dependent variables over the

solution domain where � represents a dependent variable, �, �,
T, and the index m indicates the current iteration.

A series of grid systems of up to 31�31 points are performed
to obtain a grid independent mesh size. It suggests that when the
mesh size is above 26�26, Nua and ���max remain the same. The
results for the case of Ra=106, Pr=1, and Ha=0 are shown in
Table 1. Depending on this observation, the mesh size is selected
as 31�31 in this work.

For the validation of the numerical code, the solution for the
nonpartitioned square enclosure case is also obtained by the PDQ
method, and the results are compared with the benchmark results
obtained by de Vahl Davis �17� through a standard finite differ-
ence method �see Table 2�. It can be concluded from Table 2 that
there is a very good agreement between the results of the PDQ
method for the grid 31�31 and the benchmark results of de Vahl
Davis �17� based on the low order methods for the grids up to
81�81.

4 Results and Discussions
The computational results are obtained for the Rayleigh number

in the range of 104 and 106, the Prandtl number ranging from 0.1
to 10, the Hartmann number ranging from 0 to 100, and the incli-
nation angle in the range of 0 deg to 90 deg. The velocity profiles
for Pr=1 and Ha=0 are shown in Fig. 2. It can be noticed that the

velocity components are linear throughout the core regions. Fur-
thermore, the comparison of the velocity components reveals that
the flow in the vertical direction is faster because of the buoyancy-
induced acceleration experienced by the fluid particles transported
in this direction.

The streamlines and isotherms are shown in Figs. 3–6 for vari-
ous values of the inclination angle. It may be observed that the
flow on both sides of the enclosure is single cellular for the small
values of inclination angle. In addition, it is seen that flow patterns
are symmetrical on both regions of enclosure because the tem-
perature gradients along the x direction are almost the same. As
the inclination angle increases, single-cellular flows break down
for the x-directional magnetic field case, and multicellular flows
form in the flow fields for the higher values of the Hartmann
number. With an increase in the strength of the magnetic field, the
convection strength is reduced. This result is consistent with the
results of Ece and Büyük �18�, who investigated natural convec-
tion in a nonpartitioned enclosure under the magnetic field. In
addition, as it is seen from the figures, isotherms gradually be-
come linear with increasing magnetic field strength. The core of
streamlines moves toward the top of the cold wall and the bottom
of the hot wall as the magnetic field strength increases. It can be
seen from the figures that the x-directional magnetic field is more
effective in retarding the motion as compared to that for the
y-directional case. This is expected because the main flow is at the
y direction. As it is expressed before, magnetic field retards the
fluid motion perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore, the
x-directional magnetic field retards the fluid motion in the y direc-
tion, while the y-directional magnetic field retards it in the x
direction.

A circulatory gyre pattern for natural convection in a parti-
tioned enclosure can also be seen using the vorticity contours. As
observed in Figs. 7–10, there is an existence of near-stagnant in-
terior cores in each region of the enclosure along with the distinct
boundary layers near the vertical walls. Higher values of the vor-
ticity on the walls indicate the intense convection effect on the
fluid structure. Vorticity takes lower values as a result of weak
circulation when Hartmann number is increased. With increase in
the inclination angle, the intensity of vorticity generation is ob-
served to shift to top left corners and bottom right corners. These
changes indirectly indicate the variations in the velocity gradients
due to the varying inclination angle. For the x-directional mag-
netic field case, vorticity generation loops because of multicellular
flow are clearly seen in Fig. 10.

Variation of the values of the vorticity along the hot wall with
the Rayleigh number is seen in Fig. 11 for various values of the
inclination angle. The vorticity values increase with an increase in
the value of the Rayleigh number, resulting in a strong circulatory
motion. Circulation becomes weaker depending on the boundary
layer developed along the hot wall. Thus, the vorticity value along
the hot wall represents a sharp increase near the leading edge and
then begins to decrease gradually toward the trailing edge. The
vorticity values show a wavy variation in the case of multicellular
flow. A negative value of vorticity at the y-directional magnetic
field for inclination angle =90 deg is due to counterclockwise
circulation.

Table 1 Grid dependency for Ra=106 and Pr=1 and Ha=0

Mesh size Nua ���max

18�18 4.25 11.6
22�22 4.28 11.8
26�26 4.32 11.8
31�31 4.32 11.8

Table 2 Validation of the numerical code „nonpartitioned case…

Ra=104 Ra=105 Ra=106

de Vahl Davis Present de Vahl Davis Present de Vahl Davis Present

���max — 5.07 9.61 9.60 16.75 16.72
Nua 2.24 2.24 4.52 4.52 8.80 8.82
Numax 3.53 3.53 7.72 7.70 17.93 17.56
Numin 0.59 0.59 0.73 0.73 0.99 0.98
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Variation of vorticity along the hot wall with the Hartmann
number is shown in Fig. 12 for various values of inclination angle.
As seen from the figure, vorticity shows a decreasing trend with
increasing Hartmann number depending on the weakening circu-
lation. For the y-directional magnetic field case, this decreasing
trend becomes stronger with increasing Hartmann number.

For the vertical enclosure case, the variation of position where
vorticity takes a maximum value along the hot wall with the Ray-
leigh and Hartman numbers is shown in Fig. 13. The maximum
value of vorticity closes to the leading edge for both x-directional
and y-directional magnetic field cases when the Rayleigh number
is increased. The same trend is seen when the Hartmann number is

increased. However, the position where vorticity obtains its maxi-
mum value approaches a constant value when the Hartmann num-
ber is increased further. Similar variations for position where the
vorticity takes a maximum value with the Rayleigh and Hartmann
numbers is observed for other inclination angles �not shown here�
where multicellular flow does not occur.

Variation of the local Nusselt number along the hot wall with
the Rayleigh number is presented in Fig. 14 for various values of
the inclination angle. For the low Rayleigh numbers, the iso-
therms are evenly spaced between the vertical walls of the enclo-
sure, indicating that the conduction heat transfer is dominant. As
the Rayleigh number increases, a gradually strengthening circula-

Fig. 2 Distributions of the velocities along the lines y=0,0.5,0.75 for Pr=1 and Ha=0
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tion begins to develop on both sides of the enclosure. This results
in an increase of the local Nusselt number, as seen from Fig. 14.
The x-directional magnetic field yields the smaller local Nusselt
numbers when it is compared with the y-directional magnetic
field. The isotherms in the core region for a vertical enclosure are
nearly horizontal, while they are oblique for an inclined enclosure.
Therefore, for a vertical enclosure, the temperature of the fluid
directed from the partition to the base of the hot surface is colder,
while the temperature of the fluid in the lower part of the hot
surface is higher than the corresponding fluid temperature in an

inclined enclosure. As a result, the local Nusselt number for a
vertical enclosure shows higher changes along the hot wall com-
pared with the corresponding local Nusselt number for an inclined
enclosure. For the high inclination angles, multicellular flows with
three cells occur on both sides of the enclosure for the
x-directional magnetic field case as a result of the breakdown of
the single-cellular flows. One of these three cells is in the middle
of the enclosure and rotates clockwise, while the other two are in
the lower and upper parts of the enclosure and rotate counter-
clockwise. For this multicellular flow case, the local Nusselt num-

Fig. 3 Streamlines and isotherms for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=0 deg
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ber shows an increasing trend with increasing y in the lower part
of the enclosure because of the counterclockwise rotating circula-
tion cell. The clockwise cell, which is in the middle of the enclo-
sure, causes a decrease in the local Nusselt number. The local
Nusselt number begins to increase again in the upper part of the
enclosure due to the cell rotating counterclockwise and eventually
shows a decrease toward the trailing edge of the hot wall. For the
inclination angle =90 deg, a counterclockwise circulation cell

forms the flow fields for the y-directional magnetic field case;
therefore, the local Nusselt number shows an increasing trend
with increasing y.

The effect of the Prandtl number on the local Nusselt number
along the hot wall is shown in Fig. 15 for various values of the
inclination angle. As the Prandtl number increases, the local Nus-
selt number along the hot surface increases in a little amount
especially in the lower part of the enclosure for the cases except

Fig. 4 Streamlines and isotherms for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=30 deg
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for =90 deg. This is because of the fact that the thermal bound-
ary layer along the hot wall becomes relatively thinner as the
Prandtl number increases, causing higher heat flux. For the 
=90 deg, the difference between the maximum and minimum val-
ues of the local Nusselt number decreases with increasing Prandtl
number.

Variation of the local Nusselt number along the hot wall with
the Hartmann number is shown in Fig. 16. Because of the retard-

ing effect of the magnetic field on convective flow, the local Nus-
selt number decreases in the existence of a magnetic field. The
damping of the local Nusselt number increases with increasing
Hartmann number. As stated before, multicellular flows form the
flow fields for the =90 deg if the enclosure is under the
x-directional magnetic field. Therefore, the local Nusselt number
along the hot wall shows a wavy variation for this case. For the
y-directional magnetic field case, single-cellular counterclockwise

Fig. 5 Streamlines and isotherms for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=60 deg
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flows form the flow fields on both sides of the enclosure. There-
fore, the local Nusselt number shows an increasing trend with
increasing y and takes lower values with increasing magnetic field
strength.

Variation of the average Nusselt number with the Rayleigh
number is shown in Fig. 17 for various values of the inclination
angle. The average Nusselt number remains nearly constant with

increasing Hartmann number for the low values of the Rayleigh
number. For the high values of the Rayleigh number, heat transfer
decreases when a magnetic field exists in the flow field. As can be
seen from Fig. 17, the damping in heat transfer increases with
increasing strength of the magnetic field. The maximum decrease
takes place for Ra=105 for the low values of the Hartmann num-
ber and for Ra=106 for the high values of the Hartmann number.

Fig. 6 Streamlines and isotherms for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=90 deg
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Fig. 7 Vorticity contours for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=0 deg

Fig. 8 Vorticity contours for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=30 deg
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Fig. 9 Vorticity contours for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=60 deg

Fig. 10 Vorticity contours for Ra=106, Pr=1, and �=90 deg
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The effect of the inclination angle on the average Nusselt num-
ber is shown in Fig. 18 for various values of the Hartmann num-
ber. For the low values of the Rayleigh number, the average Nus-
selt number decreases with increasing inclination angle. As for the
high values of the Rayleigh number, the average heat transfer rate
shows an increasing trend with increasing inclination angle, and a
peak value is detected. Beyond the peak point, the foregoing trend
reverses to decrease with the further increase of inclination angle.

The maximum heat transfer takes place at =0 deg for Ra=104

and at =30 deg for Ra=105 and 106. As seen in Fig. 18, the
effect of the inclination angle on the average heat transfer rate
diminishes as the Hartmann number increases because of its
higher retarding effect.

Various correlations for the average Nusselt number are avail-
able in the literature for the vertically partitioned enclosures in the
absence of a magnetic field. One of them is suggested by Ander-

Fig. 11 Variation of the vorticity along the hot wall with the
Rayleigh number for Pr=1 and Ha=50

Fig. 12 Variation of the vorticity along the hot wall with the
Hartmann number for Pr=1 and Ra=106

Fig. 13 Variation of location of maximum values of vorticity along the hot wall
for �=0
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son and Bejan �19� based on their experimental results as Nua
=0.201 Ra0.276�N+1�−1/4. Here, N is the partition number. Another
correlation is given by Nishimura et al. �20� as Nua
=0.297 Ra1/4�N+1�−1. The comparison of the values of the aver-
age Nusselt number, which belongs to the correlations given
above and to this study, is presented in Fig. 19 along with the
values of the average Nusselt number for the x-directional mag-
netic field case. It may be observed from Fig. 19 that the numeri-
cal results are in good agreement with those of the correlations.

5 Conclusion
The buoyancy driven MHD flow in an inclined enclosure with a

thin partition is investigated numerically by the PDQ method. The
results show that the magnetic field suppresses the flow and,
therefore, heat transfer considerably, and the x-directional mag-
netic field is more effective in damping the convective flow when
it is compared with the y-directional magnetic field. It is also
found that with an increase in the inclination angle, multicellular
flows begin to develop inside the enclosure for the x-directional
magnetic field case as a result of the breakdown of the single-
cellular flows. The vorticity generation intensity increases with an
increase of Rayleigh number. On the other hand, increasing Hart-
mann number has a negative effect on vorticity generation. Vor-
ticity generation intensity is shifted to top left corners and bottom
right corners with increasing inclination angle. Vorticity genera-
tion loops in each region of enclosure form due to the multicellu-
lar flow for the x-directional magnetic field case when the incli-
nation angle is increased further. In addition, depending on the

boundary layer developed, the vorticity value on the hot wall in-
creases first sharply with increasing y and then begins to decrease
gradually. It is also observed that as the inclination angle in-
creases, the heat transfer increases first with inclination angle and
passes through a maximum and then begins to decrease especially
for the high values of the Rayleigh number. The maximum heat
transfer takes place at =0 deg for Ra=104 and at =30 deg for
Ra=105 and 106. The results also show that the flow and heat
transfer show little dependence on the Prandtl number.

Nomenclature
a � first-order weighting coefficient
B � magnetic induction, T
b � second-order weighting coefficient
g � gravitational acceleration, m2 /s
H � height of the enclosure, m

Ha � Hartmann number, Ha=LB�
 /�
i , j � grid point indices

L � width of the enclosure, m
Nx ,Ny � grid point numbers in x ,y directions

Nu � Nusselt number, Nu= �− ��T /�����=0
Pr � Prandtl number, Pr=� /�
p � dimensionless pressure,

p=L2�p*+�ogy*� / ��o�2�
Ra � Rayleigh number, Ra=g�L3	T* / ����

T � dimensionless temperature= �T*−TC� / �TH−TC�

Fig. 14 Variation of the local Nusselt number with the Ray-
leigh number for Pr=1 and Ha=50

Fig. 15 Variation of the local Nusselt number with the Prandtl
number for Ra=106 and Ha=50
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u ,v � dimensionless velocity components in x ,y
directions

w � width of the partition, m
x ,y � dimensionless coordinates= �x*,y*� /L

� � thermal diffusivity, m2 /s
� � thermal coefficient of volume expansion, 1 /K
� � ratio of magnetic field strengths of x and y

directions
� � dependent variable
� � inclination angle
� � kinematic viscosity, m2 /s
� � outward direction normal to the surface
� � density, kg /m3


 � electrical conductivity, 1 / �� m�
� � dimensionless vorticity=�*L2 /�
� � dimensionless stream function=�* /�

Subscripts
a � average
C � cold
H � hot
p � partition
x � x direction
y � y direction

Superscripts
* � dimensional quantities

m � current iteration
¯ � in the y direction

Fig. 16 Variation of the local Nusselt number with the Hart-
mann number for Ra=106 and Pr=1 Fig. 17 Variation of the average Nusselt number with the Ray-

leigh number

Fig. 18 Variation of the average Nusselt number with the incli-
nation angle
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The Effect of Free Surface on the
Vortex Shedding From Inclined
Circular Cylinders
Spectral analysis of laser Doppler velocimetry measurements and flow visualization are
employed to study the wake of inclined cylinders piercing a free surface. The results
indicate that the free surface affects vortex shedding almost two to three cylinder diam-
eters below the free surface. Variation of the vortex axis inclination and cells of shedding
were visually observed. These effects induce a phase difference in the vortex-shedding
mechanism. Streamwise vortical structures are formed along the primary vortex axis.
Furthermore, for the case of the highest Froude number, evidence is provided that vortex
shedding is suppressed in the region near the free surface. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829578�

Introduction
Circular-cylinder wakes have attracted many researchers who

produced an endless list of publications �see reviews by William-
son �1,2��. This is due partly to the simplicity of setting up an
experimental or computational investigation of the problem and to
the great practical interest that it presents. The flow involves the
interactions of the free stream with the boundary layers, the sepa-
rated shear layers, and the vortices that form and shed in the wake.
Macroscopically, it appears that the flow develops in a two-
dimensional fashion, but a closer look reveals subtle three-
dimensional patterns, for example, the streamwise vortical insta-
bilities, which ride on the separated shear layers �3,4�. It has been
demonstrated by several authors such as Ramberg �5� and many
others that dominant three-dimensional effects in the wake of a
circular cylinder depend on the end conditions. End disturbances
in the spanwise direction could trigger oblique shedding and to-
tally violate the two-dimensional character of the flow �6�. In the
present study, we focus on the asymmetry of the end conditions
introduced by a cylinder attached to a flat horizontal wall and
piercing a free water surface.

Apart from the formation of vortical structures with their axis
aligned with the free stream �braids�, the three-dimensional char-
acter of the flow is manifested in the form of the oblique shedding
process. Hammache and Gharib �6� showed how oblique shedding
depends on the end conditions. They were able to control the
angle of the vortex shedding by employing two transverse circular
cylinders upstream from the main cylinder and thus reproduce
both types of shedding. However, their work was limited in a
range of very small Reynolds numbers �Re=40–160� where the
onset of the initial wake instabilities is observed. For higher val-
ues of the Reynolds number ��1000�, the wake is affected by the
shear layer instabilities and by upstream turbulence. In order to
understand the three-dimensional character of the flow, the effects
of yaw on the vortex-shedding mechanism have been studied ex-
tensively. Ramberg �5� investigated such effects for Re ranging
from 160 to 1000, and showed that there exists a relation between
the vortex shedding frequency and the angle of the shed vortex
axes.

The wake of an inclined cylinder is governed by the so called
“independence principle,” which states that the Strouhal fre-
quency is linked to the free-stream velocity component normal to
the cylinder axis. This principle relates the Strouhal frequency to

the Re number by a universal relation, which according to the
early work by Roshko �7� is proportional to 1/Re. This relation is
valid for all cases, with and without inclination. More recent stud-
ies �8� show better agreement of experimental data for a wider
range of the Re number, if an expansion in powers of 1 /�Re
replaces 1/Re. Spanwise changes in the vortex-shedding fre-
quency correspond to different shedding modes and subsequently
they result in the inclination of the vortex axis, i.e., oblique vortex
shedding.

A great amount of work has been carried to explore the behav-
ior of free-surface vorticity. However, research is needed in order
to understand the fundamentals of the interaction of a free surface
with bluff-body wakes. Such flows are found in many engineering
applications, such as offshore structures, ship wakes, risers, and
others. For a cylinder piercing a free surface, the latter represents
an end condition more compatible with the two-dimensional char-
acter of the flow. This is because on a solid wall, all the vortex
lines must bend and align parallel to the wall. In contrast, vortex
lines can terminate on a free surface because it represents a stress-
free interface that allows a vorticity component normal to it. The
process whereby a vortex tube rearranges its geometry so that its
vortex lines terminate along the free surface is often called “vor-
tex reconnection.” As an additional consequence, we can assume
that a flat �undisturbed� free surface acts as a mirror plane for the
vorticity parallel to itself, and thus induces velocities that propel
the vortex. If we take into consideration the effect of surface de-
formation, then we have to account for the generation of second-
ary vorticity and vorticity flux. All these effects constitute a be-
havior of vorticity that is not observed in the interaction with solid
boundaries. More discussion on these effects can be found in
Rood �9–11�.

Lang and Gharib �12� investigated the problem but focused on
the effect of varying free surface conditions. In their case, the free
surface was contaminated by surfactants, and thus it was no
longer a stress-free interface. As a result, the vorticity had the
tendency to align with the free surface. Vlachos and Telionis
�13,14� used time resolved digital particle image velocimetry
�DPIV� to investigate the streamwise and spanwise vorticity varia-
tions and free-surface turbulence characteristics for a vertical,
free-surface piercing cylinder. The results provided indication of
vortex suppression near the free surface. However, this work fo-
cused only on vertical cylinders and did not consider oblique
shedding. Stern et al. �15� studied the interaction of a flat plate
piercing a free surface. However, the flat plate was aligned with
the free stream, and the main objective was the understanding of
the boundary layer development in the neighborhood of the sur-
face. In the present effort, we focus on the character of the vortex-
shedding mechanism as it is affected by the presence of the free
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surface. Oblique and parallel vortex-shedding mechanisms are in-
vestigated qualitatively and quantitatively, using flow visualiza-
tions and laser doppler velocimetry �LDV�.

Experimental Setup
Experiments were conducted in the free-surface water tunnel

facility of the Engineering Science and Mechanics Department at
Virginia Tech. This tunnel has a 610�610 mm2 test section. For
the free-stream velocities under consideration in the presence of
free surface, the mean turbulence intensity was on the order of
1%. A circular cylinder with a diameter of 15.87 mm was
mounted on the floor of the tunnel, piercing the free surface. The
aspect ratio of the cylinder, namely, the ratio of the depth to the
diameter was L /D=20. Three cylinder inclinations and three
Froude numbers were considered: a=0 deg, 30 deg, and −30 deg,
as shown in Fig. 1, and Froude numbers Fr=0.3, 0.65, and 1.06.
Here, we define the Froude number as Fr=U / �gD�1/2, where U is
the free-stream velocity and D the diameter of the cylinder. In Fig.
1, the free stream is shown in the unconventional direction of right
to left to match with the flow visualizations. In our experimental
setup, it is not easy to change the Froude number while keeping
the Reynolds number fixed. For the values of the Froude numbers
chosen, the Reynolds number based on the diameter of the cylin-
der varied between ReD=1700 and 6000. It is well known that in
this range of Reynolds numbers, its effect on the flow character-
istics is negligible. The boundary layer is laminar; separation lo-
cation and the vortex-shedding process are practically unaffected.
We have confirmed earlier in our experimental facilities that the
shedding frequency and shedding patterns do not depend on the
Reynolds number for ReD=1000–20,000, if both ends of the cyl-
inder are mounted on the tunnel walls. The phenomena studied
here are therefore dominated by the inclination of the cylinder and
the free-surface effects that are characterized by the Froude num-
ber.

Flow Visualizations
Flow visualizations using hydrogen bubbles released from a

wire placed across the cylinder span and in a plane parallel to the
primary vortex-shedding axes were performed in order to expose
the vortex-shedding structure and inclination. In addition, particle
flow visualizations were used to observe the flow structure in
planes parallel to the free surface. For either of these visualiza-
tions, a Cu-vapor pulsing laser was employed as a light source
with a mean output power of 36 W, energy per pulse of 5.5 mJ,
emitting a green-yellow �516 nm and 572 nm wavelength� beam.
Especially coated optics were used to form a 1–2-mm-thick laser
sheet, and deliver it in the test section. Planes of laser sheets were
directed either normal to the vertical direction or parallel to the
axis of the model and in the direction of the stream. A gray-scale

charge-coupled device �CCD� camera, acquiring up to 1000 fps
with a resolution of 256�256 pixels and 8 bit dynamic range
�256 shades of gray�, was used to acquire the images. The camera
was synchronized with the laser at frequencies from
30 Hz to 50 Hz. For all cases, 10 s of data were digitally re-
corded.

Hydrogen-Bubble Flow Visualizations. Hydrogen bubbles are
excellent tracers for monitoring instantaneous characteristics of
the flow field, since their relative time scale is usually less than
10−4 s. A detailed discussion of the properties, behavior, and ap-
plications of hydrogen bubbles in flow visualizations can be found
in Lian and Su �16�. Lu and Smith �17,18� employed hydrogen
bubbles to investigate the bursting characteristics of a turbulent
boundary layer, while Utami and Ueno �19� used them to investi-
gate characteristics of a turbulent open channel flow. Techet et al.
�20� employed hydrogen bubbles in a way similar to the present
study, namely, to visualize the vortex-shedding characteristics in
the wake cylinder. However, in their experiments, the bubbles
were generated using the lead precipitation method, while in the
present study we employed electrolysis.

One issue that needs to be considered is the rising terminal
velocity of the bubble. This can be calculated from the balance of
the drag forces and the buoyancy forces. The terminal velocity U
of a rising bubble is given by

U = gd2�� − �h�/12� �1�

where g is the acceleration of gravity, d is the diameter of the
bubble, � is the liquid density, �h is the gas density, and � is the
fluid viscosity For a bubble diameter of 0.01 mm, the terminal
velocity is in the order of 8�10−5 m /s, which is extremely small
compared to the velocities under consideration in the present
study. The bubble velocity deficit because of the wake of the wire
is not a factor in this case either, since the objective is to qualita-
tively determine the time variation of the vortex inclination and
not to perform accurate velocity measurements.

In this study, the hydrogen bubbles were generated using the
method of electrolysis. A platinum wire of about 20 �m in diam-
eter was stretched along the span of the cylinder, approximately
one diameter away from the center, namely, at x=0, y=12 mm, as
shown in Fig. 2. Placing the wire not too close to the cylinder
allows the bubbles to follow the roll-up of the shear layer, without
getting trapped in the dead water region. The distinct patterns of
the vortex shedding are thus revealed. Moreover, any streamer
vortices, i.e., vortices with their axis in the direction of the stream
�braids�, that ride on shear layers can be more easily identified.
The plane of the laser sheet was parallel to the free stream and
was passed through the axis of the cylinder �Fig. 2�. The field of
view was adjusted to fit the full depth of the test section, resulting
to a 1.3�1.3 mm2 pixel size.

Particle Flow Visualizations. Neutrally buoyant 30 �m hol-
low glass spheres were used as flow tracers. Because of their
diameter and specific gravity, any lag of the particle velocity to
respond to flow accelerations is negligible. The plane of the laser
sheet was positioned parallel to the free surface, i.e., along an x-y
plane, one diameter below the free surface. Attempts to acquire
images closer to the free surface were unsuccessful because of the
light reflections from the free surface, which saturated the images.
These reflections are visible even one diameter below the surface,
especially for the case of the highest Fr numbers. The camera was
placed underneath the test section, and its field of view was ad-
justed to 3.65 cylinder diameters, as shown in Fig. 2.

Laser Doppler Velocimetry Measurements
In order to investigate the effect of the cylinder inclination and

the free surface on vortex shedding, a TSI fiber-optic LDV system
was employed to acquire velocity time series at different locations
along the spanwise direction of the cylinder. The flow was seeded

Fig. 1 Inclination of the cylinder with respect to the free-
stream velocity. This is a side view of the experimental setup.
The flow is depicted from right to left, to be consistent with the
flow visualizations.
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with 1 �m diameter, neutrally buoyant polystyrene particles. The
data rate of the LDV signal was carefully kept above 1000 Hz,
and a “sample-and-hold” approach was used for the reconstruction
of the signal. Since the main frequencies under consideration do
not exceed 15 Hz, the “random arrival” problem of the LDV mea-
surements is not an issue. The sampling frequency of the data
acquisition system was set at 128 Hz. Analog-to-digital conver-
sion was carried with a 12 bit�10 V D/A board, resulting in an
accuracy of �48 mV. Only the x component �streamwise� of the
velocity was acquired; therefore, there was no need to run the
measurements in coincidence mode. Traversing of the LDV probe
allowed measurements from 0.5D, with D the cylinder diameter,
above the bottom, to 0.5D diameters below the free surface, cov-
ering 19 diameters. Based on the positioning accuracy of the tra-
versing scales and the implemented feedback using linear variable
displacement transducers �LVDTs�, the overall accuracy of the
traversing system is estimated in the order of �20 �m. For the
cases of the inclined cylinders, the axis of translation of the LDV
measuring volume was carefully kept parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. For all cases, the LDV measurement volume was placed
3.15 diameters downstream and 1.25 diameters away from the
center of the cylinder, namely, at x=3.15D, y=1.25D. �Fig. 2�.
Finally, a Hewlett Packard signal analyzer was also used for real
time monitoring of the velocity signals and the calculation of
power spectra.

Results and Discussion

Hydrogen-Bubbles Flow Visualization. Results from the
hydrogen-bubble flow visualizations are presented first. Represen-
tative instants of the flow field demonstrate the general character-
istics of the vortex-shedding process. The corresponding instances
of the flow field depicted were chosen approximately within one
shedding cycle to illustrate representative patterns of the evolving
flow field. However, these present a limited view of the phenom-
ena under consideration. A more complete understanding can be
achieved only by animating the entire sequence of these
visualizations.

Each column of frames in Figs. 3–5 presents instantaneous vi-
sualizations for the same parameters. The first column in each of
these figures presents data for Fr=0.3, the second for Fr=0.65 and
the third for Fr=1.06. The results in Figs. 3–5 correspond to in-
clinations of a=0 deg, 30 deg and −30 deg, respectively. In all
these figures, we have captured the trace of the vortex axis, as it
intersects the laser sheet. In all the frames of Fig. 3, there is no
distinct trace of a vortex axis near the floor of the tunnel. This is

attributed to the effect of the horseshoe vortex. As we move up in
the spanwise direction, the vortex axis is inclined with respect to
the axis of the cylinder, indicating a component of vorticity par-
allel to the free stream. However, after the 50% of the span, the
inclination of shedding changes, the vortex axis becomes almost
parallel to the cylinder, and the vortex finally reconnects normally
to the free surface. In the second frame of this column, i.e., Fig.
3�b�, the vortex axis is almost uniformly parallel to the cylinder
axis and a much smaller effect of the horseshoe vortex is ob-
served. In the third frame �Fig. 3�c��, the vortex clearly reconnects
normal to the free surface; however, oblique shedding is now
encountered a few diameters below the free surface. Animation of
the complete sequence shows the unsteady character of the flow.
Alternations of the inclination occur inconsistently and with no
repeatable pattern. Furthermore, the existence of “braid” vortices
is observed throughout the span of the cylinder but with no obvi-
ous periodicity. Braids are clearly obvious in the animation in the
form of local rotation about axes aligned with the stream. In the
still frames presented in this paper, braids appear as discontinui-
ties of the trace of bubbles.

In the second case of zero inclination, for Fr=0.65, presented in
the second column of instantaneous frames in Fig. 3, the behavior
is changing. In all three frames, Figs. 3�d�–3�f�, the inclination of
the shedding is consistently oblique, emphasizing the three-
dimensional character of the flow. This becomes more evident by
carefully observing the animation of the whole sequence. Braid
vortices are also present along the span of the cylinder. What is
very interesting is the fact that there exists a phase difference in
the vortex-shedding processes as a function of the spanwise dis-
tance. This can be seen clearly in all three frames of Fig. 3, where
strong discontinuities of the trace of the vortex are present in the
midspan region. Because the vortex reconnects normal to the free
surface, the change of the slope of the inclination is sharper in the
vicinity of the free surface if compared to the lower Froude num-
ber case.

Data for zero inclination and Fr=1.06 are presented in the third
column of Fig. 3. The inclination of the vortex is alternating be-
tween different instants, with abrupt changes in the slope, showing
discontinuities or a wavy pattern. This can be indicative of a
variation in the development of the shear layer instabilities with
respect to the span, leading to vortex dislocations. An interesting
feature is the formation of a surface depression, which is not
affected by vortex shedding, and is thus invariant in time. This is
due to the low base pressure in the near wake region, which re-
sults in free-surface deformation. The formation of the surface

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the position of the hydrogen-bubble wire and the fiber-
optic LDV probe with respect to the cylinder axis. This sketch represents a cut normal to the z
axis of Fig. 1, i.e., a top view of the experimental setup. Here, the flow is from left to right. „All
dimensions are in mm…
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depression behaves as an obstacle, which accelerates the flow
around it. As a result, there is no distinct trace of the vortex core
in the region near the free surface, indicating suppression of the
vortex shedding or extension of the vortex formation length fur-
ther downstream. Because of the high free-stream velocity, the
time scale of the life of the bubbles is reduced, making their
observation harder.

A visual comparison of the three cases shows that the intensity
of the oblique shedding is increasing as the Fr number increases.
The boundary conditions imposed by the solid wall �no slip� and
the free surface �free slip� dictate the character of the shedding in
their neighborhood. The asymmetry introduced from the different
character of the boundary conditions at the two ends enhances the
three-dimensional effects.

The observations for the 0 deg cylinder inclination are mostly
valid for the inclined cylinder flows as well. Thus, we are going to
focus the remaining discussion only on additional features and

major differences.
The frames displayed in Fig. 4 correspond to the inclination of

30 deg. For the first case of Fr=0.3, vortex shedding occurs al-
most parallel to the cylinder axis for the major part of the cylinder
length, as shown in the frames of Fig. 4. However, since the
cylinder is inclined and the vortex needs to reconnect normal to
the free surface, the slope is forced to change, as the vortex aligns
with the normal to the free-surface direction �Fig. 4�c��. Compari-
son with the frames of Fig. 3 shows that the effect of the horse-
shoe vortex now extends higher above the floor of the tunnel,
affecting vortex shedding almost up to 25% of the cylinder length
from the base of the cylinder. For the case of Fr=0.65 �Fig. 4�, the
existence of a wavy pattern of the vortex axis is initially observed.
For the case of Fr=1.06, the size of the surface depression in the
wake is smaller than the depression observed for 0 deg inclina-
tion, allowing the vortex to reconnect to the free surface. Further-

Fig. 3 Hydrogen bubbles. „a… Inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.3; „b… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.3; „c… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.3; „d…
inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.65; „e… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.65; „f… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.65; „g… inclination a=0 deg, Fr
=1.06; „h… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=1.06; and „i… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=1.06.
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more, the discontinuities in vortex shedding observed in the pre-
vious inclination case are significantly reduced. We observe that
for all cases of this inclination, the effect of the horseshoe vortex
extends further away from the cylinder end. The opposite is true
for the effects of the free surface.

The results for the case of a=−30 deg are presented in Fig. 5.
The effect of the boundary conditions is reversed with respect to
the previous case, and this can be observed for all the Froude
numbers. The region near the base of the cylinder affected by the
horseshoe vortex core is confined to only about one diameter from
the floor of the tunnel. On the opposite end, the reconnection
process affects the change of the slope significantly, in some in-
stants extending down to 50% of the span of the cylinder. For
Fr=0.3 �Fig. 5�, where the intensity of the trace of the vortex core
is stronger in comparison with the higher Fr number cases, a
change in the phase of the vortex shedding can be clearly ob-
served. The intermediate case of Fr=0.65 shows that there is re-

connection normal to the free surface; however, phase differences
are intensified as shown in frames of the second column. The
increase of the Froude number to Fr=1.06 shows the formation of
a stronger surface depression in the wake. Indeed, in Fig. 5, it
appears that the reconnection is suppressed by the surface depres-
sion, since there is no distinct trace of the vortex in the vicinity of
the free surface.

Summarizing the observations for three Fr numbers and three
inclinations, we see that the increase of the Froude number results
in suppression of the vortex shedding, which is significantly stron-
ger as we change the inclination from +30 to 0 to −30. The exis-
tence of braid vortices and cells of shedding causing phase differ-
ences is noted for all cases. Finally, the primary spanwise vortex
in all cases reconnects normal to the free surface with the excep-
tion of the cases where a strong free-surface depression sup-
presses vortex shedding, or the process of reconnection itself.
These observations are not adequately documented from the indi-

Fig. 4 Hydrogen bubbles. „a… Inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.3; „b… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.3; „c… inclination a=30 deg, Fr
=0.3; „d… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.65; „e… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.65; „f… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.65; „g… inclination a
=30 deg, Fr=1.06; „h… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=1.06; „i… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=1.06.
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vidual snapshots of the flow field presented here. Complete under-
standing can only be achieved by observing animations of each
sequence.

Particle Flow Visualizations. Particle flow visualizations were
performed for all cases of Froude number and inclination. The
results presented in Fig. 6 were obtained along a plane parallel to
the free surface and one diameter beneath it. The location of the
vortex formation length can be determined. Instantaneous snap-
shots of the flow field do not provide adequate information to
quantify the vortex formation length. However, comparison of dif-
ferent cases indicates some distinct differences.

Each row of frames in Fig. 6 corresponds to a different cylinder
inclination but the three columns of frames correspond again to
the three values of the Froude numbers tested. The first frame,
Fig. 6�a�, for zero inclination indicates a clear vortex-shedding
pattern and an approximate vortex formation length of about 2.4

diameters downstream. This is also true for Fr=0.65 �Fig. 6�d��.
However, for the last case of zero degrees of inclination, Fr
=1.06 �Fig. 6�g��, there is no evidence of vortex shedding, indi-
cating that the process is suppressed, even one diameter below the
free surface. Steady wave patterns are generated in the wake near
the free surface, forming a Kelvin wedge �21� with an angle that
varies from 45 to 55 deg �Fig. 6�.

For the case of 30 deg inclination, we note the opposite behav-
ior. For Fr=0.3, the vortex formation extends to about three di-
ameters, forming a larger near wake region, i.e., a region that
contains very low velocities �Fig. 6�b��. The increase of the
Froude number to 0.65 changes again the position of the forma-
tion to about 2.5 diameters �Fig. 6�e��, which is a significant
change for such a moderate increase in the Froude number, and
therefore it can be only attributed to the effect of the free surface,
which is most significant in this case as it was shown by the

Fig. 5 Hydrogen bubbles. „a… Inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=0.3; „b… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=0.3; „c… inclination a=−30 deg,
Fr=0.3; „d… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=0.65; „e… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=0.65; „f… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=0.65; „g… inclina-
tion a=−30 deg, Fr=1.06; „h… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=1.06; and „i… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=1.06.
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hydrogen-bubble visualizations. For the last case of Fr=1.06, the
vortex formation location is approximately the same, but there is
no visible wave pattern. This is because the Kelvin wedge angle
increased, so it was outside of the field of view. The reflection
from the free-surface depression is noticeable for all Fr numbers,
which shows again that the size of the surface depression in-
creases for the +30 inclination.

Finally, for the case of −30 deg inclination, the vortex forma-
tion position has shifted upstream to approximately one diameter
for Fr=0.3 �Fig. 6�c��, and 1.5 for Fr=0.65 �Fig. 6�f��. A major
difference between the 0 deg inclination and this case is observed
for Fr=1.06, where for the present case we can see a vortex-
shedding pattern and an approximate vortex formation point at 1.5
diameters downstream �Fig. 6�i��. There is also a steady wave
pattern reflected from the free surface with an approximate wedge
angle of about 40–45 deg.

The particle flow visualizations show that the inclination affects
the vortex formation length. The influence of the free surface is

noticeable for the higher Fr numbers only. In the case of 0 deg
inclination and Fr=1.06, vortex shedding is entirely suppressed at
the depth of one diameter, in agreement with the evidence pro-
vided by bubble visualization. However, both positive and nega-
tive inclinations counteract the effect of the free surface and allow
the vortex to be formed.

Laser Doppler Velocimetry Frequency Measurements
LDV measurements were performed in order to quantify the

variation of the vortex-shedding frequency with respect to the
elevation for different inclinations. In Fig. 7, the power spectrum
estimates are displayed in the form of contours of the reduced
frequency �Strouhal number, St= fD /U� and the elevation of each
successive measurement plane �elevation�. As in Fig. 6, the three
columns of frames correspond to the three Froude numbers tested
and the three rows correspond to the three inclinations. The loga-
rithm of the power for a range of two decades is presented in color

Fig. 6 Particle visualization. „a… a=0 deg, Fr=0.3; „b… a=30 deg, Fr=0.3; „c… a=−30 deg, Fr=0.3; „d… a=0 deg, Fr=0.65; „e… a
=30 deg, Fr=0.65; „f… a=−30 deg, Fr=0.65; „g… a=0 deg, Fr=1.06; „h… a=30 deg, Fr=1.06; and „i… a=−30 deg, Fr=1.06
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contours, with the very small values that are attributed to noise
being removed. This is essentially a measure of the amplitude of
the oscillation. For the power spectrum estimation, the Welch pe-
riodgram was employed with the Bartlett windowing function,
75% overlapping, and step frequency of 0.5 Hz.

In Fig. 7�a�, the power spectra for the case of a=0 deg inclina-
tion and Fr=0.3 are presented. A very distinct dominant frequency
at approximately St=0.25 is present. However, the amplitude is
reduced as the elevation increases, suggesting that the end effects
influence the strength of the vortices shed but not the frequency.
In the region of the horseshoe vortex, a relatively broad band of
frequencies, extending almost five diameters above the tunnel
floor, is present. The region between 5 and 15 diameters above the
floor is less affected from the asymmetry of the boundary condi-
tions, showing distinct peak values of the vortex-shedding fre-

quency, but also significant modes at lower frequencies �St
=0.05�. The increase of the Fr number to 0.65 �Fig. 5�d�� demon-
strates similar trends. The most dominant mode is again in the
neighborhood of St=0.25. The effect of the horseshoe, vortex is
more dominant and a wide range of frequencies is covering that
region, extending up to approximately five to six diameters from
the floor. The energy content has increased by half a decade, and
as we approach the free surface, the Strouhal number shifts to
0.27. Within three diameters beneath the free surface, the energy
decreases, suggesting weakening of the vortex-shedding process.
For Fr=1.06, a very clear shedding frequency at St=0.27 exists
throughout the span, but in the region of five diameters below the
free surface the shedding frequency vanishes, showing further evi-
dence of the vortex-shedding suppression observed in the flow

Fig. 7 Power spectra contours as a function of the elevation. „a… Inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.3; „b… inclination a=30 deg, Fr
=0.3; „c… inclination a=−30 deg, Fr=03; „d… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=0.65; „e… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=0.65; „f… inclination a=
−30 deg, Fr=0.65; „g… inclination a=0 deg, Fr=1.06; „h… inclination a=30 deg, Fr=Fr=1.06; and „i… inclination a=−30 deg, Re
=Fr=1.06.
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visualizations. The horseshoe vortex dominates again a region
three to four diameters from the base of the cylinder.

The inclination of 30 deg is considered in the next set of frames
�Fig. 7�b��. For Fr=0.3, the picture is drastically different. The
effect of the boundary conditions is inverted. The horseshoe vor-
tex region contains less energy, and the vicinity of the free surface
is characterized by a dominant vortex-shedding process. The pre-
vailing Strouhal number is around 0.24. However, the peaks are
broader than the ones observed for the 0 deg inclination. The in-
crease of the Froude number to Fr=0.65 results in power spectra
distributions with many dominant frequencies, varying between
0.06 and 0.26. Overall, there is energy content with almost one
decade difference in frequencies up to St=0.75. This proves that
the positive inclination results in a more violent flow field but the
vortex-shedding process is also enhanced. The final Froude num-
ber for this inclination �Fr=1.06� presents a very distinct peak
frequency at 0.22 that spans with very small variation the entire
length of the cylinder. About eight diameters from the floor, the
energy content is reduced. Generally, the 30 deg inclination dem-
onstrates a reduction of the energy contained in the area of the
horseshoe vortex.

Finally, the power spectra for the case of 30 deg inclination are
presented in Fig. 7�c�. The case of Fr=0.3 �Fig. 7�c�� indicates a
wider range of frequencies; however, the dominant mode is ap-
proximately at St=0.24. An interesting feature is that even though
vortex shedding is not suppressed in the vicinity of the free sur-
face, the amplitude is drastically reduced. Furthermore, in the
cases of higher Froude numbers, we observe a shift toward lower
frequencies �Figs. 7�f� and 7�i��. Reduction of the vortex-shedding
frequency indicates increase in the effective width and length of
the wake. Even more interesting is the fact that at 16 diameters,
the effect of the free surface becomes very dominant, generating a
very broad spectrum with high-energy content. For Fr=1.06, the
free surface influences a region approximately three diameters be-
low, shifting the dominant frequencies to values as low as St
=0.04.

The measured Strouhal numbers range primarily from 0.22 to
0.27. The equation proposed by Williamson �8� for the St–Re
relation for higher Re numbers

St = 0.2731 −
1.1129
�Re

+
0.4821

Re
�2�

predicts St numbers of 0.246, 0.255, and 0.258, respectively, for
the three Reynolds numbers that correspond to the Froude num-
bers tested. This shows a very good agreement with the measure-
ments presented for regions away from the ends. This indicates
that the small variation in the Strouhal number can be attributed to
changes in the Reynolds number and not to the Froude number
variations or the end conditions. However, the broadening of the
spectrum and the extent of the effects of the free surface are due to
the geometry of inclination and the Froude number variation.

Conclusions
The introduction of asymmetry in the end conditions of a cyl-

inder immersed in a stream with a free surface generate strongly
three-dimensional flow fields that depend mostly on the Froude
number. Analysis of hydrogen-bubble flow visualization images in
conjunction with the corresponding calculated frequencies indi-
cates that the free-surface effects on vortex shedding extend more
than two to three cylinder diameters below the free surface. Dis-
continuities of the vortex axis and cells of shedding, which induce
a phase difference in the vortex-shedding mechanism, were visu-
ally observed. Streamwise vortical structures can be identified to
form along the primary vortex axis. Furthermore, particle visual-
izations provide evidence of vortex suppression in the region near
the free surface, a finding that is most pronounced for the case of
the highest Froude number and zero inclination. This was con-
firmed by LDV frequency measurements. In addition, positive in-

clination of the cylinder counteracts the effects of the free surface,
recovering the vortex-shedding process, while for the negative
inclination, the neighborhood of the free surface presents a broad
energy spectrum.

Analyzing power spectra obtained with LDV measurements, we
confirmed that the effect of the free surface is changing depending
on the inclination and the Froude number, ranging from one to
five diameters below the free surface. In addition, the no-slip
boundary condition on the solid wall affects the flow but in re-
verse manner. Namely, when the horseshoe vortex is predominant,
the free-surface influence is reduced and vice versa. The prevail-
ing mode of vortex shedding is approximately at St=0.25. How-
ever, depending on the yaw angle and the free-stream velocity,
values as low as 0.04 and as high as 0.3 were measured. The
broadening of the spectrum indicates a less organized wake. Fi-
nally and more importantly, in the very vicinity of the free surface,
significant decrease in the energy content of the shed vortices was
observed and on occasion altogether suppression of vortex shed-
ding.
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Multiobjective Design Study of a
Flapping Wing Power Generator
In conventional windmills, the high tip speed creates aerodynamic noise, and when they
are used at very low Reynolds numbers, their performance deteriorates due to laminar
separation. These are important issues in modern windmills. Present study deals with a
new windmill concept, the “flapping wing power generator,” which would solve such
problems. The concept is to extract energy via the flutter phenomena and the concept has
been developed by some researchers. In 2003, Isogai et al. 2003, “Design Study of
Elastically Supported Flapping Wing Power Generator,” International Forum on
Aeroelasticity and Structural Dynamics, Amsterdam) proposed a new system. The system
utilizes dynamic stall vortices efficiently and generates high power. The dynamic stall
vortex is something that should be avoided in conventional windmills. They optimized the
system to maximize the efficiency and obtained the set of design parameters, which
achieved best efficiency. The system works at low frequencies and it enables high effi-
ciency. To realize the system, it is necessary to consider the power and the efficiency.
Thus, the present study optimized the system to maximize both the power and the effi-
ciency. To obtain nondominated solutions, which are widely distributed in the design
space, adaptive neighboring search, which is one of evolutionary algorithms, has been
extended to handle multiple objectives and was used in the present study. Self-organizing
map was used for the data mining. The trade-off between the power and the efficiency has
been visualized. The trade-off curve was shaped by the constraints on the reduced fre-
quency and the phase delay angle, which were imposed so that the dynamic stall phe-
nomenon gives favorable effects on the power generation. The heaving amplitude was a
parameter correlated to the objective functions. The reduced frequency and the phase
delay angle change to control the heaving amplitude. Consequently, when the power is
emphasized, the system undergoes a large heaving motion with a low frequency. On the
other hand, when the efficiency is emphasized, the system undergoes a small heaving
motion with a high frequency. Multiobjective optimization and data mining revealed the
trade-off of the objective functions and the parameters correlated to the objective func-
tions. The power obtained was comparable to that of present windmills at low tip-speed
ratio region. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829580�

Keywords: power generator, flapping wing, dynamic stall vortex, multiobjective
optimization

1 Introduction

As is well known, “flutter” is a disruptive aeroelastic phenom-
enon that must be avoided in aeronautical/architectural structures
such as aircraft and suspension bridges. The present study deals
with a power generation system that extracts wind energy via the
flutter phenomenon.

The idea of extracting wind energy via the flutter phenomenon
is not new. “Flutter engine” by Duncan �1� might be the first
machine, although it was originally built for explaining the flutter
phenomenon, not as a wind power generator.

McKinney and DeLaurier �2� proposed the “wingmill,” which
utilized a harmonically oscillating wing to extract wind energy.
The whole wing oscillates in vertical translation and in pitch with
a prescribed phase delay between the two motions. The two mo-
tions are mechanically coupled. They conducted wind tunnel ex-
periments with a working model and obtained a power generation
efficiency, which was comparable to a rotary windmill.

Jones et al. �3� also presented results of their design study of a
similar wingmill. They employed a panel code as the aerodynamic

evaluation tool, and predicted higher efficiency than that obtained
by McKinney and DeLaurier.

Recently, Isogai et al. �4� proposed a new system. In their sys-
tem, the wing is supported elastically in the heaving direction
while the pitching oscillation of the whole wing is mechanically
driven by an electric motor with a prescribed frequency and am-
plitude. In Ref. �4�, the system was optimized to maximize the
efficiency using “complex method” proposed by Box �5�.

To realize the system, it is necessary to consider the power and
the efficiency. Therefore, this paper carries out multiobjective op-
timization of Isogai’s “flapping wing power generator” to maxi-
mize both the power and the efficiency. To obtain widely distrib-
uted nondominated solutions, adaptive neighboring search �ANS�,
one of evolutionary algorithms, proposed by Takahashi and Koba-
yashi �6� has been extended and used for multiple objectives in
the present study. Potential theory was used to evaluate the solu-
tions due to the low computational cost. The nondominated solu-
tions are analyzed by means of self-organizing map �SOM� �7,8�.
SOM is a data mining technique, which is useful for visual pre-
sentation of multidimensional results. This method visualizes the
trade-off of nondominated solutions in the objective function
space and reveals the relationship among design variables and
objective functions. To evaluate the power and the efficiency with
viscous effects, numerical evaluations using Navier–Stokes simu-
lation were conducted for several nondominated solutions.
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2 Model
In the flapping wing generator, the motion of the wing consists

of heaving and pitching. The pitching motion is given by an elec-
tric motor at a prescribed frequency ��� and amplitude ��0�. The
pitching motion is expressed by

� = �0 sin �t �1�

where � is the frequency of the pitching oscillation.
The heaving motion is supported elastically �Fig. 1�. In this

system, the lift induced by the pitching oscillation generates the
heaving oscillation, i.e., heaving oscillation is not prescribed but
results from the following equation:

h = h0 sin��t − �� �2�

where h0 is the amplitude of the heaving oscillation and � is the
phase delay angle of the heaving oscillation with respect to the
pitching oscillation. This system is designed to extract energy
mainly from the work done by the lift for the heaving oscillation
to keep the structure simple.

The geometric definition is shown in Fig. 2. The equation of
motion of this system can be derived as follows:

Mhḧ + �h
2Mh�1 + ig�h = L + Mw�xcg − a��̈ �3�

Mh is the total mass of the parts undergoing heaving oscillation,
Mw is the mass of the wing, g is the damping coefficient added to
the system to maintain harmonic oscillation with a constant am-
plitude �it is set to the generator’s damping�, L is the lift that acts
on the wing, �h is the natural angular velocity of the heaving
oscillation, xcg is the center of gravity, and a is the position of the
pitch axis. The h0 and � in Eq. �2� are obtained by solving the
equation of motion �Eq. �3��.

If we assume that the aspect ratio of the present rectangular
wing is large, analytical expressions of two-dimensional unsteady
aerodynamic forces given in Ref. �9� can be employed to solve
Eq. �3�. Readers should refer to Ref. �4� for details. When the
following parameters, the wing semichord length �b�, the
freestream velocity �U�, and the amplitude of the forced pitching
oscillation ��0�, are provided from a nondimensional variation of

Eq. �3�, we can state that the aerodynamic response of this system
is governed by six design variables: the dimensionless position of
the pitch axis �a*�, the dimensionless position of the center of
mass of the wing �xcg

* �, the reduced frequency �k : k=b� /U�, the
damping coefficient �g�, the mass ratio of the wing �� : �
=Mh /��b2�, and the frequency ratio ��h /��. To simplify the de-
sign, the position of the pitch axis is fixed at the position of the
center of mass of the wing. With this assumption, the second term
of the right hand side of Eq. �3� can be deleted. Thus, design
variables are reduced to 5.

Assuming that the wing motion is a simple harmonic oscilla-
tion, we can obtain an analytical solution of Eq. �3� from the five
design variables. The mean work provided by the aerodynamic
force, i.e., the wind energy extracted from the system as power
�W�, is given by summing the mean work done by the lift �W1�
and the mean work done by the aerodynamic pitching moment
�W2� as follows:

W = W1 + W2 =
1

T�0

T

�Lḣ + M��̇�dt �4�

where M� is the aerodynamic pitching moment and T is the os-
cillation period. W is the value after subtracting the power, which
is needed to implement a pitching oscillation against aerodynamic
pitching moment.

The efficiency is defined by

� =
power output

extractable power from the stream
=

W

1/2�U3�2hs��16/27�
�5�

where 16 /27 is the Betz coefficient �10� and hs is the larger of the
leading-edge or the trailing-edge heaving amplitude. � is the rate
of the power obtained by the system against power, which is ac-
tually extractable from the freestream. The extractable power from

Table 1 Constraints of design variables and output variables

Design variable Constraint Output variable Constraint

a* �−1.0,1.0� h0
* �0.5,2.0�

k �0,0.3� � �100,150�
g �0,2� W2 �� ,0�
� �5,200�

�h /� �0.5,1.5�

Fig. 1 Concept of flapping wing power generator

Fig. 2 Geometric definition of flapping wing power generator Fig. 3 Computational mesh around the airfoil
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the flow derived from the ratio of the flow velocity before and
after the wind power generator.

W and � are defined per unit span.

3 Objective Functions and Design Variables
In the current study, objectives are the maximization of the

power and the efficiency �Eqs. �4� and �5��. The design variables
are a*, k, g, �, and �h /�. Output variables, h0

*, �, and W2, are
also considered for the discussion of the results.

The range of the design variables and the constraints on the
output variables are shown in Table 1. The constraints for k, �,
and W2 are imposed so that the dynamic stall phenomenon gives
favorable effects on the power generation. According to the nu-
merical evaluations using the Navier–Stokes simulation �11�, the
dynamic stall phenomenon reduces both the power and the effi-
ciency considerably, when the system does not satisfy the con-
straints. By applying these constraints, it is guaranteed that the
dynamic stall phenomenon increases both the power and the effi-
ciency, beyond those predicted by the analytic evaluation �4�.

4 Method

4.1 Optimization. In this study, the system is optimized by
ANS-M. ANS-M is based on ANS �6� and extended for multiob-

jective optimization in the present study.
ANS is one of evolutionary algorithms, which uses the real-

coded representation of the design variables and crossoverlike
mutation based on the normal distribution for generating the next
searching points. This Gaussian distribution is formed based on
the relative position between an individual and its neighbors. This
algorithm produces clusters of individuals within the population
as a result of evolution. These clusters search the design space
independently and find multiple optima efficiently.

Fig. 4 Nondominated solutions plotted by power and
efficiency

Fig. 5 SOM clustered and colored by objective functions: „a…
power W and „b… efficiency �

Fig. 6 SOM clustered by objective functions and colored by
output variables: „a… dimensionless heaving amplitude h0

* and
„b… phase delay angle �

Fig. 7 SOM clustered by objective functions and colored by
design variables: „a… axis of pitch a*, „b… reduced frequency k,
„c… damping coefficient a*, „d… mass ratio �, and „e… frequency
ratio �h /�
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4.2 Data Mining. SOM �7,8� is used for the data mining. It
provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimen-
sional space to map units. Map units usually form a two-
dimensional lattice; thus, SOM is a mapping from high dimen-
sions onto two dimensions. The topology preserving mapping
indicates that nearby points in the input space are mapped to
nearby units in 2D. Each unit has values of objective functions,
design variables, and output variables and it is colored by each
value on the map. Thus, the clustering based on the objective
function values and the color specification depending on each
variable value help to identify trade-offs between objective func-
tions and the design variables correlated to the objective functions
at one view.

4.3 Navier–Stokes Code. Numerical evaluation is conducted
for several nondominated solutions to evaluate the power and the
efficiency taking viscous effects into account. The evaluation is
obtained by solving Eq. �3� using the lift predicted by the Navier–

Stokes �NS� simulation.
The finite difference scheme used is the Yee–Harten total varia-

tion diminishing �TVD� �12� scheme and Baldwin and Lomax
algebraic turbulence model �13� is used. The present study used
the compressible Navier–Stokes code; thus, Mach number is set to
be 0.3, which is a Mach number that the compressible code can
handle and, at the same time, can be considered as incompressible
flow. The C-type grid of 280�80 points �200 points on the air-
foil� is used for the computation �Fig. 3�, and far-field boundary is
located at ten chord lengths away from the airfoil. A freestream
boundary condition is prescribed at the far-field boundary and a
no-slip boundary condition is given on the airfoil surface. The law
of the wall coordinate y+1 of the grid points next to the airfoil

Fig. 8 Nondominated solutions plotted by damping coefficient
and mass ratio colored by phase delay angle

Fig. 9 Nondominated solutions plotted by frequency ratio and
mass ratio colored by phase delay angle

Fig. 10 Nondominated solutions plotted by damping coeffi-
cient and frequency ratio colored by phase delay angle

Fig. 11 Representative eight nondominated solutions plotted
by the power and the efficiency. Circles show the solutions
obtained by analytical evaluation and squares show the solu-
tions recalculated by numerical evaluation.
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surface is 1.0. The periodic solutions are obtained after five cycles
of oscillation. Readers should refer to Refs. �4,11� for details in-
cluding the validation.

5 Wing Geometry and Operating Condition
The airfoil of NS simulation is a NACA0012. The semichord

length �b� is 0.5 m. The amplitude of the forced pitching oscilla-
tion given by the motor ��0� is 50 deg. The freestream velocity
�U� is 15 m /s. Thus, the Reynolds number is 4.62�105.

6 Results
110,000 solutions were evaluated and 386 nondominated solu-

tions were obtained after the optimization. Figure 4 shows the
nondominated solutions plotted by the power and the efficiency.
We can see the trade-off between the two objective functions. The
power takes values up to 921 W /m and the efficiency takes values
up to 0.486. Figures 5 and 6 show the resulting SOM. It is mapped
by objective function values of nondominated solutions and col-
ored by values of each variable. Black lines show the boundary
between the clusters. These lines are not used in the discussion.

From Figs. 5�a�, 5�b�, and 6�a�, h0
* shows strong influence on

the trade-off. The power is obtained by the multiplication of the
lift and the time derivative of the heaving amplitude �Eq. �4��, and
the efficiency is obtained by dividing the power by the leading-
edge or the trailing-edge heaving amplitude, whichever takes a
higher value �Eq. �5��. Thus, to generate high power, a large heav-
ing amplitude is desirable, but to achieve high efficiency, a small
heaving amplitude is desirable. For this reason, it is apparent that
h0

* is a parameter correlated to the objective functions.
Next, the effect of the design variables on h0

* will be discussed.
Figures 5�b� and 7�b� show that when the efficiency takes values
lower than 0.45, k takes values up to 0.3. However, when the
efficiency takes values higher than 0.45, k takes a constant value
of 0.3. On the other hand, Figs. 5�b� and 6�b� show that when the
efficiency takes values lower than 0.45, � equals to 100 deg. But,
when the efficiency takes values higher than 0.45, the value of �
changes. When we pay attention to 0.45 and look at the trade-off
�Fig. 4�, it seems to have different trends across this point. When
the efficiency takes values more than 0.45, the trade-off curve
shows rapid decrease of the power against the efficiency. k=0.3 is

Fig. 12 Flow field „isovorticity contours… around the wing of the system: „a… �t=� /24, „b… �t=7� /24, „c… �t=13� /24, and „d…
�t=19� /24
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the upper bound of k and �=100 deg is the lower bound of �.
This implies that k and � control h0

* and the constraints shape the
trade-off curve.

Using 2D unsteady wing theory, when k increases, the lift
caused by the unsteady motion decreases. Lift increases the heav-
ing oscillation. Therefore, when k takes high values, h0

* takes low
values; as a result, the efficiency takes high values. In this way,
the system performance is affected by k.

Regarding the effect of � to h0
*, the power is obtained by Eq.

�4�; thus, it is desirable that the phase of the lift and the phase of
the time derivative of the heaving oscillation are the same; fur-
thermore, under the constraint of �, 100 deg is closest to this
situation. To see the effects of design variables, solutions were
plotted by the design variables and colored by �. As a result, Figs.
8–10 show that g, �, and �h /� are correlated with respect to �,
especially when ��100 deg. It shows that when � takes high
values, the system generates high power using resonance, though
damping coefficient takes small values.

From Fig. 7�a�, a* does not seem to affect the trade-off. The
pitching axis tends to be positioned around 70% on the chord
from the leading edge. This is because when it is positioned
around 70% on the chord, M� tends to take low values and thus
W2 takes small values. The total power W is the sum of W1 and
W2, and W2 takes negative values from the constraint. Thus, small
magnitude of W2 is desirable for high W.

Eight nondominated solutions �labeled 1–8� were chosen and
recalculated using NS simulation. Figure 11 shows the chosen
solutions plotted by the power and the efficiency. Circles show
analytic solutions and squares show the solutions recalculated by
numerical evaluation. The solutions labeled 1–8 are called Cases
1–8 in the following discussion. Solutions recalculated by numeri-
cal evaluation show high power and efficiency in comparison with
the values obtained by analytic evaluation. This confirms that the
constraints to utilize dynamic stall phenomenon work effectively.
Figure 12 shows the flow field �isovorticity contours� around the
wing in Case 1. Dark color shows clockwise vorticity and white
shows counterclockwise vorticity. The dynamic stall vortices are
formed on the upper/lower surface of the wing in upward/
downward motion of the wing, respectively. This dynamic stall
vortex helps the wing motion and increases the power of the sys-
tem. This phenomenon occurs for all cases and the vortex around
the wing increased the power up to 36.6%.

Table 2 shows the value of design variables, output variables,
and objective functions. Variables with suffix n show that their
values are predicted by numerical evaluation. Figures 13 and 14

show the solutions plotted by the output variables and the objec-
tive functions. Circles show the solutions obtained by analytical
evaluation and squares show the solutions recalculated by numeri-
cal evaluation. In Fig. 13, analytical solutions show that � in-
creases linearly, as h0

* decreases. On the other hand, the numerical
solutions show that �n increases linearly, when h0n

* takes values
higher than 1.5, but at lower amplitudes, �n slightly decreases. In
Fig. 14, the analytical solutions show that W takes high values,
when � takes low values. Also, the numerical solutions show
similar trends. When we see the values in more detail, �n takes
smaller values than � in Cases 1–3; on the other hand, �n take
higher values than � in Cases 4–8. Trends of analytical and nu-
merical solutions are almost the same; thus, previous discussion
about analytic solutions can be partly applied to numerical solu-
tions. However, following this study, the viscous effects on the
system should be revealed in more detail.

Table 2 Values of eight nondominated solutions

Design variable
Case

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

a* 0.450 0.429 0.409 0.442 0.430 0.404 0.389 0.392
k 0.221 0.225 0.232 0.272 0.291 0.294 0.296 0.297
g 0.155 0.634 0.338 0.390 0.483 0.600 0.381 0.487
� 47.85 14.08 25.67 18.46 15.19 15.12 26.07 24.24

�h /� 0.981 0.926 0.958 0.947 0.934 0.911 0.932 0.896

Output variable
h0

* 1.915 1.784 1.664 1.425 1.277 1.137 1.018 0.929
� 100.0 100.5 100.5 100.7 100.4 102.2 104.6 108.8

h0n
* 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.0

�n 95.74 98.00 99.68 105.9 108.0 109.6 110.9 115.7
Objective function

W �W/m� 912.4 900.4 887.7 859.9 839.6 798.9 750.2 694.1
� 0.365 0.384 0.400 0.430 0.450 0.469 0.481 0.486

Wn �W/m� 1247 1219 1186 1182 1112 1004 909.8 817.2
�n 0.4999 0.520 0.534 0.591 0.596 0.589 0.583 0.572

Wn /W 1.36 1.35 1.33 1.37 1.32 1.25 1.21 1.17

Fig. 13 Eight nondominated solutions plotted by dimension-
less heaving amplitude and efficiency. Circles show the solu-
tions obtained by analytical evaluation and squares show the
solutions recalculated by numerical evaluation.
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In order to evaluate the potential of the present flapping wing
power generator, the power coefficient Cp is compared with those
of the other types of the windmill against the tip-speed ratio in
Fig. 15. The Cp is defined by Cp=W / �1 /2�U3S�, where S is the
area swept by rotary wing for a windmill or the area swept by the
leading edge or trailing edge for the flapping wing power genera-
tor and W is the power generated by windmill or flapping wing
power generator. As seen in the figure, Cp of the present flapping
wing system is about 0.35 at the tip-speed ratio of 0.58. Therefore,
the present system has the potential of attaining higher perfor-
mance compared with other types of windmill for the low tip-
speed ratio region.

7 Conclusions
The present study has conducted the multiobjective optimiza-

tion of the flapping wing power generator, which is a concept that
extracts wind energy via the aeroelastic response of an elastically
supported rectangular wing. The results were analyzed using
SOM. Multiobjective optimization revealed the trade-off of non-
dominated solutions between the power and the efficiency. SOM
revealed the relationship among the objective functions, the de-
sign variables, and the output variables.

From the results, it was revealed that the trade-off curve is
shaped by the constraints of k and �, which are imposed so that
the dynamic stall phenomenon gives favorable effects on the
power generation, and h0

* has a strong correlation to the objective
functions. Design variables vary to change h0

*. k controls h0
*, when

k is lower than its upper bound of 0.3. In this situation, g, �, and
�h /� maintain the relationship to get � close to the lower bound
100 deg to generate high power. On the other hand, � controls h0

*,
when k cannot take a value more than 0.3. a* did not seem to
affect h0

*. It tended to be located around 70% on the chord due to
small negative work done by aerodynamic pitching moment.

When the power is emphasized, the system has a large heaving
motion with a low frequency. On the other hand, when the effi-
ciency is emphasized, the system has a small heaving motion with
a high frequency.

In numerical evaluation, the dynamic stall vortex around the
wing increased the power up to 36.6%. This proved that the con-
straints effectively increase the work done by lift. The values of
output variables predicted by numerical evaluation were close to
those predicted by the analytic evaluation. Output variables
showed similar trends for objective functions as in the case of
analytic evaluation.

Nomenclature
a 	 position of the pitch axis

a* 	 dimensionless position of the pitch axis
b 	 wing semichord length
g 	 damping coefficient
h 	 vertical displacement of the wing

hs 	 the larger of the leading-edge or the trailing-
edge heaving amplitudes

h0
* 	 dimensionless amplitude of the heaving

oscillation
h0n

* 	 dimensionless amplitude of the heaving oscilla-
tion predicted by numerical evaluation

k 	 reduced frequency �k=b� /U�
L 	 lift

M� 	 aerodynamic pitching moment
Mh 	 total mass of the parts undergoing heaving

oscillation
Mw 	 mass of the wing
Re 	 Reynolds number �Ub /
�

t 	 time
T 	 oscillation period
U 	 freestream velocity
W 	 sum of the power generated by lift and by

pitching moment per unit span
Wn 	 sum of the power generated by lift and by

pitching moment per unit span predicted by
numerical evaluation

W1 	 power generated by lift per unit span
W2 	 power generated by aerodynamic pitching mo-

ment per unit span
Xcg 	 position of the center of mass of the wing

xcg
* 	 dimensionless position of the center of mass of

the wing

Fig. 14 Eight nondominated solutions plotted by phase delay
angle and power. Circles show the solutions obtained by ana-
lytical evaluation and squares show the solutions recalculated
by numerical evaluation.

Fig. 15 Comparison with other types of windmill
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� 	 angular displacement �positive nose-up� of the
forced pitching oscillation

�0 	 forced pitching amplitude
� 	 efficiency of the system

�n 	 efficiency of the system predicted by numerical
evaluation

� 	 mass ratio �Mh /��b2�

 	 kinematic viscosity
� 	 angular velocity of the forced pitching

oscillation
�h 	 natural angular velocity of the heaving

oscillation
�h /� 	 frequency ratio

� 	 phase delay angle of the heaving oscillation
with respect to the pitching oscillation

�n 	 phase delay angle of the heaving oscillation
with respect to the pitching oscillation pre-
dicted by numerical evaluation

� 	 density of air
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Analysis of the Cavitating Draft
Tube Vortex in a Francis Turbine
Using Particle Image Velocimetry
Measurements in Two-Phase
Flow
Partial flow rate operation of hydroturbines with constant pitch blades causes complex
unstable cavitating flow in the diffuser cone. A particle image velocimetry (PIV) system
allows investigating the flow velocity field in the case of a developing cavitation vortex,
the so-called vortex rope, at the outlet of a Francis turbine runner. The synchronization
of the PIV flow survey with the rope precession allows applying the ensemble averaging
by phase technique to extract both the periodic velocity components and the rope shape.
The influence of the turbine setting level on the volume of the cavity rope and its center-
line is investigated, providing a physical knowledge about the hydrodynamic complex
phenomena involved in the development of the cavitation rope in Francis turbine oper-
ating regimes. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2813052�

1 Introduction
For hydraulic turbines, the operating points at partial flow rate

are associated with a vortex at the runner outlet, in the draft tube
cone. Cavitation develops into the low pressure zone of the vortex
core, see Fig. 1. The vortex rope, a helical vortex that is cavitating
in its core, appears and the cavitating volume varies with the
underpressure level. The rope frequency depends on the � level
and if it comes close to one of the eigenfrequencies of the turbine
or associated circuit, the resonance phenomenon may appear. The
unsteady fluctuations can be amplified and lead to important dam-
age. Jacob �1� presents a review of the effects of this operating
regime on the power plant operation.

A first approach is to model the rope phenomenology. Different
models are proposed. Arndt �2� makes a synthesis of the classical
approaches by defining a swirl parameter to characterize the vor-
tex rope—called the hub vortex. Qualitative correlations between
the swirl number and flow visualization or pressure measurements
seem to be in good agreement.

Alekseenko et al. �3� present experiments of axisymmetrical
vortices in a vertical vortex chamber with tangential supply of
liquid through turning nozzles. They give an analytical solution of
an elementary cylindrical vortex structure considered like an infi-
nitely thin filament, accounting for the helical shape of the vortex
lines. Different laws of vorticity distribution and finally a formula
for the calculation of the self-induced velocity of helical vortex
rotation �precession� in a cylindrical tube is given. Okulov �4�
extends this approach to a conical vortex, for a small cone open-
ing angle. Validations are not available for this approach, and the
cone angle limitation is a strong constraint in applying this model
to turbine vortex ropes.

Wang et al. �5� propose two mathematical models: a partially
rolled-up vortex for predicting the rope frequency and a “spiral
cone cavity” for predicting the cavitation volume in the draft tube.
The results are compared with the wall pressure measurements
and qualitatively with rope visualizations.

Philibert and Couston �6� propose a hydroacoustic model, and
the rope is represented by a pipe characterized by its length, wave
celerity, and a coefficient related to the rope radius variation with
the discharge. The � influence is neglected and experimental data
are needed for the model calibration.

Hocevar et al. �7� use radial basis neural networks to predict the
vortex rope dynamics in a Francis turbine. The pressure spectrum
is well predicted and the void fraction corresponds qualitatively to
the experimental estimation. However, the method depends on the
learning set and cannot predict the unstable behavior of the rope.

Zhang et al. �8�, starting from Reynold’s averaged Navier-
Stokes �3D RANS� numerical simulations, and Susan-Resiga et al.
�9�, starting from a theoretical analysis of experimental data, show
that the rope origin is the absolute instability of the swirling flow
at the cone inlet of the turbine draft tube. However, the rope
evolution in the cone is predicted only from the point of view of
its stability.

A second approach, made possible by the increase of comput-
ers’ power and of the ability of CFD codes to simulate the complex
flow behavior, is the numerical simulation of the rope phenom-
enology. The state of the art in the numerical computation for the
cavitation-free configuration is presented by Ciocan et al. �10�.
They show, for the rope configuration in cavitation-free condi-
tions, that the RANS calculation can give very accurate results,
but a detailed validation is necessary before using the CFD codes
for design purposes. More complex numerical investigations are
presented by Paik et al. �11�, comparing unsteady Reynold’s av-
eraged Navier-Stokes �3D URANS� and direct numerical simula-
tion �3D DNS� numerical simulations in a hydraulic turbine draft
tube. Globally, the phenomenology is well predicted, but discrep-
ancies persist in the turbulence and vortex structures in the
straight diffuser downstream of the elbow. Once more, the need
for detailed flow measurements to improve the draft tube phenom-
enology modeling is mentioned by the authors.

These approaches are based on a series of hypotheses for the
rope phenomenology, which are not yet verified experimentally.
Therefore, detailed measurements of the rope volume and the as-
sociated velocity fields, in addition to classical wall pressure and
torque measurements, are of prime importance for quantitative
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validation. An extension of the investigation is necessary in order
to demonstrate the � influence and/or the turbine-circuit interac-
tion influence on the rope phenomenology.

Particle Image Velocimetry �PIV� is a well established tech-
nique, see Adrian �12�. Recently, the PIV measurement technique
has been applied for two-phase flows, as well in liquid-solid
flows—see Kadambi et al. �13�—as in liquid-air flows �bubbly
flows�.

Dias and Riethmuller �14� used the PIV technique to investigate
air bubbles injected into stagnant water. They measured the flow
field induced by a single bubble in a water tank by means of 2D
PIV, along with the contour of the bubble by the shadow detection
method. If the same image is used to obtain the velocity field and
the bubble contour, an error of 40% is observed for the bubble
contour due to the mirror effect of the bubble boundary. Using
fluorescent particles and a high-pass filter, an uncertainty of 3%
for the bubble size and velocity, and 2.5% for liquid velocity at
75% confidence level, is obtained.

Lindken and Merzkirch �15� performed the reconstruction of
the 3D position and volume of bubbles rising in a pipe, along with
the 2D velocity field of the liquid phase. The experimental setup is
made of two perpendicular laser sheets of different wavelengths,
and two cameras focused on the corresponding laser sheet. The
bubble sizes are evaluated from their projections on both laser
sheets. Using a 532�1.5 nm filter on the PIV camera, they ob-
tained an uncertainty of 2% for the liquid velocity, 10% for the
bubble shape, 5% for the bubble center, and 8% for the bubble
velocity, after the rejection by a particular filtering technique of
3–5% of the images due to strong reflections. Next, Lindken and
Merzkirch �16� improved this measurement method by combining
three different techniques: PIV with fluorescent particles, shad-
owgraphy, and digital phase separation. In this way, they charac-
terize the local modification of the turbulence in the liquid phase
by the bubble passage.

Starting from these applications, we developed a PIV two-phase
application that enables simultaneous measurements of the flow
velocity field and the volume of a compact unsteady vapor
cavity—the rope. Specific image acquisition and filtering proce-
dures are implemented for the investigation of cavity volume and
its evolution related to the underpressure level in the draft tube.
For the first time, the development of the rope in the diffuser cone
of a Francis turbine scale model is quantified.

One operating point is selected at partial flow rate operating
conditions: for �=1.18 and �=0.26, which corresponds to about
70% QBEP. To investigate the influence of the cavity size, the
Thoma cavitation number is decreased from �=1.18, cavitation-
free condition, to �=0.38, maximum rope volume, considering
seven � values. For the extreme values of �, nine phases are
acquired in order to reconstruct the rope shape by the ensemble
averaging by phase technique. The measurement conditions are
summarized in Table 1.

2 Scale Model of the Francis Turbine
In a Francis turbine, see Fig. 2, the flow incoming from the feed

pipe is uniformly distributed along the runner inlet circumference
by a spiral casing with gradually decreasing cross section. A first
row of stay vanes ensures the mechanical resistance of the assem-
bly, while a second row, of adjustable guide vanes, provides the
optimum incidence angle to the flow at the runner’s periphery and
adjusts the turbine flow rate.

The kinetic energy of the water is then transformed into rota-
tional energy by the runner and transmitted through the shaft to
the power generator, which produces electrical energy. The re-
sidual kinetic energy at the runner outlet is transformed into pres-
sure energy in the draft tube, composed of the cone, elbow, and
diffuser, and then the flow is released in the downstream reservoir.

The investigated case corresponds to the scale model of the
Francis turbines of high specific speed, �=0.56 �nq=88� of a hy-
dropower plant built in 1926, owned by ALCAN. The 4.1 m di-
ameter runners of the machines were upgraded in the late a 80s.

Fig. 1 Development of the vapor core rope for �=0.380

Table 1 Measurement chart for �=1.18 and �=0.26 operating point

� � /T f /n

1.180 0.38 0.44 0.50 0.56 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.75 0.81 0.300
0.780 0.61 0.300
0.650 0.61 0.300
0.630 0.61 0.300
0.600 0.63 0.300
0.520 0.63 0.309
0.380 0.46 0.53 0.60 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.83 0.360

Fig. 2 Francis turbine scale model
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The elbow draft tube of the scale model turbine was especially
designed for the purpose of the Flow Investigation in Draft Tubes,
FLINDT Research Project EUREKA 1625, see Avellan �17�.

The scale model is installed on the third test rig of the EPFL
Laboratory for Hydraulic Machines and the performance tests are
carried out according to the IEC 60193 standards �18�.

3 Two-Phase Particle Image Velocimetry Measure-
ments

3.1 Particle Image Velocimetry System for Two-Phase
Flow Measurements. The PIV measurements have been per-
formed with a Dantec M.T. system. The pulsed light sheet with a
thickness of 3 mm is generated by two double-cavity Yttrium alu-
minum garnet �Nd:YAG� lasers delivering 60 mJ per pulse. An
optical high power light guide is used for the positioning of the
light sheet in the diffuser cone. Two charge coupled device �CCD�
HiSense PIV cameras are used to visualize the illuminated zone,
with a series of paired images acquired with a 150–200 �s time
delay. The camera resolution is 1280�1024 pixels2 for a 0.20
�0.14 m2 spatial domain. The measurement zone is located at the
runner outlet, in the cone of the turbine, see Fig. 6.

To focus the two cameras on the same zone, an optical mirror
system is used, Fig. 3. The first camera uses a 532�15 nm
antireflection-coated filter, focused on the laser wavelength, and
the second camera has a cutoff filter �	570 nm� on the emission
wavelength of fluorescent particles �RhB-580 nm�. The two cam-
eras are synchronized with the luminous flashes and then simul-
taneously exposed. The vector processing is performed with a
FlowMap 2200 PIV specific processor, based on an 8 bit reso-
lution cross-correlation technique. The shape of the vortex rope is
determined through image processing from the first camera and
the unsteady velocity field is obtained from the second one.

3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry Calibration. From the mea-
suring field to the camera, the optical path encounters three media
of different optical indices: water, polymethylmethacrylate
�PMMA�, and air. For minimizing the optical distortion of the
images and of the laser sheet plane, the diffuser cone windows are
manufactured with flat external walls, in front of the cameras and
the incident laser light sheet. However, due to the conical internal
surface of the draft tube cone, the image distortions remain im-
portant. Therefore, they need to be corrected through a calibration
procedure, even for this 2D measurement setup.

The calibration consists in defining the coefficients of a transfer
function, either linear or nonlinear, that correlates the spatial co-
ordinates in the object plane with the corresponding positions in
the recording plane. This transformation integrates the geometri-

cal and optical characteristics of the camera setup, the perspective
distortion, lens flaws, and the different media refractive indices,
see Soloff et al. �19�. By acquiring images of a target with markers
of well-specified spatial position, their corresponding positions in
the image plane are known, and thus the geometrical transform
matrix coefficients can be determined through a least squares fit-
ting algorithm. The present measurement configuration uses a
third-order polynomial function.

The calibration is performed by placing a 2D target of 200
�200 mm2 with 40�40 black dots on a white background in the
measurement plane position. The test section is then filled with
water for reproducing the optical configuration during measure-
ments. The cameras are focused on the target, the calibration im-
ages are acquired, and the laser sheet is aligned with the target
surface. The target is removed without modifying the optical ar-
rangement. The accuracy of the optical arrangement after the tar-
get removal is verified by checking that the particles do not appear
blurred on the image.

The estimated uncertainty for the velocity field measurement is
less than 3% and it has been checked by comparing the velocity
measurement obtained by both PIV and laser Doppler velocimetry
�LDV�, see Iliescu et al. �20�.

3.3 Particle Image Velocimetry Synchronization. The rope
has a 3D helical shape, see Fig. 1. A conditional sampling of the
image acquisition is necessary to reconstruct the spatial position
of the rope. The frequency of rope precession is influenced by the
� value, see Fig. 4 and Table 1, and can change over a revolution
in certain operating conditions. Therefore, the triggering system
cannot be based on the runner rotation.

The technique to detect the rope precession is based on the
measurement of the pressure pulsation generated at the cone’s
wall by the precession of the rope. It has the advantage of working
even for cavitation-free conditions when the rope is no longer
visible, see Ciocan et al. �10�, and for this reason, it has been
selected as trigger for the PIV data acquisition. The pressure sig-
nal power spectra corresponding to the � values are given as a
waterfall diagram in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the frequency of
the rope precession is decreasing with the � value for this oper-
ating point.

As the PIV acquisition is based on the spatial position of the
rope, it was necessary to validate correspondence between the
wall pressure pulsation and the spatial position of the rope. For
this, a second technique based on the optical detection of the rope
passage with a LDV probe was used. By reducing the gain, the
photomultiplier of the LDV system delivers a signal each time the
rope boundary intersects the LDV measuring volume. The posi-

Fig. 3 Two-phase PIV setup for measuring in the diffuser cone
of the Francis turbine scale model

Fig. 4 Waterfall diagram of the power spectra of the wall pres-
sure fluctuations in the diffuser cone
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tion of the measurement volume has been chosen close to the
wall, to avoid receiving multiple signals over the same revolution,
in case the rope crosses the laser beams. The wall pressure signal
acquired in parallel allowed referring the rope position to the pres-
sure signal.

Consequently, the image acquisition is triggered with the wall
pressure signal breakdown given by the vortex passage. The PIV
acquisition is performed at a constant phase delay value with re-
spect to the vortex trigger signal. The influence of the vortex
period variation for this kind of phase average calculation is
checked and fits within the same uncertainty range as the mea-
surement method 3%, see Ciocan et al. �10�.

4 Data Processing

4.1 Image Processing. The two cameras’ images are pro-
cessed separately. The Camera 1 images are processed to extract
the rope characteristics �position and diameter� and Camera 2 im-
age to extract the velocity fields.

The vortex core boundary is irregular, due to vapor compress-
ibility and pressure field fluctuations in the draft tube, which de-
form the vapor volume. The laser light is unevenly scattered back-
ward and sideways at the water-vapor interface and it gives a
strongly illuminated area on images from the first camera. Fur-
thermore, the part of the rope passing in front of the laser sheet,
toward the camera, is present on the image, but at a lower gray
intensity. This entity also obstructs the field of view of the second
camera, and fluorescent particles present in the laser plane, behind
the rope, do not appear on the images used for velocity process-
ing. Thus, a digital mask must be applied on each individual vec-
tor field for eliminating the outliers in this region.

Due to the topology of the rope, the gray intensity distribution
varies drastically on the images from the first camera. In this
context, an adaptive image-processing algorithm has been con-
ceived for detecting the geometrical parameters of the rope cross-
ing the measurement plane �see Fig. 5�. The distortion correction
is performed with the calibration transform prior to image
processing.

Several steps are considered for enhancing the quality of the
raw grayscale image:

• The image is reduced to the zone occupied by the rope,
removing the excess area, which leads to improvement of
the grayscale distribution;

• The gray intensity levels are balanced in the image by his-
togram equalization;

• The noise is removed by nonlinear adaptive bandpass filter-
ing of the image on sliding neighborhoods of 8�8 pixels;

• The brightness is amplified by histogram shifting toward
higher values, weighted logarithmically.

Starting from the improved and uniform quality images, the
next step is to detect the rope shape and its dimensions at the
intersection between the laser sheet and the rope.

An adaptive threshold is applied on the enhanced grayscale
image, for separating the area with concentrated high intensity
values from the rest, thus obtaining the position of the zone where
the laser sheet crosses the rope boundary.

In parallel, another adaptive threshold is applied on the histo-
gram of the grayscale image for separating the rope shape from
the dark background in a binary image. The accuracy of the rope
shape detection depends on the gray level gradient between the
rope and the background. The position of the rope edge can vary
with less than 1% Rin and this is the spatial uncertainty of the rope
contour. The local minima �holes� on the binary image are filled
for smoothing the rope contour. The various white spots of small
area are filtered and only the shape with the largest area is kept for
further processing. The boundary of this area represents the edge
of the rope in the measurement plane. This area is also used like a

digital mask for filtering the outliers in the velocity field.
A circular cross section of the rope was assumed throughout

this evaluation. Thus, the intersection between the rope and the
measurement plane is an elliptical contour. The parameters of the
ellipse depend on the local geometrical characteristics of the coni-
cal rope helix �angle of incidence, local curvature radius, opening
angle of the conical supporting surface�. The best approximation
of the real rope diameter in our case is the distance between the
edges of the rope along a 45 deg direction, applied on the rope
intersection with the measurement plane previously obtained. For
a variation of the angle with �10 deg, the induced error on the
rope diameter is 2% Rin.

An example of a raw image superposed on the rope shape and
the rope diameter obtained by image processing is presented in
Fig. 6. A detailed description of the image-processing steps is
given by Iliescu �21�.

Then for each image, the rope center position and the rope
diameter are available with an uncertainty of 2% Rin. The aberrant
images are filtered on criteria of minimum/maximum dimension
of the rope area and rope diameter. The rate of validated images is
95%.

4.2 Velocity Field Processing. For the Camera 2 image, the
distortions of position coordinates and particle displacements are
corrected through the calibration transform.

For the velocity field calculation, in order to eliminate the out-
liers in the region of the rope or due to the residual bubbles

Fig. 5 Image-processing flowchart
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shadow, a mask previously obtained by the image processing of
the Camera 1 image is applied on the Camera 2 image. The raw
vector maps are processed by cross correlation of the two frames
from this masked image of the second camera. The results are
filtered by range �vectors four times higher than the mean value
are rejected� and peak �the relative height of the highest cross-
correlation peak compared to the second highest is chosen 1.2�
validation criteria. An example of velocity field is presented in
Fig. 7; the instantaneous velocity field is superposed on the raw
image for illustration. Statistical convergence is acquired with
1200 velocity fields for 3% uncertainty.

5 Flow Analysis

5.1 Velocity Phase Average. By ensemble averaging on
phase of the instantaneous velocity fields, the mean velocity field
is obtained in relation to the phase of the rope precession and for
different volumes of the rope corresponding to � values between
0.380 and 1.180. Assuming that the rope shape and the corre-
sponding flow field remain constant over one revolution, the phase
of the rope corresponds to its spatial angular position and the
spatial velocity field can be reconstructed accordingly, see Fig. 8.

The vortex structure is present for all the investigated � values,
and the core of this vortex, with a low pressure area set by the �
level, is cavitating and hence determines the rope volume. The
cavity volume influences the flow field only locally.

As discussed by Ciocan et al. �10�, the average flow velocity
shows the decelerated swirling flow that develops in the central
stagnation zone. The vortex encloses this zone of average velocity
near zero.

The phase average velocity distribution is very similar for all �
values. While the flow rate is the same, the influence of the rope
volume on the mean velocity field is comparable with the mea-
surement uncertainty. Thus, in phase average, the flow structure is
the same for all � values, but a local modification of the velocity
field and turbulent kinetic energy field in the near vicinity of the
rope is expected. Unfortunately, for the moment, it is difficult to
analyze this zone due to the lack of uncertainty near the rope
boundary region, and strong and random reflections as well as
shadows at the intersection of the rope with the laser sheet are
observed.

5.2 Vortex Centerline for the Cavitation-Free
Configuration. For the cavitation-free configuration, see Fig. 7
for �=1.180, the vortex center is detected starting from the veloc-
ity field analysis. Four methods are commonly used, see Sadar-
joen et al. �22�, to detect its position:

• minimum of velocity
• streamline curvature centers density
• maximum of vorticity ���C�
• maximum of normalized helicity C� �C / �C����C�

In swirling flows, the main contribution to the vorticity is given
by the mean tangential and axial components, and the vorticity
profile is significant in the plane normal to the vortex filament. For
the instantaneous velocity fields, the vorticity calculation is very
sensitive to the relative position of the vortex and measurement
plane. Consequently, computing the vorticity distribution only
with the two measured velocity components does not have the
proper physical meaning, nor has the helicity.

Due to the unsteadiness of the flow, an instantaneous velocity
field may present zones of low velocity outside the vortex center
zone. Thus, the minimum of velocity criterion, easy to implement,
is not relevant in this case.

The second method, streamline curvature center density, is
more consistent. By the streamline generation in each gridpoint,
for each unsteady vector field, we compute the curvature centers
of the streamlines, and the regions with high density of curvature
centers indicate the presence of a vortex center. The center posi-

Fig. 6 Extraction of the rope diameter by image processing from each instantaneous image

Fig. 7 Streamlines on instantaneous velocity fields for the
same corresponding phase � /TÈ =0.61 and different � values
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tion is given by the mean of the curvature centers coordinates.
To speed up the computation time for the center detection, a

combination of these two criteria has been used as vortex center-
tracking algorithm. The streamline generation is performed only
in the regions where the minimum velocity is obtained. The sec-
ond method is applied afterwards to detect the vortex center. An
instantaneous result, obtained by these two methods, see Fig. 9,
shows a very good coherence of the center position within the
measurement resolution range. The validation rate on instanta-
neous fields, based on coherent position criteria, is higher than
99%.

5.3 Rope Contour Phase Average. Starting from each

image-processing result, for each rope precession phase and each
� value, the ensemble averaging by phase of the rope shape is
performed, and thus the rope characteristics �position and diam-
eter� in the measurement plane are determined.

Assuming that the angular velocity of the rope is constant over
a rope revolution, i.e., assuming a solid body rotation of the rope,
the rope precession temporal phase is transposed into angular po-
sition. In this way, the spatial position of the rope core is recon-
structed in the turbine cone, see Fig. 10. Adding the measured
diameters, in a plane normal to the core, leads to rendering the 3D
rope shape, see Fig. 11.

For the same � value, the rope center position and the mean

Fig. 8 Phase averaged vectors field for �=0.380

Fig. 9 Vortex center detection for noncavitating conditions
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value of the rope diameter are calculated, and the corresponding
standard deviations are estimated for the entire measurement
zone, See Fig. 12.

Fig. 10 Vortex centerlines for �=0.380 and �=1.180

Fig. 11 Reconstruction of the rope volume

Fig. 12 Standard deviation of the rope position and rope volume
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5.4 Flow Behavior Corresponding to � Variation. The pro-
cedure to determine the geometrical parameter of the rope in
phase average, already described, is applied for seven � values.
The rope diameters as well as the rope center position in the
measurement zone are represented versus the � value. Associated
with these values, the standard deviations of the rope diameter and
vortex center position are calculated, see Fig. 13.

The rope diameter decreases from low to high � values. The
standard deviation of the rope diameter is related to the rope di-
ameter fluctuations and is a measure for the rope volume varia-
tion. This calculation is physically significant due to the axial
pressure waves that act on the vapor cavity, resulting in a volume
variation under the influence of the local change of pressure dis-

tribution. The standard deviations are quasiconstant for all � val-
ues at 2.5% of R1̄e, except for the value 0.380, where it increases
at 4.3% of R1̄e, see Fig. 13. For �=0.380, the rope area referred to
the local cone section area has a variation between 0.5% and
1.2%.

In fact, for the 0.380� value, it was demonstrated by hydroa-
coustic simulation, see Nicolet et al. �23�, that a pressure source
located in the inner part of the draft tube elbow induces a forced
excitation. This excitation represents the synchronous part of the
vortex rope excitation. An eigenfrequency of the hydraulic system
is also excited at 2.5 fn, see Fig. 4, and the plane waves, generated
by the pressure source, propagate in all the hydraulic circuit. The

Fig. 14 Rope diameter variations versus the vortex phase �

Fig. 13 Rope diameter variations versus the � value
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passing of the plane waves in the rope section induces succes-
sively an expansion and a contraction of the vapor volume of the
rope, which explains the increase of the rope diameter standard
deviation for this � value.

For the lowest � value, the rope diameter and its standard de-
viation remain virtually unchanged �the change is smaller than the
measurement uncertainty� with respect to the precession phase
angle over the measured domain, see Fig. 14.

The vortex center position is nearly constant between low �
values and cavitation-free conditions, see Fig. 15. For low � val-
ues, the eccentricity of the rope position—the position of the rope
center related to the cone symmetry axis—increases and thus the

pressure amplitude fluctuation at the wall increases too, see Fig. 4.
The standard deviation of the vortex center position is represen-
tative of the flow stability. For �=0.380, the location of the rope
center has an unsteady spatial variation of �8% of the local ra-
dius of the cone. The resonance at this � value induces a loss of
stability of the rope position highlighted by the increase of the
standard deviation of the vortex center position, i.e., it doubles
from 2% to 4.1% Rin, except for the value 0.380, where it in-
creases at 4.3% of Rin.

In the cone cross section, the rope center eccentricity �the ra-
dius of the rope center� increases following the phase evolution:

Fig. 16 Vortex position variations for �1.180 and 0.380 values versus the vortex
phase �

Fig. 15 Rope center variations versus the � value
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the rope goes closer to the wall downstream in the cone. This
evolution induces the increase of the wall pressure fluctuation
synchronous with the rope rotation. The standard deviation corre-
sponding to the rope position is quasiconstant for all phases
�depth� in the measurement zone, see Fig. 16.

6 Conclusions
The PIV system gives the opportunity to survey the flow veloc-

ity field in the diffuser cone of a scale model of a Francis turbine
at part load operating conditions with a precessing cavitation rope.
From the experimental results, the complete description and quan-
tification of the velocity, simultaneously with the rope boundary
behavior, were obtained for different cavitation conditions.

The synchronization of the PIV acquisition with the rope posi-
tion allows, by ensemble averaging, the reconstruction of the rope
volume in correlation with the corresponding velocity field, in the
cone of the turbine model. Image processing provides an estima-
tion of the rope diameter and the positions of the vortex center in
the measuring zone.

For a particular � value that corresponds to a coincidence of the
rope excitation with an eigenfrequency of the hydraulic circuit,
the influence of the pressure source on the rope dynamics is
shown.

An experimental database has been built and is now available
for future validation of analytical modeling and numerical simu-
lation of draft tube flows.
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Nomenclature
BEP 
 best efficiency operating point

C 
 mean absolute velocity �m/s�
Cp 
 pressure coefficient Cp= �p–p̄� /1 /2�c

m1̄

2 �-�
Cref 
 mean flow reference velocity Cref=Q /�Rin

2

�m/s�
D1̄e 
 runner diameter �m�

E 
 specific energy �J/kg�
fc 
 vortex rotation frequency �Hz�
Q 
 flow rate �m3 /s�

QBEP 
 flow rate at the best efficiency operating condi-
tion �m3 /s�

k 
 turbulent kinetic energy �m2 /s2�
fn 
 runner rotation frequency �Hz�

NPSE 
 net positive suction specific energy �J/kg�
R 
 local cone radius �m�

Rin 
 runner outlet radius �m�
Z 
 current cone elevation �m�

Zin 
 runner outlet elevation �m�
Z 
 cone height �m�

� 
 rotational angular velocity �rad/s�
� 
 local rope diameter �m�

� 
 specific energy coefficient �-�
� 
 flow rate coefficient �-�
� 
 thoma number �=NPSE /E �-�
� 
 vortex polar angle �=2�fc� �rad�
� 
 rope phase �rad�
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Performance of Two-Equation
Turbulence Models for Flat Plate
Flows With Leading Edge Bubbles
This paper investigates the performance of the popular k-� and SST turbulence models
for the two-dimensional flow past the flat plate at shallow angles of incidence. Particular
interest is paid to the leading edge bubble that forms as the flow separates from the sharp
leading edge. This type of leading edge bubble is most commonly found in flows past thin
airfoils, such as turbine blades, membrane wings, and yacht sails. Validation is carried
out through a comparison to wind tunnel results compiled by Crompton (2001, “The Thin
Aerofoil Leading Edge Bubble,” Ph.D. thesis, University of Bristol). This flow problem
presents a new and demanding test case for turbulence models. The models were found to
capture the leading edge bubble well with the Shear-Stress Transport (SST) model pre-
dicting the reattachment length within 7% of the experimental values. Downstream of
reattachment both models predicted a slower boundary layer recovery than the experi-
mental results. Overall, despite their simplicity, these two-equation models do a surpris-
ingly good job for this demanding test case. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829596�

Keywords: turbulence, leading edge bubble, computational fluid dynamics

1 Introduction
In this study, we investigate the performance of the SST and

k-� turbulence models for thin leading edge bubbles of the type
found in the flow past flat plates at shallow incidence. The nu-
merical results are compared with the high-quality wind tunnel
data obtained by Crompton �1�. The wind tunnel data allow for an
accurate validation of simulation results. The test case is unique
and poses a challenging assignment for two-equation turbulence
models. The notable features of the flow field are unsteady shear
layer flapping, shear layer transition, relaminarization, secondary
recirculation, flow reattachment, and postreattachment boundary
layer recovery. Each of these flow features directly challenges the
assumptions from which many turbulence models are derived. The
current investigation focusses on two-equation turbulence models
that are generally viewed as the most practical models for indus-
trial engineering applications. Of these models the k-� and Shear-
Stress Transport �SST� models are considered amongst the best
for flows involving separation �2�. A preliminary Large Eddy
Simulation �LES� study is also conducted and reported in the dis-
cussion section.

Both Crompton’s study and this work were motivated by the
desire to improve physical understanding and simulation of flows
past yacht sails. The thin airfoil bubbles investigated here will
usually exist for sails that are not supported by a mast �i.e., head-
sails such as genoas and jibs, or downwind sails such as spinna-
kers and gennakers�. The bubbles significantly influence the pres-
sure distribution and lift generated by such sails. The flexible
nature of such sails is an important design consideration.
Aeroelastic studies are ultimately needed to create the design that
produces the desired flying shape. However, the nature of flows
past downwind sails is not yet well understood, and the first ques-
tion that must be answered is what sail shape provides the best
aerodynamic performance. This work contributes to improving
our understanding of downwind sail flows �3�. Thin airfoil
bubbles occur in many other flows, such as flows past thin airfoils

and membrane wings, and therefore this work is also of direct
interest to a much wider range of fluid flow problems than those in
the sailing community.

2 Flow Past Flat Plate at Shallow Incidence

2.1 Flow Structure. A schematic of the flow past the flat
plate is provided in Fig. 1. This flow structure was first described
in the experimental work of Gault �4� where he described the
bubble as being vastly different from leading edge bubbles typi-
cally found on airfoils. The shear layer that separates from the
leading edge is immediately unstable. Vortices are shed periodi-
cally from the tip of the plate and advected along the shear layer.
Driver et al. �5� observed a similar vortex shedding in the mixing
layer behind a backward facing step and referred to the phenom-
enon as shear layer flapping. Both the backward facing step flow
of Driver et al. and the flow past the flat plate at shallow incidence
involve a turbulent shear layer that separates from a point and
reattaches some distance downstream. For the backward facing
step of Driver et al., the performance of k-� models have been
shown to give poor results compared with the k-� and SST
models �6,7�.

In Crompton’s experiments, the separated shear layer was
found to undergo transition within the first 2.5% of the length of
the plate. Downstream of transition, turbulent kinetic energy is
entrained rapidly due to high mean shear across the shear layer.
This entrainment of turbulent kinetic energy causes the shear layer
to thicken and curve back toward the surface of the plate. As the
shear layer approaches the surface of the plate, the velocity fluc-
tuations in the direction normal to the plate are damped. Energy
from the normal fluctuations is converted to the other components
of the Reynold stress tensor, with the turbulent eddies stretching
in the spanwise and streamwise directions. The flow reattaches
some distance, XR, downstream of the leading edge. Here, the
flow bifurcates with the bulk of the flow continuing along the
length of the plate, while a smaller fraction is driven back toward
the leading edge to complete the leading edge bubble. The bound-
ary layer that forms downstream of the reattachment point is em-
bedded with turbulent structures that are a legacy from the leading
edge bubble. These mixing layer structures advect downstream
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and interact with the development of the boundary layer.
The recovering turbulent boundary layer has a unique structure

that is atypical of turbulent boundary layers; it is sluggish and
prone to boundary layer separation in adverse pressure gradient
flows. Naturally, the structure of the boundary layer during recov-
ery dictates the size and structure of any trailing edge separation
region that might form downstream. Consequently, the nature of
the boundary layer after reattachment can have a significant im-
pact on the lift coefficient. Naturally, the shape and structure of
the separation region itself affect the pressure peak near the lead-
ing edge, which is the primary contributor to lift. The interaction
between the leading edge bubble and the trailing edge separation
region is as yet not fully understood.

The type of leading edge bubble found on the flat plate at shal-
low incidence is also known as the thin airfoil bubble. It should
not be confused with the short bubble, or laminar separation
bubble, which often appears on low Reynolds number airfoils due
to laminar separation near the nose �8�. The primary difference
between the two bubble types is that the shear layer in the thin
airfoil bubble is predominantly turbulent, whereas the shear layer
in the short bubble is typically laminar over more than half the
length of the bubble. The difference here is that the laminar
bubble separates due to the presence of an adverse pressure gra-
dient, whereas the thin airfoil bubble is forced to separate abruptly
as the flow rounds the leading edge.

2.2 Experimental Data. Of the experimental results con-
cerned with the flat plate at shallow incidence, the thesis by
Crompton �1� is the most comprehensive. Crompton presents a
detailed examination of the bubble structure, which extends upon
earlier work by Gault �4� and Newman and Tse �9�. The blunt
plate experimental studies of Cherry et al. �10� as well as Kiya
and Sasaki �11� also provide insight to separated and reattaching
flows. However, these flows involve large scale unsteadiness due
to the blunt rectangular shaped leading edge. Due to this differ-
ence in leading edge geometry, such flows are less suitable for the
validation of sail flow simulations compared with the Crompton
data.

Through the use of laser Doppler anemometry �LDA�, Cromp-
ton was able to obtain accurate measurements of the velocity and
turbulence statistics for the leading edge bubble. LDA measure-
ments of the developing turbulent boundary layer in the recovery
region downstream of the reattachment point were also taken.
Surface pressures were recorded through static pressure tappings.
Flow visualization techniques �surface tufts, china clay, and oil
streakline� were used to complement the LDA and static pressure
data. Unfortunately, no skin friction measurements were con-
ducted in the experiments.

In his experiments, Crompton detected a secondary separation
bubble very close to the leading edge of the plate, which had not
been witnessed in previous studies �see Fig. 2�. The secondary
bubble is created as the reversed flow within the leading edge
bubble separates due to the adverse pressure gradient that exists
over the forward half of the bubble. The reversed flow is particu-
larly prone to separate due to relaminarization of the reversed flow

�1�.
The wind tunnel model used in Crompton’s experiments had a

chord length of 160 mm and a span of 800 mm, giving an aspect
ratio of 5, which was demonstrated �using oil-streakline flow
visualization� to be sufficient to provide nominally two-
dimensional flow �1�. The plate was constructed out of a 6 mm
steel plate, giving a thickness to chord ratio of 3.75%. This thick-
ness provided enough stiffness to minimize deflection and also
facilitated the use of pressure tappings. The leading edge of the
plate was chamfered at 20 deg to provide the sharp leading edge
required for knife edge separation to occur exactly at the tip of the
plate. A cross section of the model is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Crompton’s experiments were carried out over a range of Rey-
nolds numbers �0.1�105–5.5�105� to investigate Reynolds
number dependency. The reattachment length was found to be
independent of Reynolds number above 105. Also, the Reynolds
number was not found to have an influence on the flow down-
stream of the reattachment point �because of the turbulent reat-
tachment process�.

The primary wind tunnel investigation was performed at a Rey-
nolds number of 2.13�105, and it is at this Reynolds number that
a comparison between the experiments and computational fluid
dynamics �CFD� have been made. The experimental data are pro-
vided for angles of attack, �=1–5 deg, in 1 deg intervals. At �
=1 deg, the leading edge bubble is small and similar in length to
chord ratio to leading edge bubbles observed for downwind sail
flows in the University of Auckland’s twisted flow wind tunnel
�3�. At �=5 deg, the flow is separated for most of the plate, and at
�=6 deg, the shear layer fails to reattach. The asymmetry of the
plate creates a lift force even at zero degrees of incidence, which
causes the flow to curve upward �in the direction of the lift axis�
near the leading edge of the plate; consequently, a small leading
edge separation bubble forms at zero angle of attack. The so-
called “ideal” angle of incidence, where laminar boundary layers
are able to develop on both surfaces without leading edge separa-
tion, occurs at a small negative angle.

3 Computational Fluid Dynamics Model

3.1 Turbulence Models and Numerical Solvers. The soft-
ware used in this study is CFX-5, an unstructured commercial
CFD package �12�. In the CFX-5 solver, the Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes Equations �RANS� equations are discretized using
a conservative and time-implicit finite volume method and are
solved using an additive correction algebraic multigrid �AMG�
solver, accelerated with an incomplete lower upper �ILU� factor-
ization technique. Details of these techniques and their implemen-
tation can be found in Refs. �12,13�. Spatial interpolation is car-
ried out using the second-order upwind advection scheme, details

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flow past a flat plate at shallow
incidence

Fig. 2 Schematic of the leading edge bubble illustrating the
secondary bubble near the leading edge

Fig. 3 Model dimensions
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of which can be found in Ref. �12�. The simulations were carried
out using the SST �14� and standard k-� �15� turbulence models
and all simulations converged to a steady state with all residuals
decreasing by at least four orders of magnitude. Crompton �1�
reported evidence of shear layer unsteadiness at the leading edge.
However, in this CFD, no evidence of unsteadiness was found,
even when very small time steps were used.

Simulations were also carried out using the standard k-� model
for comparative purposes. However, it was found that the alge-
braic wall functions used to capture the inner portion of the
boundary layer in these models do not perform well for this flat
plate flow. The wall functions assume that the inner boundary
layer region is in turbulent equilibrium, which is not the case here,
especially within the leading edge bubble. The k-� model was
found to diverge for the fine grids that were used in this study, and
convergence was obtained only on grids much coarser than de-
sired. Consequently, only results computed using the k-� and SST
models are presented in this paper.

3.2 Computational Domain and Gridding. Crompton’s flat
plate was modeled using the same geometry as in the experiments
�Fig. 3�. The computational domain is illustrated in Fig. 4. Simu-
lations performed using a domain twice the size verified that the
domain dimensions of Fig. 4 were adequate in that the proximity
of the far-field boundaries did not affect the near field. At the inlet,
Cartesian velocity components were specified according to the
angle of incidence. The freestream turbulence intensity was set at
0.05%, which was the maximum value measured during the wind
tunnel experiments �1�. The turbulent length scale was set at
0.001m, a typical value for low turbulence wind tunnels. At the
outlet, the static pressure is set at zero, and a constant gradient
constraint is imposed on turbulence quantities.

Block-structured grids were generated in ICEM-HEXA �16�. Three
grid resolutions were used. We refer to the grids as coarse, me-
dium, and fine with 11,920, 49,625, and 202,435 cells, respec-
tively. The medium and fine grids were constructed from the
coarse and medium grids, respectively, by grid halving in both
directions. A grid convergence study is presented in Sec. 4.1. The
medium grid is illustrated in Fig. 5. In order to achieve a y+ of
around 1.0, the near-wall spacing was set at 1.0�10−5 m. Particu-
lar care was taken to provide high quality cells around the leading
edge. The grid cells have an aspect ratio of 1:1 at the tip. The tip
region is illustrated in the close-up view in Fig. 5. Along the plate,
the aspect ratio of the near-wall cells is gradually increased to take
advantage of the relatively small flow gradients tangential to the
wall compared with those in the wall normal direction. The maxi-
mum cell aspect ratio, which occurs at the trailing edge, is set at
1:10.

4 Results
This section initially focuses on the case at �=1 deg, for which

the flow is most similar to flows past downwind sails. At this
angle, the leading edge separation bubble stretches across the first
14% of the chord length �i.e., XR /c=0.14�, which is approxi-
mately the same as for downwind sail flows. Since the bubble at
this angle is small, fewer velocity measurements were taken
within the bubble at this angle than at the higher angles of attack.
Therefore, we also investigated the case of �=3 deg in order to
gain a better understanding of the flow within the separation
bubble. For �= 3 deg, the reattachment length XR /c=0.47, which
shows that the flow is separated over almost half of the plate. For
�=5 deg, the flow is almost fully separated and does not have a
recovery region. We have therefore left this case out of the main
discussion and refer to it only briefly when comparing the accu-
racy of the turbulence models in predictions of the reattachment
length �Sec. 4.2�.

4.1 Grid Convergence Study. A grid convergence study was
performed at �=3 deg with the SST turbulence model. At �
=1 deg the results are not as grid dependent since there the flow
separation is much less severe than at �=3 deg. Lift and drag
coefficients are presented in Fig. 6 for the sequence of grids. The
force coefficients are plotted against 1 /N, a nondimensional mea-
sure of the grid spacing, with N2 as the total number of cells in the
grid.

The lift and drag coefficients converge as the grid is refined.
The lift from the medium grid solution is within 0.015% of the
fine grid solution and the drag is within 0.0055%. Subsequent
refinement is unlikely to result in improved accuracy of the solu-
tion; therefore, the medium grid was used for the simulations
reported in the remainder of this paper.

4.2 Reattachment Lengths. Figure 7 presents the reattach-
ment length data for each angle of attack �1–5 deg�. At low
angles of attack, the SST model captures the reattachment length
accurately. However, at larger angles, it underpredicts the reat-
tachment length. In contrast, the k-� model consistently overpre-
dicts the length of the leading edge bubble. The reasons and con-
sequences of this are discussed in Secs. 4.3 and 4.4.

4.3 Comparison at �=1 deg

4.3.1 Boundary Layer Profiles in the Leading Edge Bubble.
Boundary layer velocity profiles were measured by Crompton
at nine different chordwise locations along the plate using LDA.
The measurement stations are located at x /c��0.031, 0.125, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875, 1.0�. Figure 8 shows the position of
these measurement stations in relation to the flow field at �

Fig. 4 Details of the domain for the flat plate

Fig. 5 Computational grid for the flat plate „medium
resolution…
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=1 deg.
Table 1 shows that the reattachment lengths computed with the

SST and k-� models differ from the experimental values. The
SST model overpredicts XR by 5.8% and the k-� model overpre-
dicts XR by 24.0%. To allow a better comparison between the

boundary layer profiles, the measurement stations are scaled by
XR so that each station is in the same position relative to the
reattachment point. For �=1 deg only the first two measurement
stations are within the leading edge bubble. The profiles at these
stations are shown in Fig. 9.

The portion of the fluid forced upstream at the reattachment
point is accelerated by the favorable pressure gradient and forms a
reversed boundary layer. Crompton reported a maximum reversed
velocity of −0.4U�, approximately midway along the bubble. The
CFD results show lower reversed velocities at the same position
along the bubble, with the SST model predicting −0.290U� and
the k-� model predicting −0.284U�. The measured velocities
within the leading edge bubble are larger than usually experienced
within short airfoil bubbles, for which the reversed flow velocity
is typically below −0.2U� �1�. For the thin airfoil bubble, how-
ever, early transition results in a high rate of entrainment of tur-
bulent kinetic into the bubble. Subsequently, greater velocities in
both the outer and inner shear layers are observed. The turbulence
models underpredict the entrainment rate and hence also under-
predict the velocity magnitude throughout the leading edge
bubble. This will be discussed further in Sec. 4.4, where the ki-
netic energy profiles within the separation bubble are presented.

Crompton reported that the reversed flow within the leading
edge bubble experienced relaminarization, encouraged by the
strong favorable pressure gradient, and that the inner shear layer
began to show very laminarlike features. The velocity profiles
within the separation bubble are presented in greater detail in Fig.
10. At x /c=0.031, in particular, the experimental data show a
much more laminar profile than those provided by the CFD. To

Fig. 6 Grid convergence of the lift and drag coefficients „�
=3 deg…

Fig. 7 Reattachment lengths versus angle of attack for the
CFD compared with Crompton’s data

Fig. 8 Flow streamlines and the measurement stations for the
flate plate at �=1 deg „SST model…

Table 1 Reattachment lengths for the flat plate at �=1 deg

XR

Crompton 0.14
SST 0.1486
k-� 0.1841

Fig. 9 Chordwise velocity profiles within the leading edge
bubble „�=1 deg…. „a… x /c�0.031, „b… x /c�0.125.
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emulate the relaminarization process, an appropriate transition
model is required, which is not provided by the turbulence models
investigated.

One of the direct consequences of the more turbulentlike
boundary layer profiles given by the CFD is their resistance to
separation. In the simulations, the reversed boundary layer re-
mains attached all the way to the leading edge, and there is no
secondary separation of the type reported by Crompton. Crompton
suggested that the form of this second bubble has significant in-
fluence on the development of the shear layer near the leading
edge; consequently, its influence is likely to spread well
downstream �1�.

4.3.2 Boundary Layer Profiles Downstream of Reattachment.
In Fig. 11, the boundary layer profiles at x /c=0.25 and 0.875 are
presented using a log scale for y+. Also plotted is a typical turbu-
lent boundary layer at zero pressure gradient �ZPG� �17�. The wall
shear stress �w was not provided in the experimental results; there-
fore, it was difficult to nondimensionalize the Crompton data.
Here, y+ and u+ are calculated based on the �w values from the
CFD data computed using the SST model. Any errors introduced

by this approximation are likely to be small. The nondimension-
alized plots in Fig. 11 follow the same trends as data compared
using the raw velocity, U, and normal distance, y.

At x /c=0.25, the boundary layer profiles given by the experi-
ments and the CFD lie below the ZPG profile. This is expected
because of the slight adverse pressure gradient the boundary layer
works against. The velocities predicted by the CFD are smaller
than those measured. We attribute this difference to the reattach-
ment process.

The boundary layer profile at reattachment has a shape distinc-
tive of reattaching turbulent shear layers. These layers are charac-
terized by a linear increase in velocity from the wall out toward
the boundary layer edge �18�. The figures show the inner structure
of the recovering boundary layer developing just downstream of
the reattachment point. The layer is accelerated through the in-
ward entrainment of momentum from the outer region. Both ex-
perimental and CFD results show the sublayer developing with its
characteristic thin region of steep velocity gradients. Moving fur-
ther aft from the reattachment point, the boundary layer starts to
show a typical turbulent boundary layer profile: The sublayer
thickens, and the mixing layer structures in the outer region of the
boundary layer spread and dissipate. At x /c=0.875, the inner re-
gion of the boundary layer appears to have recovered in the ex-
periments and shows a profile similar to ZPG up to y+�50. The
outer region of the boundary layer—while showing its character-
istic defect layer shape—still predicts low velocities and is yet to
recovery fully.

The delayed postreattachment recovery of the boundary layers
predicted by the CFD was also observed by So and Lai �19� for
flow past a backward facing step. In their experiments, wall func-
tion based models produced better results in the recovery region
than low Reynolds number turbulence models. This is not surpris-
ing because wall functions, which are based on local-equilibrium
arguments, force the flow to asymptote to the log law of wall.

As a final note on the boundary layer profiles, Fig. 11 shows
that the k-� model predicts profiles that are slightly closer to the
measured profiles than those predicted by the SST model. This is
believed to be the consequence of the SST limiter on the eddy
viscosity, which leads to less production of turbulent kinetic
energy.

4.3.3 Pressure Distributions. The pressure coefficient plot for
the flat plate at �=1 deg is presented in Fig. 12. In the experi-
mental data, the pressure decreases downstream of the leading
edge and reaches a minimum at x /c�0.045. The CFD results
show a lower and flatter suction peak. They do not experience the
gradual decrease in pressure over the forward half of the separa-
tion bubble that is seen in the experimental result because of the
inability of the turbulence models to predict the correct transition
location and resolve the secondary recirculation region. The ex-
periments show a leading edge bubble that is shorter and fatter,
indicating greater shear layer curvature. Within the leading edge
bubble, the pressures, which are determined predominantly by the

Fig. 10 Near-wall chordwise velocity profiles within the leading edge bubble „�=1 deg…. „a… x /c�0.031, „b… x /c�0.125.

Fig. 11 Chordwise velocity profiles downstream of reattach-
ment „log scale, �=1 deg…. „a… x /c�0.250, „b… x /c�0.875.
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curvature of the outer shear layer, are lower. The shear layer is
initially laminar and able to sustain a positive pressure gradient
before transition. It is possible that background turbulence in the
experiments may have helped to increase the curvature of the
shear layer. Because the freestream turbulence intensity in the
experiments was less than 0.25%, background turbulence was not
likely to have caused an increase in shear layer curvature.

As shown in Fig. 12, the k-� model predicts lower pressures
than the SST model and the experimental data between x /c=0.1
and x /c=0.2. This is in agreement with the model overpredicting

the length of the separation bubble.
When the CP curves are normalized based on reattachment

length, the pressure profiles compare well. The only significant
differences are a larger suction at the leading edge in the experi-
mental data and a particularly low suction peak predicted by the
k-� model. Downstream of reattachment, the pressure coefficients
in the experimental results are slightly lower than in the CFD
results. This is directly related to the greater velocities in both the
leading edge bubble and the boundary layer in this flow region.

4.4 Comparison at �=3 deg

4.4.1 Boundary Layer Profiles in the Leading Edge Bubble.
The reattachment lengths for the �=3 deg case are presented in
Table 2. The SST model underpredicts XR by 6.4% and the k-�
model overpredicts XR by 8.4%. As before, the chordwise posi-
tions are scaled by XR.

The velocity profiles within the separation bubble are presented
in Fig. 13. At the reattachment point �x /c=0.375�, the velocities
predicted by the CFD are much lower than the experimental data
in both the outer and inner shear layers. As the shear layer curves
down toward the wall, the velocities in the chordwise direction are
damped inappropriately. We will address this point further in the
next section.

The measurement station at x /c=0.25 is approximately mid
length of the leading edge bubble. Here, the velocities are at their
maximum, both at the outside edge of the shear layer and in the
reversed flow region. In the inner shear layer, the maximum re-
versed velocity is −0.393U� for the experimental results, whereas
the SST model predicts −0.252U� and the k-� model predicts
−0.271U�. The reversed boundary layer is notably thicker in the
experiments than in the CFD results. Moving toward the leading
edge, we see that at x /c=0.125, the reversed flow weakens due to
mass flow in the direction normal to the plate mostly. In the ex-
periments, the presence of an adverse pressure gradient also con-
tributes to this effect.

Fig. 12 Pressure coefficient plot „�=1 deg…

Table 2 Reattachment lengths for the flat plate at �=3 deg

XR

Crompton 0.47
SST 0.4374
k-� 0.5096

Fig. 13 Chordwise velocity profiles within the leading edge bubble „�=3 deg…. „a… x /c�0.031, „b… x /c�0.125, „c… x /c�0.250, „d…
x /c�0.375.
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At x /c=0.031, the secondary separation bubble presents itself
in the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 14. The simulations do
not show this feature, and the near-wall flow is reversed all the
way to the leading edge.

4.4.2 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Profiles in the Leading Edge
Bubble. In this section, we compare the turbulent kinetic energy
profiles calculated by the CFD with the profiles from the experi-
ments for the flow at �=3 deg. Crompton’s data were supplied in
terms of urms, vrms, and wrms, where rms represents the root mean
square of the velocity fluctuations. From these data, the turbulent
kinetic energy was calculated as k=1 /2�u�u�+v�v�+w�w��, with
the normal turbulent stresses given by u�u�= �urms� �2�. The rms
measurements cannot distinguish between turbulent fluctuations
and the mean-flow unsteadiness that was observed in the shear
layer. Periodicity in the rms velocities �indicating mean-flow un-
steadiness� was observed as far back as x /c=0.375 for the �
=3 deg case. Therefore, the turbulent kinetic energy for the ex-
perimental data presented in Fig. 15 may be overestimated.

Crompton reported that the vortical structures seen in the laminar
shear layer were absorbed into the turbulent eddy spectrum down-
stream of the transition region. Therefore, the mean-flow kinetic
energy associated with shear layer flapping is eventually con-
verted into turbulent kinetic energy.

At x /c=0.031, the experimental turbulent kinetic energy profile
shows two peaks. The first, and lower, peak is associated with the
secondary separation bubble. At the outer edge of this bubble, a
region of high mean shear exists, which increases production of
turbulent kinetic energy. The second peak occurs at the point of
inflection in the velocity profile in the outer shear layer where the
mean shear is at its maximum. It is stronger than the first peak as
it is driven by the large velocities around the leading edge of the
plate. The maximum turbulent kinetic energy observed in the ex-
periments is 2.5 times that predicted by the SST model and 4.0
times the maximum predicted by the k-� model.

Naturally, care must be taken when comparing the three-
dimensional experimental turbulence data to the two-dimensional
simulation data. The contribution of the spanwise velocity fluctua-
tions to the turbulent kinetic energy measured by Crompton is not
negligible. However, because the turbulent energy originates from
mean-flow shear, which is essentially two dimensional, we believe
that the discrepancy between the simulations and the experiments
cannot be fully explained by the difference in dimensionality. Our
speculation is that two flow features that were not resolved by the
CFD models are mostly responsible for the discrepancy: the un-
steadiness at the leading edge, which feeds into the downstream
turbulence spectrum, and the extra shear created by the secondary
recirculation bubble.

The turbulent kinetic energy contours for the leading edge are
illustrated in Fig. 16. Here, it can be seen that in the SST simula-
tions the turbulent kinetic energy levels begin to be amplified
slightly further upstream than they do for the k-� model. While
we have said that these turbulence models are not transition mod-
els, it is not true to say that they do not model transition at all. The
simulations still pass from a region where the turbulent kinetic

Fig. 14 Near-wall chordwise velocity profiles at x /c=0.031 „�
=3 deg…

Fig. 15 Turbulent kinetic energy profiles within the leading edge bubble „�=3 deg…
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energy is zero �i.e., a laminar region� through to a turbulent region
where production terms in both the k and � equations are positive,
but they do not model the transition process appropriately. Typi-
cally, for transitional boundary layer flows, standard two-equation
models will predict a transition to occur at a Reynolds number at
least an order of magnitude too small �20�. Similarly, in this test
case, transition occurs immediately after separation and much fur-
ther upstream than the figure of 2.5%c reported by Crompton.

At x /c=0.125, the experiments give a peak magnitude of tur-
bulent kinetic energy in the shear layer that is slightly lower than
at the upstream station. This is due to the diminished effect of the
secondary separation bubble, which extends only to x /c=0.045.
This reduction in turbulent kinetic energy may also be associated
with the diffusion of the unsteady structures that were observed in
the shear layer near the leading edge. The turbulence models are
in better agreement with the experiments than upstream with the
SST model outperforming k-�. In both the CFD and the experi-
mental results, the peak in turbulent kinetic energy has widened
due to the thickening of the shear layer. Near the wall, the experi-
mental results show lower levels of turbulent kinetic energy than
the CFD, which is a result of relaminarization of the reversed
boundary layer.

Between x /c=0.125 and x /c=0.25, the experimental results in-
dicate that the kinetic energy in the shear layer is still increasing
and that the maximum entrainment rate has not yet been reached.
The shear layer predicted by the SST model reaches a local equi-
librium prematurely because the SST limiter reduces the amount
of turbulent shear stress and hence the production of turbulent
kinetic energy.

Between x /c=0.250 and x /c=0.375, both the SST and k-�
models predict a decrease in turbulent kinetic energy, whereas in
the experimental results k continues to increase. In this region, the
shear layer curves back toward the wall and decelerates as it ap-
proaches reattachment. The experimental results show a drop in
vertical velocity fluctuations �v��. This energy is mostly converted
to transverse �w�� and streamwise �u�� velocity fluctuations, and
thus the kinetic energy levels are retained. The SST and k-� tur-
bulence models cannot emulate this transfer of energy from the
vertical to transverse and streamwise fluctuations because they
assume isotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor. In order to model
this process, a more advanced anisotropic turbulence model is
required, such as an algebraic stress model or a second-order clo-
sure model.

At x /c=0.375, both the SST model and the k-� model predict
peaks in turbulent kinetic energy that are approximately 1.7 times
smaller than in the experimental results. In the experimental re-
sults, the kinetic energy peak is wider, which indicates that the
shear layer thickness is underpredicted by the CFD.

4.4.3 Downstream of Reattachment. For the �=3 deg case,

the downstream velocity profiles are quite similar in shape to
those found in the �=1 deg case. Again, in this region, the ve-
locities predicted by the CFD are lower than those measured in
the experiments. It is likely that in the experiments the outer tur-
bulent structures, which originate in the shear layer of the leading
edge bubble, feed energy into the inner region and in this way
accelerate the development of turbulence. Without these increased
levels of turbulent kinetic energy, the recovery of the boundary
occurs over a larger downstream distance in the CFD. It is hoped
that future LES simulations will be able to help us to improve our
understanding of this apparent slow postreattachment recovery of
the two-equation turbulence models.

In the recovery region, the k-� model predicts greater turbulent
kinetic energy compared with SST. Consequently, the k-� model
predicts slightly steeper near-wall velocity gradients, and the tur-
bulent boundary layer is able to recover more rapidly. The lower
values of turbulent kinetic energy in the SST results are due to the
SST limiter, which becomes active in regions of large mean strain.

Directly behind the square trailing edge, a small pair of steady
vortices appear in the CFD results. A steady wake forms down-
stream. Unfortunately, the experimental data do not include flow
measurements downstream of the plate.

5 Summary

5.1 Experiments Versus SST and k-� Simulations. The ex-
perimental results show greater growth and curvature of the outer
shear layer of the leading edge bubble. This is due to several
phenomena that are not adequately captured by the SST and k-�
turbulence models: Firstly, there is increased entrainment in the
experimental results at the leading edge due to unsteady shear
layer flapping. Also, transport and production of turbulent kinetic
energy dominate turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, and k con-
tinues to increase along the length of the shear layer in the experi-
ments. The lower shear layer growth predicted by the CFD causes
reattachment to be delayed and the pressure coefficient to be over-
predicted within the leading edge bubble.

The reversed flow in the leading edge bubble is subject to a
favorable pressure gradient, which causes relaminarization, an ef-
fect which is not captured by the turbulence models because they
are designed for fully turbulent flows and are incapable of mod-
eling transitional effects. Consequently, the models also fail to
predict the secondary bubble near the leading edge. The omission
of the secondary bubble in the CFD results is not believed to be an
artifact of the numerics since the solutions showed excellent grid
convergence and the secondary bubble was not present in the fine
grid simulations.

Approaching the reattachment point, both turbulence models
artificially damp turbulent kinetic energy due to the presence of
the wall. In the experiments, the turbulent fluctuations normal to

Fig. 16 Turbulent kinetic energy contours around the leading edge „�=3 deg…. „a… SST, „b… k-�.
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the wall were damped; however, the energy from this was fed into
the spanwise and chordwise turbulence. The k-� and SST models
use an isotropic formulation of the Reynolds stress tensor and are
thus unable to model this anisotropic effect.

Downstream of reattachment, the CFD profiles recover toward
turbulent equilibrium slowly compared with the experiments. In
the observed recovering boundary layer, the eddies in the outer
region of the near wall originate in the separated shear layer,
whereas the scales in the inner region are associated with the
development of the new boundary layer. The two-equation turbu-
lence models cannot be expected to emulate this complicated re-
covery process involving an irregular eddy spectrum. Also, the
anisotropic effects that occur as the shear layer approaches reat-
tachment, which leads to transfer of turbulent kinetic energy from
the normal to the transverse and streamwise velocity fluctuations,
cannot be captured by the turbulence models. The models instead
damp the turbulent kinetic energy associated with the velocity
fluctuations normal to the plate near the reattachment point. The
CFD predicts a slower recovery of the boundary layer down-
stream of reattachment.

5.2 SST Versus k-�. The SST model captures the leading
edge bubble more accurately than the k-� model. It predicts
greater turbulent kinetic energy levels near the leading edge and
therefore predicts greater shear layer growth. As a result, its pre-
dictions of the reattachment lengths are in closer agreement with
the observed lengths �within 7% for both angles of attack that
were investigated ��=1 deg and �=3 deg��, and the pressure co-
efficient in the vicinity of the leading edge bubble is more accu-
rate. The shear layer predicted by the SST model has more curva-
ture and bends back toward the plate earlier than the layer
predicted by the k-� model. However, the SST model returns
lower turbulent kinetic energy values in the rear half of the lead-
ing edge bubble. This is due to the SST limiter. As a consequence,
the SST model produces lower velocities in both the outer and
inner shear layers compared with both the k-� model and the
experimental data.

Downstream of reattachment, the k-� model predicts a more
rapid boundary layer recovery than the SST model, but the recov-
ery is still slower than observed in the experiments. The differ-
ences between the velocity profiles predicted by the two turbu-
lence models are small and are a consequence of the SST limiter.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
The flow past the flat plate at shallow incidence is a complex

and challenging assignment for two-equation turbulence models.
The overall flow topology of the leading edge bubble was pre-

dicted with reasonable accuracy by both the k-� and SST turbu-
lence models despite the fact that both turbulence models did not
capture the secondary bubble. Both the k-� and SST models un-

derpredicted the production of turbulent kinetic energy within the
leading edge bubble, which resulted in lower velocities in both the
outer and inner shear layers.

A proper prediction of the recovering boundary layer down-
stream is particularly difficult for such turbulence models. We
expect that CFD boundary layer profiles will be more susceptible
to flow separation when an adverse pressure gradient is present, as
is the case, for example, for curved sails. A question certainly
remains over how the unsteady structures in the turbulent shear
layer interact with the turbulence within the shear layer and how
they affect the downstream behavior of the flow. These structures
are damped by turbulence models because of the high eddy vis-
cosities around stagnation and the leading edge. LES results
would be useful here as a tool to aid the understanding of the
transient behavior.

For the validation of sail flow simulations, several results from
this chapter are encouraging. Firstly, the overall flow topology of
the leading edge bubble and recovering boundary layer is pre-
dicted reasonably well, and the pressure coefficient plots are close
to the experimental data, especially for the SST model. Secondly,
despite using turbulence models that assume fully turbulent flow,
the leading edge bubble was adequately captured. This is largely
because the leading edge bubble involves little laminar flow, with
the shear layer undergoing transition within the first 2.5% of the
length of the plate. Therefore, turbulence models that do not ac-
count for transition can be much more suitably applied to the thin

Fig. 17 Thin flat plate geometry and auxiliary block numbers

Fig. 18 LES chordwise velocity profiles within the leading edge bubble „�=1 deg…. „a… x /c�0.031, „b… x /c�0.125.
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airfoil bubble than the short bubble where extensive regions of
laminar flow exist, both upstream of the bubble and within the
separated region itself.

A correct prediction of the pressure distribution is the most
important criterion for evaluating turbulence models for sail flow
simulations since almost all of the lift and drag is generated from
the pressure forces. Based on this method of evaluation, the SST
model is preferred over the k-� model. Considering the complex-
ity of this flow and just how different it is to flows that modelers
usually investigate and tune in their models, the results are actu-
ally quite pleasing.

6.1 Preliminary Results From LES Study. We present pre-
liminary LES results for the plate at 1 deg angle obtained using
the opensource framework OPENFOAM �21� �see also Ref. �22��.
OPENFOAM’s solvers are based on a cell-centered finite volume
method and employ the PISO algorithm �23� with a second order
time discretization. We selected the one-equation subgrid model
of Horiuti �24� for its ability to deal with nonequilibrium
conditions.

Figure 17 shows the computational domain and its division in
subdomains used to aid the distribution of the mesh elements, and
also describes the boundary conditions. The mesh has a total of
837,984 cells. We use 32 cells in the z direction, which spans
1 /4th of the chord. The average y+ value is 3.9 on the top surface,
which is too high for boundary layer flows; however, more focus
was placed on achieving sufficient grid density in the leading edge
bubble and, in particular, the outer shear layer. To reduce compu-
tational costs, the computational domain was reduced and the grid
stretched in regions away from the plate. To avoid numerical in-
stabilities caused by grid stretching, the computational domain is
partitioned into two regions. The first, which includes the flat plate
and surrounding areas �regions 7–12, 14–18, and 20–24 in Fig.
17� with turbulent activity, has a fine, high-quality grid, and is

discretized using a nondissipative scheme so that turbulent struc-
tures are well represented. Grid stretching is confined to the sec-
ond, outer area where a dissipative scheme guarantees numerical
stability.

The LES results are encouraging. In regions with an adequate
grid density, the LES does a better job than the two-equation
models at capturing the physics. For example, the maximum ve-
locities of the outer and inner shear layers are computed more
accurately. Also, the relaminarization of the leading edge bubble
and the secondary bubble are captured �see Figs. 18 and 19�. In
the recovery region �see Fig. 20�, the grid spacing used near the
wall is inadequate. As a consequence, the recovery region is re-
solved no more accurately than with the two-equation models.
Further results are presented in the thesis of Sampaio �25�.
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Rotational Motion of Large
Particulate Doublets in Poiseuille
Flow in a Capillary
Doublets of 48-µm-diameter polystyrene latex particles are experimentally tracked in a
Poiseuille flow in a capillary tube. The rotational motion of nine doublets is observed
using video microscopy with a translating stage. The particle diameter to capillary di-
ameter ratio is 0.17, volume concentration 0.5%, and Reynolds number approximately
0.5. The rotational motions of the “large” particulate doublets are compared with theory
originally developed for doublets with particle-to-tube diameters of the order of 0.04; the
doublet rotations in the present experiments agree reasonably well with the earlier theory
when the shear rate for the large doublet is defined based on the location of the centroid
of shear rather than the shear rate at the radial center of mass of the rotating doublet.
Additionally, these doublets are readily classified as primary or secondary on the basis of
the rotational period. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829581�
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1 Background
The current trend in microfluidics is toward the use of smaller

and smaller channels. Given the proposed applications of micro-
fluidic systems �1,2� in biological-related fields �e.g., medical di-
agnostics, drug delivery�, chemical analysis and synthesis, or even
micro/nanofabrication, many of which rely on the transport of
particles, there is an underlying need to understand the dynamics
of particles within microfluidic systems. The fabrication of flow
control devices from individual colloid particles is an example of
this trend toward decreasing feature size and required transport of
particles �3�. As the channels in microfluidic-application driven
devices become smaller, the ratio of particle size to channel size
may become significant. The flow of particle-laden fluids with
large characteristic particle size to characteristic channel size ra-
tios �dp /D� has not been extensively studied. The work presented
herein is an interesting outgrowth of our observations on particle-
laden flows in capillaries with dp /D ratios of near 0.2, and extends
the range of applicability of earlier theory �4,5� on the rotational
motion of doublets within Poiseuille flow.

There are also some interesting biological or biologically in-
spired applications of rotating and tumbling nonspherical �more
spheroidal or long-chain shaped� particles or doublets �6–10�.
However, the dynamics in such systems are typically even more
complicated due to the potential for effects such as conformational
response to shear.

One useful way to observe particle interactions in a capillary
tube is to track them visually by translating the capillary tube at
the speed the particles flow through it but in the opposite direc-
tion. In the present experiment, the field of view is translated such
that the reference frame is nearly stationary with respect to one
particle or group of particles. A number of rotating particle dou-
blets were observed in Poiseuille flow in the capillary tube. The
rotational motion of these doublets was analyzed and compared
with the relevant theory, developed primarily by Jeffrey �4� and
Van de Ven and Mason �5,11�. In their experiments, Van De Ven
and Mason �11� used a dp /D ratio of 0.04 and in their analysis,

assumed the shear rate to be constant across a doublet. The mag-
nitude of the shear rate required in the equations of rotation mo-
tion for a doublet was calculated based on the shear rate in the
fluid flow at the location of the center of mass of the rotating
doublet. In the present experiment, the dp /D ratio was 0.17. At
these higher ratios of particle-to-tube diameter, the approximation
that the shear rate experienced by the doublet is constant across
the doublet is not appropriate. An alternate method of calculating
an appropriate shear rate for use in the rotational equations of
motion is suggested based on the shear rate at the radial location
of the centroid of the shear rate distribution across the doublet.

Depending on the separation distance between the particles in a
rotating doublet, it was previously shown by Van de Ven and
Mason �11� that doublets of colloidal particles �dp�O�1 �m�� in
a Poiseuille flow with small particle-to-tube diameter ratios �maxi-
mum dp /D�0.04� could be classified as primary or secondary
doublets, where a primary doublet is defined as one in which the
particles are in direct contact with each other and the particles in
a secondary doublet are separated by a small distance. Since the
separation distance is generally too small to be visually observed,
a determination of primary versus secondary must be made based
on the characteristics of the rotational motion. Although the par-
ticles in the present experiments have a much larger diameter,
given that the experiments are also performed with polystrene
latex �PSL� suspensions for which, based on Derjaguin–Landau–
Verwey–Overbeek �DLVO� theory, an interaction potential with
maximum and secondary minimum can be calculated, it is hypoth-
esized that both types of doublets are also observed in the present
work. Physically, Van de Ven and Mason �11� suggested that their
primary doublets were formed �and were resistant to breakup by
shaking�, perhaps due to the aging of the suspension, prior to the
suspension even entering the experimental apparatus. Regarding
secondary doublet formation, they surmised that the secondary
doublets were typically formed by capture during the time that the
suspension resided in the feeder syringe prior to entering the test
section. So while they do not present unequivocal arguments as to
why some doublets are primary and some are secondary, Van de
Ven and Mason �11� do argue that the occurrence of one versus
the other lies primarily in the genesis of the doublet and certain
difficult-to-control aspects affecting suspension characteristics
�e.g., aging� rather than in differences in flow conditions. In addi-
tion, with the larger particle diameters used in the present work, it
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is possible that the formation of primary versus secondary dou-
blets is further influenced by nonuniform charge distribution or
charge migration.

In the current work, the separation distance in a secondary dou-
blet is estimated based on physical parameters within the experi-
mental system. Despite the linear distribution of shear rate across
a doublet, the relatively large dp /D ratios, and the relatively large
particle diameters �48 �m�, it is shown that �i� the rotation rate of
the particles can be predicted theoretically by defining the shear
rate for the doublet as the shear rate at the centroid of shear across
the doublet and �ii� the observed doublets can be readily classified
as primary or secondary doublets based on the period of their
rotational motion.

1.1 Rotating Doublet Theory for Small dp ÕD Ratios. The
theory for the rotational motion of particles and doublets flowing
through a capillary tube has been proven to be quite accurate for
systems in which the particle diameter to tube diameter ratio
�dp /D� is less than 0.04 �11,12�. Based on Jeffrey’s original work
�4�, the basic rotational motion equations for spheroids in a shear
flow �12� are

� =
d�

dt
=

G

re
2 + 1

�re
2 cos2 � + sin2 �� �1�

d�

dt
=

G�re
2 − 1�

4�re
2 + 1�

�sin 2� sin 2�� �2�

where re is the equivalent axis ratio, G is the shear rate, and � is
the angular velocity of the spheroid. The equivalent �ellipsoidal�
axis ratio is defined as aee /bee, where 2aee is the length of the axis
of revolution and 2bee is the equatorial diameter of an ellipsoid
that would rotate with the same period of rotation �an “equivalent
ellipsoid”� �12�. The coordinate system for Eqs. �1� and �2� is
shown in Fig. 1. For a spherical particle, the equivalent axis ratio
re is 1. Goldsmith and Mason �12� showed that individual rotating
spherical particles flowing through a capillary follow Eqs. �1� and
�2� for dp /D ratios less than 0.02 �12�, where the value of shear
rate required by Eqs. �1� and �2� is the shear rate �G� calculated at

the radial location of the particle’s center of mass �rc.m.�:

G =
4Qrc.m.

�R4 �3�

Here Q is the volume flowrate, rc.m. is the radial location of the
center of mass of the particle/doublet, and R is the radius of the
capillary. Further, Goldsmith and Mason �12� assumed that since
the particle diameter was small compared to the tube diameter, the
linearly varying shear rate could be approximated as a constant
shear rate at the center of the particle.

Equations �1� and �2� can be nondimensionalized and reduced
using trigonometric substitutions to Eqs. �4� and �5� �5�:

d�

dt*
=

1

2
�1 +

re
2 − 1

re
2 + 1

cos�2��� �4�

d�

dt*
=

1

4
� re

2 − 1

re
2 + 1

�sin�2��sin�2�� �5�

where

t* = tG �6�

The equivalent ellipsoidal axis ratio re, defined as the ratio of
axes in the plane of shear, and for a primary doublet �particles in
direct contact� is re=1.982 �13�. Since the semiaxis of revolution
�aee� for a primary doublet equals the particle diameter, this means
that the equivalent diameter �2bee� of an ellipsoid that would ro-
tate with the same period of rotation as a primary doublet com-
prised of two equal-diameter particles equals 1.009aee or 1.009
times the particle diameter. For a secondary doublet �particles
slightly separated�, re is found by using an asymptotic expression
in terms of a nondimensional separation distance ��*� between
particles, where h is the center-to-center distance between par-
ticles and a is the radius of the particles �here, a1=a2=a�:

Fig. 1 Coordinate system definition. The Y-Z plane is the side view, and the X-Z plane is the bottom view. � is the
angle measured from the Y axis toward the Z axis, and � is the angle measured from the X axis toward the Z axis.
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re = 1.982 −
2.923

ln��*�
+

1.255

ln2��*�
+ ¯ �7�

where

�* =
h

a
− 2 �8�

The geometry for a secondary doublet is shown in Fig. 2. Van De
Ven and Mason �11� found that the nondimensionalized rotational
motion equations worked well for predicting the motion of freely
rotating doublets in Poiseuille flow, where the largest dp /D ratio
used was 0.04. Furthermore, they were able to differentiate be-
tween primary and secondary doublets by observing differences in
period of revolution. In Van de Ven and Mason’s work �11�, the
shear rate G used in Eqs. �4� and �5� was defined as the shear rate
calculated at the measured distance from the capillary center to
the radial center of mass of the doublet, rc.m.. Herein, this shear
rate is termed Gc.m.. The center of the doublet is defined as the
point halfway between the centers of the two particles that formed
the doublet. Given the dp /D ratio less than 0.04, the shear rate
varied by 16% from rc.m.−2a to rc.m.+2a, which is the height of
the doublet when it is orientated so that �=0 deg.

1.2 Rotating Doublet Theory for Large dp ÕD Ratios. For
the current experiment, the dp /D ratio was four times as large as
any used previously, namely, 0.17. Given the large �68%� varia-
tion in shear rate from rc.m.−2a to rc.m.+2a in this experiment and
the “weighting” of shear rate at higher r locations, the use of Gc.m.
�shear rate calculated at the radial position of the center of mass of
the doublet� in Eqs. �4�–�6� is not ideal for the prediction of rota-

tional rates of the presently observed doublets. Rather, a more
appropriate shear rate for use in Eqs. �4�–�6� is suggested, namely,
the shear rate �Gcentroid� at the location of the centroid of shear
�rcentroid� across the height of the doublet �when the doublet is
oriented with �=0 deg�. For Poiseuille flow, the shear rate in-
creases linearly from the center of the capillary to the capillary
wall. Figure 3 shows the trapezoidal shape of the shear rate over
the height of a doublet. The radial location of the centroid of shear
�rcentroid� is approximated using a two-dimensional calculation
based on the radial location of the doublet center of mass �rc.m.�
and represents the radial location of the centroid of the shear
across the vertical height of the doublet as pictured in Fig. 3.

rcentroid = rc.m. +
4a2

3rc.m.
�9�

Equation �9� is only valid when the center of mass of the doublet
�rc.m.� is more than 2a from the center of the capillary. If rc.m. is
located within 2a of the capillary center, then a similar geometric
expression must be used to find rcentroid.

rcentroid =
2
3rc.m.

3 + 8a2rc.m.

4a2 + rc.m.
2 �10�

Once the radial location of the centroid of shear on the doublet is
calculated, Eq. �3� is used to calculate the centroidal shear rate
�Gcentroid� by replacing rc.m. with rcentroid:

Gcentroid =
4Qrcentroid

�R4 �11�

A two-dimensional calculation is expected to underpredict
rcentroid since this calculation is based on the projection of rc.m. in
the object plane. Strictly speaking, for a doublet where �
�90 deg, the actual rc.m. can only be higher than rc.m. measured.
Thus the actual rcentroid and thus Gcentroid are also higher than those
calculated based on the measurement. A discussion of the uncer-
tainty for doublets with ��90 deg is included in Sec. 3.

Given the relatively large dimension of the doublet compared to
the capillary, there is expected to be a coupling of the particle
doublet and liquid motion. However, the calculation of such cou-
pling is extremely complex and beyond the scope of the current

Fig. 2 Particle interaction geometry

Fig. 3 Calculation of rcentroid based on the shape of the shear rate as a function of r. For
Poiseuille flow, the shear rate increases linearly from the center of the capillary to the capillary
wall. For a doublet with rc.m. greater than 2a, the shear rate along the height of the doublet is
trapezoidal in shape.
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work. Thus, the comparison of the experimental data and theory
presented herein is intended to serve as validation of a first-order
estimate of the rotational motion.

2 Method of Approach

2.1 Experimental Parameters. PSL particles 48 �m in di-
ameter were transported in a water-glycerine solution through
capillary tubes with inner diameters of 279 �m. The PSL particles
obtained from Duke Scientific �coefficient of variation 8%� were
suspended in a 79.1% water and 20.9% glycerine solution with
specific gravity close to the specific gravity of the particles �1.05�.
The viscosity of this solution is 1.516�10−6 m2 /s �14�. With a
particle concentration for the current experiment set at 0.5%,
many particle interactions were observed. For a selected volumet-
ric flowrate �Q� of 0.0102 ml /min, the Reynolds number based on
capillary diameter was approximately 0.5, and the residence time
of a fluid element traveling at the average fluid velocity is ap-
proximately 30 s in a 70-mm-long, 279-�m-diameter capillary.
�The translation stage’s travel is limited to 70 mm by the motor
controller because the stage travel is mechanically limited to
80 mm.� Both the rotational Peclet number �Per� and translational
Peclet number �Pet� in these experiments are of the order of 108,
thus the influence of Brownian motion on the rotation of the dou-
blets is expected to be very small.

2.2 Experimental Setup. This experiment is designed to cap-
ture video data of the rotational motion of relatively large particu-
late doublets �dp /D�O�0.2�� flowing through a capillary tube.
The particles were captured on video by translating the capillary
tube in the direction opposite to the flow, thus allowing some of
the particles to be tracked with a video microscopy system as they
passed through the capillary �Fig. 4�. The translation velocity of
the stage is adjustable so particles traveling in different radial
locations and hence different speeds could be tracked.

Particle-laden fluid was poured into the reservoir, and the fluid
was drawn through a capillary tube and into a syringe by the
syringe pump. The microscope stage was translated by a stepper
motor. When the stage reached its travel limit, the stage returned
to its start position to begin another run and follow another set of
particles. To minimize settling over the long term, a small paddle
in the reservoir was swept once through the reservoir while the
stage returned to its start position.

2.3 Data Collection. The procedure for collecting data was as
follows. First, a suspension of approximately 10 ml of 0.5% con-
centration of PSL particles and water-glycerine was poured into
the reservoir. The syringe pump was turned on and set to draw the

particles through the capillary at 0.0102 ml /min. Then, the micro-
scope stage and hence the capillary were translated using the mo-
tion control system at a velocity equal to the negative of the ve-
locity of the particles �adjustable depending on where
observations were to be made�. Standard video microscopy was
used with a fluorescent filter matched to the spectra of the par-
ticles. Once the stage translated to the end of its travel, the stage
was returned to its starting point near the entrance to the capillary,
and then the process of tracking a new set of particles began.

The motion of many particles was captured using the above
technique. The video of doublets that appeared to rotate near the
plane of the field of view of the microscope ���90 deg� was
digitized into avi format with a resolution of 640�480 pixels. For
each doublet of interest, the avi file was parsed into a series of
individual bitmap images with the same resolution, where each
image is separated by 1 /30 of a second. A resolution of 640
�480 pixels corresponds to approximately 1.25 �m per pixel;
however, given the optical distortion discussed below, this �cen-
terline� resolution served primarily as an estimate of that within
the remainder of the channel.

The series of consecutive bitmap images �similar to the one
shown in Fig. 5� for each rotating doublet was analyzed in Au-
toCAD. The diameter of the capillary is known to be 279 �m; this
known diameter was used to calibrate the image and hence the
measurement of doublet radial position.

The radial position of a doublet was measured in AutoCAD by
drawing a three point circle on the perimeter of each particle that
forms the doublet. A line was then drawn to connect the centers of
each particle, and the midpoint of that line taken as the center of
the doublet. The distance from the center of the doublet to the

Fig. 4 Schematic of experimental setup

Fig. 5 Example of video frame analyzed in AutoCAD
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center of the capillary is measured. Manual measurements were
used rather than an automated edge-detection algorithm given that
doublets rotating with anything other than �=90 deg have some
overlap in the image. Each particle has a diameter of approxi-
mately 38 pixels so even with an uncertainty of �2 pixels, the
radial position of the particle/doublet would be located to within
approximately 2–4% of the capillary radius.

Since the capillary has two curved interfaces: �1� the interface
between the water-glycerine solution and the inner capillary wall,
and �2� the interface between the outer capillary wall and the air,
the optical distortion according to Snell’s law should be consid-
ered. Snell’s law is applied to the geometry of this system to
provide map the radial distance observed at the objective
�rperceived� to the actual radial distance inside the capillary �ractual�.
Details of the mapping can be found in Ref. �15�. A series of
points �at ractual� was mapped to the points observed at the objec-
tive �rperceived� and a nonlinear regression with residual sum of
squares equal to 1.74�10−5 was used to fit the following relation-
ship between ractual and rperceived:

ractual =�
rperceived

R

1.296
rperceived

R
− 1.127

rperceived

R

1/2
+ 1.083	R �12�

The actual inner radius of the capillary was 140 �m. However,
because of the tight curvature near the edges, it was estimated that
only 125 �m were visible. This corresponds to a perceived radius
�rperceived� of 200 �m and a perceived diameter �Dperceived� of
400 �m. Equation �12� is used along with the perceived capillary
diameter �Dperceived� and the capillary diameter measured in Au-
toCAD to determine the actual radial position of a doublet in
micrometers.

For each doublet, an average radial position �r̄c.m.� of the center
of mass of the doublet is calculated from the measured radial
position for each bitmap image. The average radial position �r̄c.m.�
is used in Eq. �9� or �10� to determine the average centroid radial
position for each doublet �r̄centroid�.

Fig. 6 Energy versus particle separation distance based on DLVO model „Eq. „15…… for 48 �m
PSL particles of −95 mV and −222 mV
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The orientation data for each doublet are compared to the
theory for rotating spheroids by plotting the data along with Eq.
�4� on an orientation ��� versus nondimensional time plot. The
orientation values for each doublet range from 1 deg to 360 deg.
Since the first point of each doublet rotation is arbitrary, it was
“located” along the tG �nondimensional time, t*� axis by placing
the nondimensional time value for the first data point of each new
revolution on the theory line derived using Eq. �4�. Each subse-
quent data point, after the first point to start a new rotation, is
plotted based on its orientation value ��� and its corresponding
nondimensional time value �tGi�. The corresponding nondimen-
sional time value is found by taking the previous value �tGi−1� and
adding the time difference between data points �1 /30 s� multi-
plied by the appropriate shear rate �G�:

tGi = tGi−1 +
G

30
�13�

The error between the data and theory is quantified for the �
versus tG curve. The square root of the sum of the squares of the
distance between each data point and the theory is used to deter-
mine the rms error for each doublet.

EG = 

i

N ��tGtheory��i� − tG��i��2

N
�14�

The total number of data points is �N�. The shear rate at either the
center of mass �Gc.m.� or at the centroid of shear �Gcentroid� can be
used for the shear rate �G� in Eqs. �13� and �14�. A discussion of
the use of these two different shear rates follows in Sec. 3.

2.4 Primary or Secondary Doublets. Primary doublets are
defined as doublets in which the particles are in direct contact
with each other; secondary doublets are defined as doublets in
which the particles rotating around each other are separated by a
small distance. There is a corresponding difference in equivalent
axis ratio re and hence rotational period between primary doublets
and secondary doublets. The separation distance in a secondary
doublet may be estimated based on standard DLVO theory, which
describes the energy between two particles. The particle interac-
tion energies are classified as van der Waals �	vdw� and electro-
static �	es�. DLVO energy �	DLVO� is the sum of the electrostatic
energy and the van der Waals energy.

	DLVO = 	vdw + 	es �15�

The van der Waals force is always attractive and the electrostatic
force is always repulsive for particles of the same material. The
van der waals energy �	vdw� between two spherical particles has
been shown to follow �16�

	vdw = −
Aa1a2

6�a1 + a2��
�16�

where a1 and a2 are the particles’ radii �a�, � is the distance
between them �Fig. 2�, and A is the Hamaker constant.

For electrostatic interactions between spherical particles, elec-
trostatic energy �	es� takes the form �16�

	es =



4
� a1a2

a1 + a2
��2�1�2 ln

1 + exp−��

1 − exp−�� + ��1
2 + �2

2�ln�1 − exp−2���
�17�

where a1 and a2 are radii of the particles, � is the separation
distance, �1 and �2 are zeta potentials of the particles, �−1 is the
Debye length, and 
 is the permittivity of the suspending fluid.
Both of the above expressions are only valid for thin double layers
��a1�.

The inverse Debye length � is defined as follows:

� =�2nZ2e2


kT
�18�

where n is the concentration of ions in the fluid, Z is the number
of charges per ion, e is the charge per electron, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the fluid temperature. Here, � is found to be
3.39 �m−1 so the Debye length �1 /�� is approximately 300 nm,
and it is reasonable to approximate the electrical double layer as
thin ��a1�.

The zeta potential ��� of these 48 �m PSL particles suspended
in the neutrally buoyant water-glycerine solution was measured
using a Rank Brothers electrophoresis apparatus MK II �Rank
Brothers Ltd., Cambridge, England�, one of the few instruments
available for measuring � of these particles with a size not typi-
cally classified as colloidal �17�. The Rank Brothers instrument
measures the electrophoretic velocity of the particles, which was
converted to a zeta potential using O’Brien and White’s method
�18�. Two solutions are possible, namely, zeta potentials of
−95 mV and −222 mV.

The DLVO model shows that electrostatic repulsion forces are
expected to dominate the van der Waals attraction forces for all
but the shortest separation distances. The predicted interaction en-
ergy between the particles 	 versus separation distance � is
shown in Fig. 6. 	 is nondimensionalized by Boltzmann’s con-
stant �k� and temperature T, and the separation distance is nondi-
mensionalized by Debye length ��−1�. Secondary minima for the
two different possible zeta potentials are located at ���11.6
�−95 mV� and ���13.6 �−222 mV�.

The distinction between a primary and a secondary doublet can-
not be determined optically because the separation distance be-
tween the particles is very small compared to the particles’ diam-
eter. However, given the difference in equivalent axis ratio,
doublets in flows with smaller dp /D ratios have previously been
classified as primary or secondary based on their rotational peri-
ods �11�. Herein, a similar classification is suggested even though
the shear rate is not assumed to be constant over the height of the
doublet �where height refers to a1+a2+� for a doublet at �
=0 deg�.

3 Results and Discussion
Nine doublets are analyzed �refer to Table 1�. Once the orien-

tation ��� versus nondimensional time �tG� curves were produced,
it became obvious that some of the doublets followed the theory
for primary doublets �re=1.982� and others appeared to be sec-
ondary doublets because their nondimensional period was longer.
The � versus tG data for all doublets were plotted with re
=1.982 �corresponding to a primary doublet or “touching” par-
ticles�. The root-mean-square error between the theoretical versus

Table 1 Tabulation of doublet classification as primary „P… or
secondary „S…, centroidal radial position „r̄centroid…, shear rate
calculated at the centroidal radial position „Gcentroid…, and rms
error calculated using Eq. „14… assuming that all doublets are
primary.

No. Classification
r̄centroid
��m�

Gcentroid
�s−1� EG �tGtheor.= tGprimary�

1 P 44.0 25.1 0.48
2 P 96.1 54.9 1.10
3 P 98.6 56.3 0.51
7 S 81.6 46.6 3.75
9 S 91.9 52.5 2.66
13 S 89.9 51.4 2.36
14 S 88.5 50.6 2.60
15 S 68.3 39.0 3.49
16 S 84.2 48.1 2.40
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measured orientation for each data point in each doublet was cal-
culated using Eq. �14� assuming that all doublets are primary and
are shown in Table 1. The experimentally measured doublets were
classified as the doublets whose “primary” rms error was less than
1.6. A rms error of 1.6 was used as the cutoff because it is 10% of
the nondimensional period of a primary doublet. Therefore, all
doublets classified as primary have a nondimensional period
within 10% of the primary doublet theory developed by Van De
Ven and Mason �5�.

The remainder of the doublets had nondimensional periods
greater than the primary doublets. Assuming that the separation
distance � in a secondary doublet is defined by the estimated
secondary minimum on the DLVO curves �Fig. 6�, the equivalent
axis ratio would be in the range of 3.8–4.0. However, this esti-
mated re is significantly larger than the re that provides the best fit
of the orientation versus nondimensional time data for the nonpri-
mary doublets �re=3.165�. An equivalent axis ratio of 3.165 cor-
responds to a separation distance of ���5 �1.5 �m�. Here, a
single value of re is calculated based on a best fit of the data. It is
known that re �or, for that matter, nondimensional period� depends
on surface charge and electrolyte concentration. Van de Ven and
Mason �11� related the spread in equivalent axis ratio to the pos-
sible spread in zeta potential and particle size between separate
doublets suspended in an electrolyte. Based on their data, a spread
of approximately 10% in zeta potential would lead to a spread of
only 0.5% in nondimensional period. Particle size was also found
to have only a very small effect on the distribution of nondimen-
sional period. Van de Ven and Mason �11� also surmised that a
nonuniformity of surface charge could result in torques that influ-
ence the rotation causing variation in nondimensional period �and
hence re� for nominally identical rotating doublets.

For the present case, the estimated mean separation distance of
���5 is not strictly the secondary minimum estimated from the
DLVO theory. However, it is noted that there is a relatively long
and flat section of the DLVO curve for ���5, and the negative
slope of this curve at ���5 is less than 1% of the slope of the
curve just after the maximum ����0.1�. Similar to Van de Ven
and Mason �11�, it is suggested that the separation distance esti-
mated by DLVO theory may have some limitations and that, in
fact, the separation distance may be better estimated by starting
with the measured rotational period of the secondary doublets.

One difference is that herein, the particles are not strictly colloi-
dal, so it is not unexpected that the DLVO theory may be limited
in its application, especially at such large separation distances.
Other factors that may limit the use of DLVO theory in this sys-
tem are its high sensitivity to estimates of physical parameters of
the system and that it does not account for possible nonuniformi-
ties of charge distribution.

Table 1 shows which doublets were classified as primary �re

=1.982� and which were classified as secondary �re=3.165�. Fig-
ure 7 contains the orientation versus nondimensional time plot for
the doublets classified as primary, and Fig. 8 contains the orien-
tation versus nondimensional time plot for the doublets classified
as secondary. Three of the doublets are primary and six are sec-
ondary. For each doublet, the radial location of the centroid of the
shear across the doublet �r̄centroid� is listed along with the shear
rate at that radial location �Gcentroid� in Table 1.

Because of the differences in nondimensional rotation periods
and the fact that the data collapse reasonably well onto these two
curves, the data suggest that two different types or doublets are
formed. It was found that about one-third of the doublets closely
followed a theoretical prediction of rotational motion for primary
doublets. The other two-thirds were found to have longer nondi-
mensional periods, corresponding to a theoretical prediction of
rotational motion for secondary doublets. In the course of data
collection, one doublet formation was observed, as was one dou-
blet destruction.

The uncertainty in radial position is primarily due to the rela-
tively large depth of focus of the 2� microscope objective. This
objective provided a large field of view, allowing the particles/
doublets to be tracked over a longer time period, but it also had a
large depth of focus �212 �m�. Some additional uncertainty in R
is attributed to the manufacturing limits in producing glass capil-
laries and manufacturer’s specifications. Depth was measured in
the direction of the X axis in Fig. 1.

Only doublets that appeared to rotate at or near ��90 deg are
considered in these experiments, which reduces the possible un-
certainty in radial position. Without a three-dimensional perspec-
tive, it is not possible to precisely determine � for each doublet.
However, the authors only analyzed doublets that appeared to
rotate at or near �=90 deg. Considering the projection of doublets

Fig. 7 � versus tG for observed doublets classified as primary „re=1.982…
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with a range of � orientations and comparing these projections to
the actual images of the analyzed doublets, it is estimated then
that � is most likely to be in the range of 60–120 deg; otherwise,
the perspective in the projected plane would make it prohibitive to
measure � �� would be ill defined�. �Van De Ven and Mason �11�
estimated that the � range for their experiment was 90�60 deg.�
Equation �5� predicts periodic motion in �, which may appear as a
slight wobble for projections of doublets located off ��90 deg.
Given the possible range of �=90�30 deg, the uncertainty in
radial position is at most +12 �m. Since the radial center of mass
of the doublet is actually measured on the projection of the dou-
blet in the �=90 deg plane, any deviation from �=90 deg actually
reflects a radial center of mass greater than that measured; hence,
the related uncertainty in radial position is quoted as only positive
meaning that the related uncertainty in shear rate is biased toward
greater shear rates. The uncertainty in the radius of the capillary is
9 �m �Fiber Optic Center, New Bedford, NJ�.

Two effects on the prediction of rotation rate are of specific
interest in the current work, namely, �i� the effect of classifying
the doublets as primary or secondary, and �ii� the effect of using
the shear rate at the center of mass �Gc.m.� versus the shear rate at
the centroid of shear �Gcentroid�. In order to quantify these two
effects, a root-mean-square error �EG, refer to Eq. �14�� represent-
ing the error between the measured and the predicted position for
all data points for each doublet is calculated. The quantity tGtheory
in the equation for EG �Eq. �14�� depends on re �and thus classi-
fication as primary or secondary�. The quantity tG representing
the measured point relies on the value of G used in the nondimen-
sionalization, where G can be either the shear rate at the center of
mass of the doublet �Gc.m.� or the shear rate at the centroid of
shear �Gcentroid�. Thus, the rms error EG for each doublet depends
on both the doublet classification and the choice of G for nondi-
mensionalization.

In order to quantify both of the effects named above, the rms
error for each doublet is calculated �a� assuming that all doublets
are primary �re=1.982� and with G=Gcentroid; �b� assuming that
the doublets can be properly classified as primary �re=1.982� or
secondary �re=3.165� based on the rms error as discussed earlier;
and using G=Gc.m., and �c� assuming that the doublets can be
properly classified as primary or secondary and using G

=Gcentroid. A mean rms error �EG, Eq. �19�� is calculated for each
of the above cases: �a�, �b�, and �c�, where EG is

EG =



i

M

M �

i

N ��tGtheory��i� − tG��i��2

N  �19�

The total number of data points for each doublet is N, and the total
number of doublets is M.

It is determined that a 15% reduction in EG occurs between
cases �a� and �b� and that a 61% reduction in EG occurs between
cases �a� and �c�. This reduction in mean rms error between the
measured data and theoretical predictions for the case where the
doublets are classified as primary or secondary and the shear rate
used for nondimensionalization is that at the centroid of shear
supports the two hypotheses that �i� the doublets can be classified
as primary or secondary and �ii� the best choice for shear rate in
nondimensionalization for “large” dp /D doublets is indeed the
shear rate at the centroid of shear rather than the shear rate at the
center of mass of the doublet.

4 Summary and Conclusions
The motion of PSL particles suspended in a water-glycerine

solution was captured using video microscopy as the particle-fluid
suspension was drawn through a glass capillary tube. Particles
were tracked as they moved through the capillary tube by trans-
lating the tube in the opposite direction of the particle-fluid flow.
Particle tracking enabled individual particle interactions to be
studied for a longer period of time when compared with conven-
tional microscopy.

The rotational motion of relatively large dp /D ratio doublets
�dp /D=0.17� was studied in Poiseuille flow in a capillary at Re
�1. It was shown that rotational motion of these doublets agrees
reasonably well with the theory presented by Van De Ven and
Mason �5,11� when the radial position used to determine the shear
rate is equal to the radial position of the centroid of shear across
the height of the doublet. One-third of the doublets were shown to
be primary doublets and the other two-thirds were shown to fit the
theory for secondary doublets. Secondary doublets, or doublets in

Fig. 8 � versus tG for observed doublets classified as secondary „re=3.165…
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which the particles are slightly separated from each other, have a
longer period of rotation, since the equivalent axis ratio is higher
than for primary doublets. The separation distance in a secondary
doublet was estimated using DLVO theory. However, given the
suggested limitations in applicability of strict DLVO theory to the
current system, the separation distance is better estimated by con-
sidering the average rotational period of doublets classified as
nonprimary.

The primary contribution to the uncertainty within the experi-
ments is expected to be due to the relatively large depth of focus
of the objective. Even so, the doublet orientation versus nondi-
mensional time data were found to agree quite well with the dou-
blet rotational motion equations developed by Van De Ven and
Mason �5,11�, when the shear rate imposed on the doublet was
calculated based on the location of the centroid of shear rather
than the location of the center of the doublet. The data suggest that
the doublets can be classified as primary or secondary based on
their nondimensional rotational period.

It is determined that the minimum mean rms error between the
measured data and theoretical predictions occurs for the case
where the doublets are classified as primary or secondary and the
shear rate used for nondimensionalization is that at the centroid of
shear. This result supports the two hypotheses that �i� the doublets
can be classified as primary or secondary and �ii� the best choice
for shear rate in nondimensionalization for large dp /D doublets is
indeed the shear rate at the centroid of shear rather than the shear
rate at the center of mass of the doublet.
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Nomenclature
A � Hamaker constant
D � capillary diameter

EG � statistical measure of error between experi-
mental data and theoretically predicted ori-
entation as a function of time for one
doublet

EG � statistical measure of error between experi-
mental data and theoretically predicted ori-
entation as a function of time for all
doublets

G, Gc.m. � shear rate, shear rate at center of mass of
doublet

Gcentroid � shear rate at centroid of shear on doublet
Q � volume flowrate
M � total number of doublets analyzed
N � total number of data points for one doublet

Pet, Per � Peclet number �translational, rotational�
Re � Reynolds number
R � D /2, capillary radius
T � temperature
Z � number of charges per ion

a, a1, a2, aee � radius of particle, radius of particle 1, ra-
dius of particle 2, semiaxis of revolution of
equivalent ellipsoid �for doublet�

bee � semiaxis of equatorial diameter of equiva-
lent ellipsoid �for doublet�

dp � diameter of particle
e � charge per electron

h � center-to-center distance between spheres in
a doublet

k � Boltzmann’s constant
n � concentration of ions in fluid
re � equivalent ellipsoidal axis ratio �=aee /bee�

r, rc.m., r̄c.m. � radial location, radial location of center of
mass of doublet, average radial location of
center of mass of doublet

rcentroid , r̄centroid � radial location of centroid of shear on a
doublet, average radial location of centroid
of shear on a doublet

rperceived ,ractual � radial locations observed and corrected for
curved glass viewing surface

t, t* � time, nondimensional time
�, �* � separation distance between particles, non-

dimensional separation distance used in
calculation of re

� � inverse Debye length
�, � � spherical polar coordinates

� � d� /dt, rotation rate
�, �1, �2 � zeta potential, zeta potential of Particle 1,

zeta potential of Particle 2
	DLVO,	vdw,	es� particle interaction energies: sum of interac-

tion energies, van der Waals energy, elec-
trostatic energy
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Suppression of Cavitation
Instabilities in an Inducer
by J Groove
The suppression of cavitation instabilities was attempted through the control of tip leak-
age vortex cavitation. The control was made by using shallow grooves, called J groove,
on the casing wall. With J grooves, the onset regions of the rotating cavitation and the
asymmetric cavitation could be diminished. However, a cavitation surge appeared at
higher cavitation numbers. From the observation of cavitation, it was found that the
cavitation surge occurred when the tip leakage vortex cavitation started to interact with
the leading edge of the next blade. This type of cavitation surge could be avoided by
extending the leading edge of the J groove upstream. However, in this case, another type
of cavitation surge occurred at much lower cavitation numbers, which was caused by the
cavitation between the blade surface and the tip leakage vortex cavitation. These results
highlight the importance of the tip leakage vortex cavitation for cavitation instabilities.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2829582�

Introduction

Cavitation instabilities such as the rotating cavitation �RC� and
the cavitation surge �CS� occur in turbopump inducers for rocket
engines and cause shaft vibrations and blade stress fluctuations.
One of the effective methods for the suppression of the cavitation
instabilities is to expand the casing diameter upstream of the in-
ducer inlet �1�. However, there are certain cases in which cavita-

tion instabilities cannot be suppressed perfectly. So, alternative
methods for the suppression of cavitation instabilities are needed
to realize reliable turbopumps.

One of the authors, Kurokawa, proposed the method using shal-
low grooves, named J groove, on the casing wall for the suppres-
sion of flow instabilities due to the positive slope of performance
curve in a mixed flow pump �2�. A J groove was also applied to an
inducer with larger blade angle �3�. For this case, the CS was
suppressed almost completely. Our research group tried to sup-
press the cavitation instabilities in an inducer with a smaller blade
angle for a rocket engine by a J groove on the casing wall near the
inducer inlet for the development of a new method for the sup-
pression of the cavitation instabilities �4�. In an inducer with a
smaller blade angle, the RC was suppressed by a J groove, but the
CS occurred at higher cavitation numbers �4�.

The present paper reports about further attempts to suppress
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cavitation instabilities by J grooves and discusses about the cor-
relation between tip leakage cavitation and cavitation instabilities.

Experimental Facilities
Figure 1 shows the cavitation tunnel used in the present study.

This tunnel is a closed-loop-type tunnel, and the cavitation num-
ber is adjusted by changing the pressure of the air in the upper
part of a tank by a vacuum pump. The working fluid is water, and
experiments are performed after the deaeration of water. Figure 2
shows the sketch of a test inducer, and Table 1 shows principal
dimensions.

Pressure fluctuation was measured at the inlet of the inducer by
means of four pressure transducers flush mounted on the casing
wall, as shown in Fig. 3, placed at intervals of 90 deg circumfer-
entially. A type of these transducers is strain gauge type �Kyowa
PGM-5KC�, and their resonance frequency is 34 kHz. The rated

capacity is 500 kPa, and the uncertainty is �7.5 kPa ��1.5% of
the rated capacity�. The type of cavitation instability was deter-
mined from the phase difference of the signals from these pressure
transducers. Casings were made of clear acrylic resin for visual
observation and laser Doppler velocimeter �LDV� measurements.
The rotational speed was 3000 rpm �50 Hz�.

Results and Discussions
Figure 3 shows a cross section of the inducer and the J groove.

The shape and arrangement of the J groove were decided in con-
sideration of the previous research �3�. From the research �3�, it
was suggested that the larger area ratio of 0.68 of the groove,
defined as WN / ��Dc�, was better than 0.57 for the suppression of
the cavitation instability. Here, W is the width of the groove, N is
the number of grooves, and Dc is the diameter of casing. More-
over, a wider width of 12 mm of the groove was better than
6 mm. Therefore, we adopted the larger area ratio of 0.68 by
setting the wider width 10 mm of the groove. As a result, the
number of grooves is 32. The axial length of J grooves upstream
and downstream from the leading edge of the inducer, L1 and L2,

Fig. 1 Test facility: „a… top view and „b… side view

Fig. 2 Sketch of test inducer

Table 1 Principal dimensions of test inducer

Number of blades 3
Tip diameter, D �mm� 149.8
Inlet tip blade angle, �t1 7.5 deg
Outlet tip blade angle, �t2 9.0 deg
Hub/tip ratio at the inlet 0.25
Hub/tip ratio at the outlet 0.51
Solidity at the tip 1.91
Design flow coefficient, �d 0.078
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are both 20 mm. The depth of the groove is 3 mm. This groove is
called JG1�20,20� in the present study. Figure 4 shows the occur-
rence regions of cavitation instabilities on the suction performance
curves, without and with JG1�20,20� �4�. The horizontal axis
shows a cavitation number � defined as �p1− pv� / ��Ut

2 /2�, where
pv is a vapor pressure. The vertical axis shows a static pressure
coefficient �s defined as �p2− p1� / ��Ut

2�. The locations of the
measurement of inlet and outlet pressures, p1 and p2, are shown in
Fig. 3. Ut is a tip speed of the impeller. The pressures, p1 and p2,
are measured by two differential pressure gauges �Kyowa PD-
2KA and PDU-5KA� whose rated capacities are 200 kPa and
500 kPa, respectively. Their uncertainties are �0.3% ��600 Pa�
and �0.2% ��1 kPa�. The frequency response range of both
gauges is about 0–30 Hz. � is a flow coefficient defined as v1 /Ut,
where v1 is a mean axial velocity at the z plane, which crosses the
root of the leading edge. In the case with JG1�20,20�, the RC and
the asymmetric cavitation �AC� observed without the groove were
almost suppressed. However, the CS appeared at higher cavitation
numbers.

Velocity distributions at the inducer inlet were obtained by 1D
LDV �Kanomax, probe: FLVP-K �Model 1884�, laser unit:
FLV8851, signal processing board: Model 8007�. About 1000 data
were averaged at each measurement point. Figures 5�a� and 5�b�
show axial and tangential velocity distributions at the design flow
coefficient, which are measured at z /D=−0.294 and a certain cir-
cumferential location. The horizontal axis r /R shows a nondimen-
sional radial location, where r is a radial location and R is the tip
radius of the impeller. The data in the case without a J groove
were obtained by a pitot tube with three holes by Maekawa �5�.
With a J groove, backflow and prerotation in the vicinity of the
casing wall disappear. This shows that J groove can suppress pre-
rotation and backflow in the upstream.

Figure 6 shows the cavities at the design flow coefficient �
=0.078 and the cavitation number �=0.120, with and without
JG1�20,20�. With a J groove, the tip cavitation rolls up into a
vortex and detaches from the blade surface. The tip leakage vortex
cavitation bends to a circumferential direction near the leading
edge of the J groove and extends toward the leading edge of the
next blade. With a J groove, the cavity length is larger than that

without a J groove. When the cavitation number decreases, the tip
vortex cavitation becomes longer, and the CS starts to occur at the
cavitation number where the tip leakage vortex cavitation starts to
interact with the leading edge of next blade �4�. This suggests that
the CS at the higher cavitation numbers with JG1�20,20� is caused
by the interaction. Since the tip leakage vortex cavitation is bent
to a circumferential direction near the leading edge of the grooves,
it is expected that the interaction and hence the CS can be avoided
by extending the groove upstream.

Figure 7 shows the cross section of a new casing with a J
groove with the leading edge extended upstream by 20 mm. This
groove is called JG2�40,20�. The width, the depth, and the number
of the J grooves of JG2�40,20� are the same as those of
JG1�20,20�. The occurrence regions of the cavitation instabilities
in the case with JG2�40,20� is shown in Fig. 8 on the suction
performance curves. Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 4�b�, the occur-
rence region of the CS at higher cavitation numbers and RC is
decreased in the case with JG2�40,20�. The AC was suppressed
completely. However, at lower cavitation numbers ���0.04�, an-
other type of CS appeared.

Figures 9�a� and 9�b� show photographs of a tip cavitation in

Fig. 3 Cross section of the inducer and J groove

Fig. 4 The occurrence regions of cavitation instabilities on the
suction performance curves at various flow coefficients. The
rotational speed is 3000 rpm. „a… Without a J groove. „b… With
JG1„20,20….
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the case with JG1�20,20� and JG2�40,20�, respectively, at the
lower flow coefficient ��=0.060� where the effect of the J groove
is remarkable. The cavitation number � is 0.180. In these figures,
it is found that the tip leakage vortex cavitation extends more
upstream in the case with JG2�40,20�, as expected. Therefore, the
interaction between the tip leakage vortex cavitation and the lead-

ing edge of the next blade does not occur in the case with
JG2�40,20�, and the CS at higher cavitation number is avoided.
For both cases, a ring vortex can be observed at internal radial
locations between the leading edges of the blades and the grooves.

Next, we think about the CS at higher flow coefficients ��
=0.083–0.088� and higher cavitation numbers ��=0.055–0.065�.
Figure 10 shows the photographs of tip cavitation under the CS in
the case with JG2�40,20� at �=0.088 and �=0.065. The tip leak-
age vortex cavitation does not extend upstream due to reduced
blade loading near the leading edge. The interaction of the tip
vortex cavitation with the next blade is clear, and this is the reason
why the CS could not be avoided at a higher flow rate. Figure 11
shows the spectra of inlet pressure fluctuation in the case with
JG2�40,20� at �=0.088. The spectra were produced by the signals
from a certain transducer at the inlet, and the signals were aver-
aged 16 times over the period of 0.8 s. The vertical axis is a
fluctuating pressure coefficient 	� defined as 	p / ��Ut

2�. fn is a
frequency of the impeller rotation. The frequency of the CS at the
higher flow coefficients and ��0.060–0.070 was about 13 Hz at
3000 rpm �50 Hz�. The fluctuation of the cavity length in the CS
was also observed in JG1�20,20�, and its frequency is the same as
the frequency in JG2�40,20�.

Now, we focus on the CS at the lower flow coefficients ��
�0.078� and lower cavitation numbers ���0.040�. Figure 12
shows a photograph of the tip cavitation just before the occurrence
of the CS at �=0.078 and �=0.050. As shown in Fig. 9�b�, the

Fig. 5 Velocity distributions at the inlet of the inducer „z /D=
−0.294… in noncavitating condition. �=0.078, 2000 rpm. „a…
Axial velocity. „b… Tangential velocity.

Fig. 6 Tip cavitation in the inducer without and with
JG1„20,20…. �=0.078, �=0.120, 3000 rpm. „a… Without a J
groove. „b… With JG1„20,20….

Fig. 7 Cross section of JG2„40,20…

Fig. 8 The occurrence regions of cavitation instabilities on the
suction performance curves at various flow coefficients in the
case with JG2„40,20…. The rotational speed is 3000 rpm.

Fig. 9 Tip cavitation in the inducer for �=0.060 and �=0.180.
„a… JG1„20,20…. „b… JG2„40,20….
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interference between the tip leakage vortex cavitation and the
leading edge of the next blade can be avoided. However, when the
cavitation number decreases, the cavitation between the tip leak-
age vortex cavitation and the blade surface, which is shown by a
circle in Fig. 12, develops and approaches the leading edge. The
CS shown in Fig. 13 occurs when this tip leakage cavity starts to
interact with the leading edge of the next blade. This suggests that

the CS at the lower cavitation numbers ���0.040 in Fig. 8� is
caused by the interference of the leading edge of the next blade
with the cavitation between the tip leakage vortex and the blade
surface. Figure 14 shows the spectra of the inlet pressure fluctua-
tion at the design flow coefficient ��=0.078�. The frequency of
the CS at ��0.030 is about 5 Hz, which is significantly lower
than the frequency 13 Hz of the CS at higher cavitation numbers.

The cavity between the tip leakage vortex cavitation and the
blade surface mainly occurs in the grooves, as shown in Figs. 12
and 13. From these results, it is expected that the displacement of
the trailing edge of the J groove upstream could delay the inter-
ference of the cavity with the leading edge of the next blade.
Thus, the trailing edge of the J groove was moved upstream by
10 mm. The cross section of the new casing is shown in Fig. 15,
and the groove is called JG3�40,10�. The width, the depth, and the
number of grooves of JG3�40,10� are the same as those of
JG1�20,20� and JG2�40,20�.

Occurrence regions of cavitation instabilities with JG3�40,10� is
shown in Fig. 16. Comparing with Fig. 8, it is found that the
occurrence region of the CS at lower cavitation numbers is ex-
tended. Figure 17 shows photographs of the tip cavitation at �
=0.060 and �=0.150. The angle of the tip leakage vortex cavita-
tion from the blade surface is smaller for the case with JG3�40,10�
as compared with JG2�40,20� caused by the decrease of the flow
rate of backflow in the J groove. Figure 18 shows a photograph of

Fig. 10 Tip cavitation under the CS with JG2„40,20… for �
=0.088 and �=0.065. „a… With a longer cavity. „b… With a shorter
cavity.

Fig. 11 Spectra of inlet pressure fluctuation in the case with
JG2„40,20… for �=0.088 and 3000 rpm

Fig. 12 Tip cavitation in the inducer in the case with
JG2„40,20… for �=0.078 and �=0.050

Fig. 13 Tip cavitation under the CS in the case with JG2„40,20…
for �=0.078 and �=0.030 „a… With a heavier cavity. „b… With a
lighter cavity.

Fig. 14 Spectra of inlet pressure fluctuation in the case with
JG2„40,20… for �=0.078 and 3000 rpm
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the tip cavitation at �=0.078 and �=0.050 just before the occur-
rence of the CS. A comparison with Fig. 12 shows that the cavity
is closer to the leading edge for JG3�40,10�.

In an inducer with a larger blade angle, the CS was suppressed
completely by increasing the width of the J groove �3�. Based on
this fact, a new casing with increased groove width �15 mm� and
decreased number �24� was tested. The area ratio of the groove
WN / ��Dc� is 0.76. The axial location of the J groove was the
same as JG3�40,20�. The occurrence region of the CS was almost
the same as JG3�40,10�.

Conclusions
The relation between cavitation instabilities and tip leakage

vortex cavitation is discussed by controlling the latter by a J
groove. The results can be summarized as follows.

�1� The occurrence region of the RC and the AC could be
decreased by J grooves.

�2� Prerotation and backflow in the upstream were diminished
by the J groove.

�3� The CS in higher cavitation numbers in the case with a J
groove was caused by the interference of the tip leakage
vortex cavitation with the leading edge of the next blade.
Since the cavity length of the tip leakage vortex cavitation
became longer and the tip leakage vortex cavitation was
bent to a circumferential direction near the leading edge of
the grooves, the interference occurred.

�4� The CS in higher cavitation numbers in the case with a J
groove could be almost suppressed by extending J groove
upstream. This is because the tip leakage vortex cavitation
could extend upstream, and it did not interact with the lead-
ing edge of the next blade.

�5� When the cavitation number was decreased, the CS oc-
curred in lower cavitation numbers in the casing with a J
groove extended upstream. This was caused by the interfer-
ence of the leading edge of the next blade with the cavita-
tion between the tip leakage vortex cavitation and the blade
surface.

�6� To suppress the cavitation between the tip leakage vortex
cavitation and the blade surface, the J groove whose trailing
edge was moved upstream by 10 mm was used. This J
groove was not effective, and the occurrence region of the
CS at lower cavitation numbers was extended. This was
because the interference of the tip leakage vortex cavitation
with the leading edge of the next blade occurred since the
flow rate of the backflow decreased and the angle of the tip
leakage vortex cavitation from the blade surface became
smaller.

�7� The effect of the J groove is larger at the lower flow coef-
ficients than at the design flow coefficient because the tip
leakage vortex cavitation extends upstream and does not
interact with the leading edge of the next blade.

�8� At higher flow coefficients, the tip leakage vortex cavita-
tion develops in the circumferential direction with or with-
out a J groove and starts to interact with the leading edge of
the next blade. As a result, the cavitation instabilities are
not suppressed at higher flow coefficients.

As mentioned above, it was found that the interference of the

Fig. 15 Cross section of JG3„40,10…

Fig. 16 The occurrence regions of cavitation instabilities on
the suction performance curves at various flow coefficients in
the case with JG3„40,10…. The rotational speed is 3000 rpm.

Fig. 17 Tip cavitation in the inducer for �=0.060 and �
=0.150. „a… JG2„40,20…. „b… JG3„40,10….

Fig. 18 Tip cavitation in the inducer in the case with
JG3„40,10… for �=0.078 and �=0.050
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tip leakage vortex cavitation with the leading edge of the next
blade is closely related to the occurrence of cavitation instabilities.
By a two-dimensional stability analysis, it has been shown theo-
retically that the interference of the blade surface cavitation on the
blade surface with the next blade causes various modes of insta-
bilities �Horiguchi et al. �6��. Based on this result, the relation
between the cavitation near the tip and cavitation instabilities has
been discussed. The results of the present study shows the impor-
tance of the tip leakage vortex cavitation, and it is suggested that
cavitation instability can be suppressed by controlling the tip leak-
age vortex cavitation, not only by the J groove but also by the
design of the impeller. So, we are planning to suppress the cavi-
tation instabilities by changing the design of the inducer.

Nomenclature
D 
 diameter of inducer

Dc 
 diameter of casing
f 
 frequency of fluctuation

fn 
 frequency of shaft rotation
L 
 axial length of the J groove

L1 
 axial length of the J groove upstream of the
leading edge of the inducer

L2 
 axial length of the J groove downstream of the
leading edge of the inducer

N 
 number of grooves
p1 
 inlet pressure
p1t 
 inlet total pressure
p2 
 outlet pressure
pv 
 vapor pressure

	p 
 pressure fluctuation
r 
 radial position
R 
 radius of the inducer

Ut 
 tip speed=�Dfn
uz 
 axial velocity
u� 
 tangential velocity
v1 
 mean axial velocity at the inducer inlet=flow

rate/inlet area
W 
 width of the groove
z 
 axial position measured downstream from the

tip leading edge
�t1 
 inlet blade angle at the tip
�t2 
 outlet blade angle at the tip

� 
 density
� 
 cavitation number= �p1− pv� / ��Ut

2 /2�
� 
 flow coefficient=v1 /Ut

�d 
 design flow coefficient
�s 
 static pressure coefficient= �p2− p1� / ��Ut

2�
	� 
 fluctuating pressure coefficient=	p / ��Ut

2�
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Lumped Parameter Analysis of an
Enclosed Incompressible
Squeeze Film and a Central Gas
Bubble
A lumped-parameter dynamic model for an enclosed incompressible squeeze film with a
central gas bubble has been derived. A new approach was applied to derive closed-form
expressions for the lumped-parameter mass and damping coefficients caused by liquid
motion. It was assumed that plate motions were small and the fluid behaved as a con-
tinuum. The values of the lumped-parameter mass and damping were found to depend on
the aspect ratio and nondimensional squeeze-film thickness. The nondimensional thick-
ness was given by the ratio of the actual squeeze-film thickness to the viscous penetration
depth of the liquid. A nondimensional squeeze-film thickness of a value of 5 was found to
divide between categories of thick and thin incompressible squeeze films. Amplification of
the liquid mass and damping over and above squeeze films open to the atmosphere at the
edges was found. The amplification was attributed to converging flow caused by enclosed
boundaries. Comparisons between the lumped-parameter model predictions and finite-
element computations showed a surprising degree of accuracy for the lumped-parameter
model despite large liquid velocities in the squeeze film. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2829587�

1 Introduction
Many microelectromechanical system �MEMS� devices contain

a squeeze film. A squeeze film of some degree will be present in a
device if two parts move relative to one another in near proximity
when immersed in a fluid. The categories of squeeze films are
determined by the geometry of the gap, the relative motion be-
tween the moving parts, and the nature of the fluid. The fluid in
the squeeze film can take the form of a rarified gas, a compress-
ible gas or liquid, or an incompressible liquid. Although some
may consider that the term “squeeze film” is limited to a situation
when fluid compressibility is important, the term is also used in
the lubrication literature for films containing an incompressible
fluid.

In this paper, an enclosed system of cylindrical geometry con-
sisting of a planar incompressible liquid squeeze film with a cen-
tral gas bubble is considered. This configuration comprises the
simplified dynamic elements of MEMS liquid-vapor phase change
actuators �1–5�. These thermally driven actuators generally consist
of a cavity bounded on the bottom by a relatively stiff boundary
on which a heater is fabricated and on the top by a compliant
elastic element. The elastic element is typically a membrane, al-
though cantilevers have been used as well �3�. Materials used for
the upper membrane include silicon �1,3,4�, silicon nitride �1�, and
silicone rubber �5�. The cavity is filled with a volatile liquid such
as methanol, fluorinert, or pentane. Heat addition leads to vapor-
ization of the liquid and subsequent displacement of the upper
membrane due to the increased pressure in the cavity. These ac-
tuators are used in a variety of applications, which include, but are
not limited to, valves �2,4�, pumps �5�, and heat engines �6�. In
addition to this class of devices, the dynamics of the liquid in this
geometry may also be applicable to MEMS devices that use a
circular diaphragm to pump liquids �7,8�. A simple lumped-
parameter model of a liquid squeeze film with this geometry does
not presently exist.

Dynamic models related to the enclosed incompressible
squeeze film with a central gas bubble have appeared in the lit-
erature. Hashemi and Roylance �9� derived a lumped-parameter
dynamic model for an incompressible fluid between two parallel
circular plates �without a central gas bubble�, and open to the
atmosphere at the edges. Turns �10� and Usha and Sridharan �11�
analyzed an incompressible squeeze film between two annular cir-
cular plates, with the interior and exterior edges of the liquid
open. Hashimoto �12�, Haber and Etsion �13�, and later Usha and
Vimala �14� considered an incompressible squeeze layer with a
central air bubble, but left the outside edge of the liquid squeeze
film open. The works �10–14� predicted squeeze film forces and
motions, but did not specify closed-form expressions for the
lumped-parameter mass, damping, and stiffness for the dynamic
system.

The present work takes the previous analyses one step further,
to enclose the outside edge of the liquid-bubble system, and de-
rive expressions for a lumped-parameter dynamic model. The
analysis assumes small plate movements, and that the fluids be-
have in the continuum limit. A special focus is placed upon the
computation of lumped-parameter mass and damping effect of the
liquid, because these quantities influence the dynamic behavior of
devices that contain a squeeze film, and they can reach significant
magnitudes for small geometries.

Unlike use of the successive approximation �9,10,15�, the Rey-
nolds lubrication equation �16�, or similar techniques �11,12,14�,
the present analysis used a new approach to characterize the
squeeze-film motion of the liquid. Full-field expressions for liquid
velocity that satisfy mass conservation and the appropriate bound-
ary conditions were determined. The pressure in the liquid was
determined by direct integration. Closed-form expressions for the
equivalent mass and damping caused by the incompressible liquid
were then obtained from the liquid pressure in association with the
stiffness coefficient for the central gas bubble. This approach does
not assume that the Reynolds squeeze number is small and that
the liquid velocity is parabolic in profile.
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2 Deriving a Lumped-Parameter Model
Consider a closed cylindrical cavity of radius ro and height h

shown in Fig. 1. The coordinates �r ,z� are located on the axis of
the cavity, with z=0 at the bottom. An incompressible liquid oc-
cupies the annulus ri�r�ro, and a noncondensable gas occupies
the center 0�r�ri. A cross section of the cavity is shown in part
�b� of Fig. 1. The ambient densities of the liquid and gas are �̄i and
�̄o in the center 0�r�ri and annulus ri�r�ro, respectively. Sur-
face tension required to statically maintain the shape of the bubble
is neglected.

The top boundary of the cavity is assumed to take the form of a
rigid, massless disk. The disk is allowed to move harmonically in
the z direction with velocity Wej�t, where � is the circular fre-
quency, under the assumption that �W /���h. As such, a linear-
ized analysis is then performed. The force required to cause the
motion of the upper boundary is Fej�t. In Fig. 1, the force Fej�t is
shown to be decomposed into the sum Fej�t=Fle

j�t+Fgej�t,
where Fle

j�t and Fgej�t are the forces exerted on the disk by the
liquid and gas respectively. The relationship between the force
Fej�t and the velocity Wej�t contains the model representing the
dynamics of the liquid and the compressibility of the gas.

2.1 Gas Bubble. To model the gas bubble, it is necessary to
account for radial and vertical contributions to changes in the
bubble volume. In the bubble, conservation of mass requires

�ri
2�̄ih = ��ri + �ri�2�h + �h���̄i + ��i� �1�

where �ri and �h are variations in the bubble radius and height
caused by the motion of the upper boundary Wej�t, and ��i is the
change in gas density caused by the associated changes in bubble
volume. For small motions �W /���h, the conservation of mass
equation �1� approximates to

�ri
2h��i + �ri

2�̄i�h + 2�rih�̄i�ri � 0 �2�

Assuming that the acoustic wavelength is much larger than the
maximal dimension of the gas bubble, the excess pressure pi in
the bubble can be computed from �17�

pi = ci
2��i �3�

where ci is the sound speed in the bubble. The sound speed may
be either isothermal or isentropic. Replacing ��i from Eq. �3�
above yields

�ri = −
ri

2�̄ici
2 pi −

ri

2h
�h �4�

Upon taking the time derivative, one can calculate the radial ve-
locity of the gas ui in the r direction at r=ri as

�ui�r=ri
= −

ri

2�̄ici
2

�pi

�t
−

ri

2h
Wej�t �5�

2.2 Inviscid Motion of the Liquid. When viscosity is ne-
glected, the velocity field in the liquid must obey conservation of
mass and vanishing velocity normal to the boundary. Assuming
radial symmetry, the conservation of mass equation is

1

r

�

�r
�ruo� +

�wo

�z
= 0

where uo is the velocity in the r direction, wo is the velocity in the
z direction, and the subscript o indicates that the velocities pertain
to the section ri�r�ro containing the liquid. The velocity must
satisfy the boundary conditions

wo�r,z = h� = Wej�t wo�r,z = 0� = 0 uo�r = ro,z� = 0

Expressions for the velocities uo and wo that satisfy these condi-
tions are

wo =
z

h
Wej�t �6�

uo =
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
Wej�t �7�

The velocities �6� and �7� fall into the category of potential flow,
as the vector curl of this field is zero.

The pressure po in excess of ambient can be determined from
the conservation of momentum equations

�̄o
�wo

�t
= −

�po

�z
�̄o

�uo

�t
= −

�po

�r

where viscosity has been neglected. By direct integration of both
equations using Eqs. �6� and �7� for uo and wo, one obtains

po�r,z,t� = − �̄oj�
1

2h
�z2 + ro

2 ln r −
r2

2
+ C
Wej�t �8�

for the excess liquid pressure po, where C is a constant of
integration.

Boundary conditions at the interface between the gas and liquid
are now applied to determine the excess pressures in the liquid po
and gas bubble pi. These boundary conditions are continuity in
pressure and radial velocity at r=ri. Requiring continuity in radial
velocity by equating Eqs. �5� and �7� at r=ri determines the acous-
tic pressure pi in the gas cavity to be

pi = −
�̄ici

2

j�h
� ro

ri
	2

Wej�t �9�

Requiring continuity in excess pressures po and pi at r=ri deter-
mines the constant of integration C in Eq. �8�, and the excess
pressure po in the liquid becomes

Fig. 1 Cavity geometry. „a… Isometric view and „b… side view.
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po�r,z,t� = − �̄oj�
1

2h
�z2 + ro

2 ln r −
r2

2
− ro

2 ln ri +
ri

2

2

Wej�t + pi

� − �̄oj�
1

2h
�ro

2 ln
r

ri
−

1

2
�r2 − ri

2�
Wej�t + pi �10�

In this formulation, the z dependence of po has been neglected in
applying the boundary condition at r=ri. In the context of the
central gas bubble problem, the accuracy of this assumption is
dependent on the inequality

�pi� �
�̄o�h

2

Using Eq. �10� for pi, this inequality reduces to

��i

h
	2

� 2�2 �̄o

�̄i
� ri

ro
	2

where �i=ci / f is the acoustic wavelength in the gas cavity. Oth-
erwise, the z dependence in liquid pressure is also neglected in
analyses that use the Reynolds lubrication equation.

From the excess pressures in the liquid po and gas bubble pi, it
is possible to compute the force Fej�t on the upper boundary. The
force Fg on the air cavity can be found from

Fg = − �ri
2pi �11�

The force Fl on the liquid can be found by integrating the liquid
pressure po from Eq. �10� over the annulus area

Fl = −�
ri

ro

po�r,z = h�2�rdr = j��̄o
	

2h
Wej�t − ��ro

2 − ri
2�pi

where

	 = 2�� ro
4

2
�ln ro − ln ri� −

1

8
�3ro

2 − ri
2��ro

2 − ri
2�


= �ro
4�ln� ro

ri
	 −

1

4
�3 −

ri
2

ro
2	�1 −

ri
2

ro
2	


The total force Fej�t required to cause the motion Wej�t then is

Fej�t = Fle
j�t + Fgej�t = j�� �̄o	

2h

Wej�t +

�ro
2�̄ici

2

j�h
� ro

ri
	2

Wej�t

where Eq. �9� has been used for the acoustic pressure pi in the gas.
The impedance caused by the liquid and gas is given by a mass m
and stiffness s of

m =
�̄o	

2h
�12�

s =
�ro

2�̄ici
2

h
� ro

ri
	2

�13�

Note that the lumped-parameter mass m is in a large part deter-
mined by the aspect ratio ro /h of the cavity.

2.3 Viscous Motion of the Liquid. The liquid in the cavity
must meet no-slip boundary conditions, conservation of mass
� ·v0=0, and satisfy the linearized conservation of momentum
equations including viscous components

�̄o
�uo

�t
= −

�po

�r
+ 


�

�r
�1

r

�

�r
�ruo�
 + 


�2uo

�z2

�14�

�̄o
�wo

�t
= −

�po

�z
+ 


1

r

�

�r
�r

�wo

�r
	 + 


�2wo

�z2

where 
 is the shear viscosity of the liquid. To accomplish this
analysis, it is convenient to decompose the fluid velocities into
mutually exclusive potential and rotational components as

uo = ũo + ûo wo = w̃o + ŵo

where the � and ∧ superscripts denote the potential and rotational
components, respectively. Using this decomposition, the conser-
vation of momentum equations �13� and �14� are satisfied by sepa-
rately requiring that

�̄o
�ũo

�t
= −

�po

�r
�15a�

�̄o
�ûo

�t
= 


�

�r
�1

r

�

�r
�rûo�
 + 


�2ûo

�z2 �15b�

�̄o
�w̃o

�t
= −

�po

�z
�16a�

�̄o
�ŵo

�t
= 


1

r

�

�r
�r

�ŵo

�r
	 + 


�2ŵo

�z2 �16b�

Both the potential and rotational components include the effect of
liquid inertia. The potential quantities ũo and w̃o together with the
rotational terms ûo and ŵo meet the no-slip boundary conditions

ũo + ûo = 0 at z = 0,h �17�

w̃o + ŵo = 0 at z = 0 �18�

w̃o + ŵo = Wej�t at z = h �19�

It is shown in the Appendix that the following expressions for the
velocity components ũo, w̃o, ûo, and ŵo satisfy conservation of
momentum �13� and �14�, conservation of mass, and the boundary
conditions �17�–�19�

ũo =
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
�Wej�t �20�

w̃o =  z

h
− � 2lv

�1 + j�h

1 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

h

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h
 ���Wej�t �21�

ûo = −
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1

�� sinh� �1 + j�

lv
z
 + sinh� �1 + j�

lv
�h − z�


sinh� �1 + j�
lv

h
 ��Wej�t �22�

ŵo = −
lv

�1 + j�h� cosh� �1 + j�
lv

z
 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

�h − z�

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h
 ��Wej�t

�23�

where lv=�2
 /��̄o is the viscous penetration depth �18� in the
liquid at frequency � and

� = �1 +
2lv

�1 + j�h

1 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

h

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h
 �

−1

The viscous penetration depth lv is a measure of the diffusion of
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momentum into the liquid caused by a boundary oscillating at
frequency �.

The excess pressure po in the liquid is now determined. Given
that the rotational velocity components ûo and ŵo satisfy Eqs.
�15b� and �16b�, the excess pressure may be computed from the
potential velocity components ũo and w̃o by integrating Eqs. �15a�
and �16a�. Upon integrating Eqs. �15a� and �16a�, and applying
the boundary condition that po�r ,z , t�= pi at r=ri, the pressure
po�r ,z , t� in the liquid cavity is computed as

po�r,z,t� = − �̄oj�
1

2h�ro
2 ln

r

ri
−

r2

2
+

ri
2

2
+ z2

+ z
lv

�1 + j�h

1 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

h

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h
 ��Wej�t + pi

� − �̄oj�
1

2h
�ro

2 ln r −
r2

2
− ro

2 ln ri +
ri

2

2

�Wej�t + pi

�24�

where the z dependence in the excess pressure po has been
neglected.

As before, the force on the upper boundary disk Fej�t is found
by integrating the excess pressures po and pi over the upper
boundary area. After performing this step, the force Fej�t is com-
puted to be

F = j�
�̄o	

2h
�Wej�t +

�ro
2�̄ici

2

j�h
� ro

ri
	2

Wej�t

Then, the mass m and damping coefficients b become

m =
�̄o	

2h
Re��� �25�

b =
�̄o�	

2h
Im��� �26�

2.4 Limiting Cases. The analysis in Sec. 2.3 gives compli-
cated expressions for the lumped-parameter mass and damping
caused by the liquid squeeze film. Considerable simplification and
physical insight are obtained by deriving two limiting forms of the
velocities ũo, w̃o, ûo, ŵo and the liquid mass m and damping b.
Limits are calculated in terms of the ratio of the cavity thickness
to viscous penetration depth h / lv. The square of the ratio, �h / lv�2,
corresponds to one-half of the Reynolds squeeze number given by
Re= �̄ih

2� /
 �19,20�.
In the limit of a thick cavity, h / lv�1, one calculates the veloc-

ity components ũo, w̃o ûo, ŵo from Eqs. �20�–�23� to be

ũo =
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
�1 +
2lv

�1 + j�h
Wej�t �27�

w̃o =
z

h
�1 +

2lv
�1 + j�h
Uej�t − � lv

�1 + j�h
Wej�t �28�

ûo = −
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
�e−�1+j��z/lv�

+ e−�1+j���h−z�/lv���1 +
2lv

�1 + j�h
Wej�t �29�

ŵo = −
lv

�1 + j�h
�− e−�1+j��z/lv� + e−�1+j���h−z�/lv��Wej�t �30�

The rotational velocities ûo and ŵo �Eqs. �29� and �30�� contain
thin viscous boundary layer components. Likewise, the lumped-
parameter mass m and damping coefficient b are calculated from
Eqs. �25� and �26� to be

m =
�̄o

2h
��1 +

lv
h
		
 �31�

b =
�̄o�

2h
� lv

h
	
 �32�

The mass m approaches the inviscid form �12� in the limit h / lv
→. Note that the damping coefficient b is proportional to �1/2.

In the limit of a thin cavity, i.e., h / lv�1, the radial velocity
uo= ũo+ ûo becomes

uo =
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
6� z

h
− � z

h
	2
Wej�t �33�

Its shape in the z direction is parabolic as expected. In this limit,
the lumped-parameter mass m and damping coefficient b are com-
puted as

m =
�̄o

2h
�6

5
	
 �34�

b =
�̄o�

2h
� lv

h
	2

�6	� �35�

In this case, the damping coefficient b is independent of circular
frequency �.

3 Accuracy of the Analytical Model
The accuracy of the analytical models developed in Sec. 2 for

the motion of the liquid was explored by comparing to a corre-
sponding finite-element solution of the isothermal Navier–Stokes
equations. Specifically, a commercial software package, COMSOL

�21�, was used to solve

�̄o
�v

�t
+ �̄ov · �v = �pi +

4

3

��� · v� − 
� � � � v �36�

where v is the liquid velocity subject to � ·v=0. These equations
were solved in the time domain. This version of the Navier–
Stokes equations is inclusive of the set �14�, but in addition in-
cludes the nonlinear convective inertial component �̄ov ·�v. Con-
sequently, this comparison not only verifies the analytical
solutions to the set �13� and �14�, but also reveals the accuracy of
assuming small-amplitude liquid movements.

Consider the computations of radial velocity uo shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The intent of the figures is to explore the accuracy of the
thick �Fig. 2� and thin �Fig. 3� cavity limits of radial liquid motion
by comparing to a corresponding finite-element computation.
Common to both figures is a cavity of dimensions h=200 
m,
ro=5 mm, ri=2.5 mm, and water as the liquid medium ��̄o
=1000 kg /m3, 
=0.001 kg /ms�. In each computation, the veloc-
ity of the upper boundary was adjusted such that displacement
amplitude �h= �W� /� was 5% of the nominal cavity depth h. A
normal velocity of �W�sin�2�ft� for the upper boundary was speci-
fied in the time domain finite-element solution. For these compu-
tations, a boundary condition of pi=0 was specified at r=ri. The
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finite element solution was generated for several cycles to reach
steady state, and was compared with the analytical models �27�
and �29� and Eq. �33� for radial velocity uo at the same time
instant. In the surface plots �parts �a� and �b� of Figs. 2 and 3�, it
is evident that the analytical models �27� and �29� and Eq. �33�
gave results that were quite similar to the finite-element compu-
tations, and distinguished the radial velocity profile between the
thick and thin nondimensional cavity thickness cases. Radial ve-
locities extracted from the surface plots are shown in part �c� of

Figs. 2 and 3 at selected radii r. For the thick cavity case shown in
Fig. 2 part �c�, the quantitative agreement in radial velocity was
quite good, even though the maximum velocity exceeded 0.6 m /s.
The main departure appeared to be an asymmetry with respect to
the z coordinate in the radial velocity predicted by the finite-
element computations. Presumably, this was caused by the pres-
ence of a pressure gradient �pi /�z in the finite-element model
�36�. The pressure gradient �pi /�z was neglected in the analytical
derivations contained in Secs. 2.2–2.4. Consequently, the analyti-
cal predictions were symmetric with respect to the z coordinate.
For the thin cavity example shown in part �c� of Fig. 3, the quan-
titative agreement was not quite as good, with a difference of 23%
in radial velocity along the centerline �z=100 
m� and near the
inner boundary r=2.6 mm. However, the analytical model and
finite-element computations shared the parabolic velocity profile
that would be expected in the thin cavity case.

In general, one can assess the accuracy of the small-amplitude
assumption contained in the analytical models by computing con-
servation of mass flux at the liquid boundaries. By equating the
mass fluxes at the top boundary and the inner radius r=ri, one
obtains

��ro
2 − �ri + �ri�2��h = ���ri + �ri�2�h �37�

Solving for the displacement of the upper boundary �h, one
calculates

�h = �ri�1 +
�ri

ri
	� ri

2h
�� ro

ri
	2

− 1
 −
ri

2h
�2

�ri

ri
+ ��ri

r
	2
�−1

�38�
For

�ri

ri
� 1 �39a�

� ro

ri
	2

− 1 � 2
�ri

ri
+ ��ri

ri
	2

�39b�

the time derivative of Eq. �38� reduces to Eq. �7� determined for
the radial liquid velocity in the small-amplitude liquid motion
case. These requirements are quite lax, and do not include a limi-
tation on the aspect ratio ro /h of the cavity. For example, with
ro /ri=2, the second condition �39b� reduces to �ri /ri�3 /2, say,
�ri /ri�0.015. When applied to the conditions used to generate
Fig. 2�a�, an upper boundary displacement amplitude consisting of
5% of the nominal cavity depth h=200 
m translates into a radial
amplitude of �ri=0.188 mm using the linearized analysis �7�.
This radial displacement is well within the limits of Eqs. �39a�
and �39b�, so it is to be expected that the linearized analysis is a
good approximation of the finite-element solution of the isother-
mal Navier–Stokes equations �36� in the computation shown in
Fig. 2. The linearized analysis remained valid even though the
aspect ratio of the cavity was ro /h=25 and the radial fluid velocity
exceeded 0.5 m /s.

4 Physics of the Enclosed Squeeze Film
Lumped-parameter formulas for mass m, damping b, and stiff-

ness s for the enclosed incompressible squeeze film driven by
harmonic squeezing motion at frequency � at the boundary were
derived in Sec. 2. When accounting for liquid inertia while ne-
glecting viscous effects, the lumped-parameter mass m of the liq-
uid was given by Eq. �12�. In this situation, the lumped-parameter
damping coefficient b was zero. When viscous effects were added
to inertial effects in liquid motion, the lumped-parameter mass m
and damping coefficient b of the liquid were given by Eqs. �25�
and �26�. These expressions were valid for motions of the upper
boundary at arbitrary frequency �. At high frequencies, the non-
dimensional thickness of the squeeze film h / lv is large. In this
case, the limiting forms of the lumped-parameter mass m and

Fig. 2 Radial liquid velocity for a thick cavity hš lv, h
=200 �m, ri=2.5 mm, ro=5 mm, W=−j0.0314 m/s, f=500 Hz,
and time t=8.6 ms: „a… and „b… surface plots and „c… solid line,
finite element; dashed line, analytical model

Fig. 3 Radial liquid velocity for a thin cavity h™ lv, h=200 �m,
ri=2.5 mm, ro=5 mm, W=−j6.28 �m/s, f=0.1 Hz, and time t
=43 s: „a… and „b… surface plots and „c… solid line, finite element;
dashed line, analytical model
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damping b for the liquid were given by Eqs. �31� and �32�. At low
frequencies, the nondimensional thickness of the squeeze film
h / lv is small. In this case, the limiting forms of the lumped-
parameter mass m and damping b for the liquid were given by
Eqs. �34� and �35�. In the following, the lumped-parameter mass
and damping for motion of the incompressible liquid are
discussed.

The limiting cases for the thick �h / lv�1� and thin �h / lv�1�
cavities span the behavior of the enclosed squeeze film. Consider
the plots of squeeze-film mass m and damping coefficient b shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. For this squeeze film, the liquid was assumed to
be water ��̄o=1000 kg /m3, 
=1.00�10−3 kg /ms�; the thickness
h, outer radius ro, and bubble radius ri were h=100 
m, ro
=5 mm, and ri=2 mm. Computations were performed over a fre-
quency f =� /2� range spanning 0.1 Hz–100 kHz. Over this fre-
quency range, the nondimensional squeeze-film thickness h / lv
ranges from 0.056�h / lv�56 in order of increasing frequency.
The resulting values of lumped-parameter mass m and damping b
were plotted on the vertical axis versus the nondimensional
squeeze-film thickness h / lv on the horizontal axis. In part �a� of

Fig. 4, the mass m given by the general formula �25� and the
approximation �31� for a thick cavity is shown. The two expres-
sions for the mass are seen to agree for h / lv�5. In part �b� of Fig.
4, the mass m given by the general formula �25� and the approxi-
mation �34� for a thin cavity h / lv�1 is shown. For h / lv�5, the
two expressions agree. In Fig. 5, the damping coefficient b given
by the general formula �26�, and the thick �32� and thin �35�
cavity limits are shown. For h / lv�5, it is evident that the general
formula �26� and thick cavity limit �32� predict increasing damp-
ing proportional to �1/2 and that the thin cavity limit �35� agrees
with the general formula �26� for h / lv�5. A damping coefficient
proportional to �1/2 is expected for viscous diffusion processes,
such as boundary friction that contributes to attenuation of sound
in a waveguide �18�. These computations show that the behavior
of the squeeze film is determined by the thickness of the cavity h
relative to the viscous penetration depth lv and that a suitable
dividing value for nondimensional cavity thickness is h / lv=5.

The effects of the enclosed geometry can be assessed by com-
paring the lumped-parameter mass in the enclosed geometry to a
squeeze film that is open at the edges. The lumped-parameter
mass m of a squeeze film between two parallel circular plates
without a central bubble, but open to ambient pressure at the outer
boundary r=ro, can be computed with the inviscid assumption
using the methods from Sec. 2.2. In the computation, the radial
velocity uo at the center r=0 and the excess pressure po at the
edge r=ro are required to vanish. The result is that the lumped-
parameter mass m for a squeeze film between two circular parallel
plates without a central bubble and open at the edges was com-
puted to be

m =
�̄o

2h

�ro
4

4
�40�

Computations contained in Fig. 6 are intended to quantify the
amplification of lumped-parameter mass m for the enclosed and
open geometries relative to the static mass of the liquid. For these
computations, the outer radius was ro=5 mm, the cavity thickness
was h=75 
m, and the liquid was assumed to be water with den-
sity and viscosity previously cited above. The lumped-parameter
mass m for the enclosed geometry was computed using the invis-
cid model �12�, the bubble diameter ri was allowed to range from
0�ri�2.5 mm, and the lumped-parameter mass was normalized
to the static mass of the liquid mo= �̄o��ro

2−ri
2� in the annulus

defined by ri�r�ro. The normalized lumped-parameter mass
m /mo for the enclosed geometry was plotted on the vertical axis
against nondimensional bubble diameter ri /ro in units of percent
on the horizontal axis. The lumped-parameter mass m for a
squeeze film between circular parallel plates without a central
bubble was computed with Eq. �40�, and normalized against the
static mass mo= �̄o�ro

2 for the liquid between the two plates. The
normalized lumped-parameter mass m /mo for the squeeze film
between parallel circular plates is shown in Fig. 6 with a dashed
line. When the nondimensional bubble diameter was less than

Fig. 4 Accuracy for thick- and thin-cavity limits for liquid
mass: „a… thick-cavity limit and „b… thin-cavity limit

Fig. 5 Accuracy for thick- and thin-cavity limits for liquid
damping

Fig. 6 Liquid mass versus bubble size
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30%, it is apparent that the amplification of the lumped-parameter
mass m for the enclosed squeeze film with a central bubble ex-
ceeded that of a squeeze film between parallel circular plates. A
physical interpretation for this behavior is that the enclosed
boundary r=ro prevents diverging fluid flow, while converging
flow at the inner boundary r=ri is necessary. For nondimensional
bubble sizes larger than 30%, the nondimensional mass of the
enclosed squeeze film is lower than the squeeze film between
parallel circular plates. An interpretation for this behavior is that
the cross section of the enclosed squeeze film has a smaller aspect
ratio than the squeeze film between circular parallel plates with no
central bubble.

The present analysis shows that the behavior of the incompress-
ible squeeze-film is determined by the nondimensional squeeze-
film thickness h / lv, and it can be shown that analysis using the
Reynolds lubrication equation or similar approach is a special
case. Using the methods from Secs. 2.3 and 2.4 that account for
viscous and inertial effects, the lumped-parameter mass m and
damping b for squeeze film between two parallel circular plates
without a central bubble, but open to ambient pressure at the outer
boundary r=ro, can be computed. In the limit of a thin cavity,
h / lv�1, the lumped-parameter mass m and damping coefficient b
in this situation were determined to be

m =
�̄o

2h

3�ro
4

10
�41�

b =
3

2


�ro
4

h3 �42�

This result is identical to the lumped-parameter mass m and
damping b that can be extracted from computations contained in
Ref. �9�. In Ref. �9�, a successive approximation approach with an
assumed parabolic profile for the radial velocity was used. At
higher frequencies �i.e., a thick cavity h / lv�1�, the present analy-
sis shows that the radial velocity will depart from the parabolic
profile and will become similar to what would be expected for the
inviscid case, i.e., plug flow, with the addition of viscous bound-
ary layers at the boundaries to maintain no-slip boundary condi-
tions. In this circumstance, the lumped-parameter mass and damp-
ing are different than would be determined using the Reynolds
lubrication equation or similar approach.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Lumped-parameter mass, damping, and spring coefficients were

computed for the motion of an enclosed annular incompressible
liquid squeeze film and central gas bubble caused by vertical har-
monic displacements of the upper boundary. A full-field velocity
technique was used to perform the derivations that characterized
the motion of the liquid. For the liquid squeeze film, lumped-
parameter expressions for mass and damping at arbitrary frequen-
cies, and limiting cases of thick and thin cavities were derived.

These computations show that the behavior of an incompress-
ible squeeze film for periodic motions is determined by the thick-
ness h of the cavity relative to the viscous penetration depth lv. A
suitable dividing value for nondimensional cavity thickness is
h / lv=5. It was apparent that the enclosed geometry can magnify
the lumped-parameter mass of a liquid squeeze film relative to an
open squeeze film between two parallel plates. The magnification
was attributed to the enclosed geometry forcing converging flow
on the liquid. A linearized analysis was used to generate these
conclusions. The accuracy of the linearized analysis was shown to
be limited to radial movements of the liquid that are a small frac-
tion of the inner radius of the cavity, and the accuracy was not
limited by the aspect ratio of the cavity.

Nomenclature
b � lumped-parameter damping coefficient �N s/m�
C � constant of integration, see Eq. �8�

ci � sound speed in bubble �m/s�
f � frequency �Hz�

F � complex amplitude of total force on disk �N�
Fg � complex amplitude of force of gas on disk �N�
Fl � complex amplitude of force of liquid on disk

�N�
h � cavity thickness �m�

�h � vertical displacement of disk �m�
j � �−1 �dimensionless�

lv � viscous penetration depth �m�
m � lumped-parameter mass �kg�

mo � static mass of liquid in annulus �kg�
pi � pressure fluctuations from ambient in bubble

�N /m2�
po � pressure fluctuations from ambient in liquid

�N /m2�
r � radial coordinate �m�
ri � bubble radius �m�

�ri � radial displacement of bubble boundary �m�
Re � reynolds squeeze number �dimensionless�
ro � outer radius of cavity �m�
s � lumped-parameter stiffness �N/m�
t � time �s�

W � complex amplitude of upper disk velocity
�m/s�

ui � radial velocity in bubble �m/s�
uo � radial component of velocity in liquid �m/s�
ũo � potential component of uo �m/s�
ûo � rotational component of uo �m/s�
wo � vertical component of velocity in liquid �m/s�
w̃o � potential component of wo �m/s�
ŵo � rotational component of wo �m/s�

v � vector velocity in liquid �m/s�
z � vertical coordinate �m�
	 � coefficient defined before Eq. �12�
� � coefficient defined after Eq. �23�
�i � acoustic wavelength in bubble �m/s�

 � shear viscosity in liquid �N s /m2�

��i � density fluctuations in bubble �kg /m3�
�̄i � ambient density of gas in bubble �kg /m3�

�̄oi � density of incompressible liquid in annulus
�kg /m3�

� � circular frequency �rad/s�

Appendix

An expression for the potential velocity ũo that will satisfy con-
servation of momentum �15a� is

ũo =
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
�ej�t �A1�

where � is an unyet undetermined coefficient. The rotational ve-
locity ûo that satisfies conservation of momentum �15b� and the
no-slip condition �17� is

ûo = −
r

2h
�� ro

r
	2

− 1
 sinh� �1 + j�
lv

z
 + sinh� �1 + j�
lv

�h − z�

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h


�ej�t

�A2�

where lv=�2
 /��̄o is the viscous penetration depth in the liquid
at frequency �. Given the rotational velocity component ûo, con-
servation of mass determines ŵo to be
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ŵo = −
lv

�1 + j�h

cosh� �1 + j�
lv

z
 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

�h − z�

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h


�ej�t

�A3�

which in turn satisfies conservation of momentum �16b�. To meet
the boundary conditions �18� and �19�, the potential velocity ŵo
must take the form given by

ŵo = zAej�t + Bej�t �A4�

where A and B are as yet undetermined coefficients. Applying
conservation of mass to the potential components ûo �Eq. �A2��
and ŵo �Eq. �A3�� results in the following constraint:

Ah = � �A5�

Application of the boundary conditions �18� and �19� yields the
following two constraints:

Ahej�t + Bej�t −
lv

�1 + j�h

cosh� �1 + j�
lv

h
 − 1

sinh� �1 + j�
lv

h

�ej�t = Wej�t

�A6�

Bej�t −
lv

�1 + j�h

1 − cosh� �1 + j�
lv

h

sinh� �1 + j�

lv
h


�ej�t = 0 �A7�

Using Eqs. �A5�–�A7�, the coefficients A, B, and � can be deter-
mined.
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Frequency in Shedding/
Discharging Cavitation Clouds
Determined by Visualization
of a Submerged Cavitating Jet
Visualization of a highly submerged cavitating water jet was done by high-speed camera
photography in order to study and understand the jet structure and the behavior of cloud
cavitation within time and space. The influencing parameters, such as injection pressure,
nozzle diameter and geometry, and nozzle direction (convergent and divergent), were
experimentally proven to be very significant. Periodical shedding and discharging of
cavitation clouds have been also analyzed and the corresponding frequency was deter-
mined by cloud shape analysis. Additionally, the dependence of this frequency on injec-
tion pressure and nozzle geometry has been analyzed and a simple formula of correspon-
dence has been proposed. The formula has been tested on self-measured and literature
data. The recordings of sonoluminescence phenomenon proved the bubble collapse ev-
erywhere along the jet. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2813125�

Keywords: cavitating jet, cavitation cloud, shedding and discharging frequency, vapor
cavity, cavitation number

1 Introduction
Flow visualization is an important tool in fluid dynamics re-

search and it has been used extensively in the fields of engineer-
ing, physics, medical science, meteorology, oceanography, sport,
aerodynamics, etc. Over the past few years, cavitating fluid jets
have received considerable attention, primarily with laboratory
experiments, in order to understand their behavior and to deter-
mine the feasibility of their use in a variety of situations. Recently,
these testing and evaluation efforts have proven certain applica-
tions of the cavitating jet, which include cleaning paint and rust
from metal surfaces, underwater removal of marine fouling, re-
moval of high explosives from munitions, and augmenting the
action of deep-hole mechanical bits used to drill for petroleum or
geothermal energy resources; it is widely used in cutting, penning,
and flushing. Thus, the cavitating fluid jet method is indeed com-
mercially attractive �1–5�.

The concept of using cavitating fluid jets to enhance the erosive
action of a relatively low velocity fluid stream has been given
considerable exposure over the past few years. Since nothing is
known on the unsteady behavior of rapid fracture and breakoff of
the cavitating jet, as well as on the development and collapse of
cavitation clouds on the impinging surface, investigations must
concentrate on these subjects in order to understand their mecha-
nisms. If the unsteady behavior and the jet structure are clarified
in detail, expectedly, the jet working capacity may be drastically
improved �1,2�. Cavitation clouds behave stochastically both in
time and space, with a very rapid change within microseconds
�6–14�.

Many researchers have made an effort to observe and visualize
the cavitating jet in order to understand its behavior, formation
mechanisms of cloud cavitation, and stability of cavitation char-
acteristics, Soyama et al. �1,6� reported that cavitation cloud shed-
ding and the breakdown of the cavitating jet cloud in water took
place periodically with a frequency in the range of 0.5–2 kHz.

This frequency depends on the injection pressure of the cavitating
jet and/or the cavitation number but does not depend on the nozzle
geometry. The time period �interval� between one discharge and
the next is scarcely dependent on nozzle geometry, but signifi-
cantly on the injection pressure �a direct proportion is stated�. In
addition, they reported that the cloud breakoff could be related to
a time-dependent feature of the streamwise pressure gradient. Ga-
nippa et al. �14�, concluded from their experimental results and
observations using different nozzle inclinations that the cavitation
structure and its distribution within the hole play a vital role on
the spray pattern and atomization in the fuel injection system of
the diesel engine and it is very sensitive to the sac and hole ge-
ometry. In addition, inception bubbles grew intensively in the
shear layer and developed into cloudlike coherent structures. They
also found that instabilities of the shear layer caused breaking off
of the cloud cavitation structures, which subsequently led to shed-
ding of the cavitation cloud. Soyama �15� optimized the cavitating
jet in air, using high-speed photography observations. His results
revealed that the cavitating jet in air under high impact conditions
showed periodic phenomena—the cavitation cloud in a low-speed
water jet shedded periodically, the low-speed water jet had a wavy
surface with a frequency related to that of the cloud shedding, and
the frequency of the wavy pattern of low-speed water jet de-
creased with increasing low-speed water jet injection pressure.
Keiichi and Yasuhiro �16� investigated cavitation inside a circular-
cylindrical nozzle mounted in a cavitation tunnel. They reported
that the periodic shedding of the large scale vortex cavity exists in
a transition cavitation stage from a subcavitation to a supercavi-
tation state. This periodic shedding is dependent on the formation
and coalescence of microvortex cavities on the separated shear
layer and the reentrant motion after shedding. In addition, they
reported that the Strouhal number can be estimated by analyzing
motions of the vortex cavities on the separated shear layer and the
reentrant flow. Yamauchi et al. �17� studied the structure of the jet
intensively, but they also proposed a formula for the dependence
of the vortex ring cavitation frequency on upstream pressure and
other influencing parameters. This implementation idea was also
used in this paper.

In this paper, an attempt is made to understand the behavior of
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severely erosive cavitation clouds by collecting visual information
on a high-speed submerged water jet using a PHOTRON APX
�high-speed video camera, 100,000 frames /s�. Visualizations were
done for different hydrodynamic conditions and with different
techniques in order to be able to understand the jet behavior and
its composition. Figure 1 shows the nozzle geometry �convergent
and divergent conicity� and nozzle holder used in this work.

2 Experimental Setup and Measurement Procedure
The experimental setup for jet performance investigation is a

closed hydraulic loop shown on Fig. 2. A high-speed submerged
cavitating jet is produced in the test chamber by adjusting appro-
priate hydrodynamic conditions and the final outflow to the test
chamber through the nozzle. Jet impacts the sample located L
=25.67 mm away from the nozzle—Fig. 3 �left down�.

2.1 Error Analysis of the Measured Quantities (Experi-
mental Uncertainty). The upstream pressure �P1� and down-
stream pressure �P2� were measured at the inlet and outlet of the
test chamber, respectively. The pressure transducers were cali-
brated by the manufacturer and accuracy certificates were issued
for a maximum error of +0.2 /−0.21%FS. As the flow rate was
determined using P1 and P2 values from previous nozzle calibra-
tion, its determination uncertainty is also of the order of
�0.3%FS. Uncertainty in time could not be determined since fast
camera shots were made in order of microseconds and factory
claimed values were taken as such. Lengths and widths of clouds
were measured from the photographs with a precision of 0.1 mm.
Values of the results of formula proposed in Sec. 3.3 and in Tables
1–3 are mostly of the order of magnitude �3% since they use
rounded values of k for certain nozzle geometry. The crucial
analysis of uncertainty of determination �indirect measurement� of
frequency is given in Fig. 8 where the quality of the fit of the
curve determined using the least squares method is described by
appropriate R2 factor.

3 Visualization of Cavitating Jets Using a Photron
APX Camera

Use of high-speed photography in this paper allowed careful
observation of the aspects of cavitation clouds. It was used with
convergent and divergent types of cylindrical nozzles.

High-speed photography was achieved using a Photron APX
camera with a Corodin flash lamp system. The model 359 flash
lamp system is designed to operate a flash lamp at pulse duration
of 0.5–11 ms. The system is triggered by a +30 V pulse signal,
which comes from a pulse generator. Three windows were used in
the test chamber in order to get successful visualization of a cavi-
tating jet �see Fig. 2, right�. The light to the downstream chamber
in the test system was supplied through two coaxial windows and
observations �camera� were made through the third window �up-
per window�. The camera was moved in different directions in
order to optimize light scattering from cavities. The system instal-
lation is shown in Fig. 3 �left-up�.

The fast camera system applied allows for very good perfor-
mance visualizations with very high frame rates. However, the

Fig. 1 Nozzle geometry „mm…. From left to right: nozzle geom-
etry, nozzle holder, ways of nozzle installation.

Fig. 2 „Left… Schematic diagram of a cavitating jet machine. „1… plunger pump, „2… filter, „3… regulation valve, „4…
temperature sensor, „5… high-pressure transducer, „6… test chamber, „7… valve, „8… low-pressure transducer, „9…
safety valve, „10… tank, „11… circulation pump, „12… heat exchanger, „13… energy destroyer in the bypass, and „14…
pressure gauge. „Right… the test chamber.
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photo resolution was the restriction factor for operating with the
highest frame rates. As an example, Fig. 3 �right� shows visual-
ization with the higher frame rate �the interval time between any
two frames in consequence is 20 �s�, but then the resolution had
to be lowered to 256�64. Normally visualizations were recorded
with lower frame rates but with better resolution 512�128 �Figs.
4 and 5 as examples�.

Analyses of jet shape and frequency could be made from the
groups of jet images recorded by the fast camera system. Record-

ings were performed after a certain time, which allowed achieve-
ment of “steady” conditions �steady state of the main flow condi-
tions in the test-rig and steady readings of the instruments,
although the phenomenon is unsteady in nature but with a certain
frequency�.

3.1 Shedding and Discharging Phenomenon. Since the
cavitating jet is always accompanied by several types of cavitation
continuously moving and changing in shape or type �1,6�, it is
necessary to first clarify the aspects of clouds developed along the
free jet injected from a convergent or divergent conical nozzle.

The term shedding represents the moment of starting of a new
cavity going out at the nozzle lip, while the term discharging
represents the breakoff moment of the cavitating jet. The discharg-
ing moment is in fact the starting moment of the end of the cavity
life. Shedding and discharging moments are periodical in nature
and very close to each other, so practically only one �the same�
appearance frequency exists for this phenomenon.

Visualization of shedding/discharging phenomenon may be no-
ticed in photos primarily through periodic changes in jet shape,
both in length and width.

3.1.1 Analysis of Cloud Length. Figure 4 shows high-speed
photographs taken at typical injection pressures of P1=105 bars
and 177 bars, respectively, for a convergent nozzle mounted
�Din=1 mm, Dout=0.45 mm�. For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the
same, at typical injection pressures of P1=90.5 bars and 267 bars,
respectively, but now with a divergent nozzle mounted Din
=0.45 mm, Dout=1 mm�. In all images the flow is from left to
right, the time passes from above to below and from left to right,
and the interval between two frames is about 42 �s.

In all figures, the cloud length was determined by measuring
the distance from the nozzle lip to the first breakoff point �PHOTO-

SHOP software was used for this purpose�. This value was ad-

Table 1 Numerical calculation of experimental data from Refs.
†1,6‡

P1 �bar� 50 300 700
k 0.05 0.05 0.05
tp �ms� 0.35 0.87 1.32
f �s−1� 2860 1150 760

Table 2 Numerical calculation of a convergent nozzle

p1 �bar� 105 177
K 0.0154 0.0154
tp ��s� 158 205
f �s−1� 6335 4880

Table 3 Numerical calculation of a divergent nozzle

p1 �bar� 90.5 267
K 0.0147 0.0147
tp ��s� 140 240
f �s−1� 7140 4170

Fig. 3 „Left-up… Visualization system, „Left-down… cavitating jet striking the specimen, and „Right… group of jet
images obtained under the following conditions: convergent nozzle „Dout=0.45 mm…. P1=105 bars, P2=2.06 bars,
VJ=124 m/s, �=0.02568, T=18.5°C, X /d=57.044. Camera: FASTCAM-APX 120K, frame rate: 50,000 fps, shutter
frequency: 1/250,000 s, resolution: 256Ã64, number of pictures in a film: 300 frames.
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Fig. 4 „Left-two columns… Conditions: P1=105 bars, P2=2.06 bars, VJ
=124 m/s, �=0.02568, T=18.5°C. „Right-two columns… Conditions: P1
=177 bars, P2=2.06 bars, VJ=162 m/s, �=0.0155, T=18.5°C. Convergent
nozzle. X /d=57.044, frame rate: 24,000 fps, shutter frequency: 1/250,000 s,
resolution 512Ã128, and number of frames in a film: 300 frames.

Fig. 5 „Left-two columns… Conditions: P1=90.5 bars, P2=1.89 bars, VJ
=18.2 m/s, �=1.142, T=20°C. „Right-two columns… Conditions: P1
=267 bars, P2=1.89 bars, VJ=31.5 m/s, �=0.37, T=20°C. Divergent nozzle.
X /d=25.67, frame rate: 24,000 fps, shutter frequency: 1/250,000 s, reso-
lution: 512Ã128, and number of frames in a film: 300 frames.
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equately scaled and then made dimensionless by division with d
�nozzle outlet diameter�. Figure 6 �left� shows the results. Looking
at the change of this length in time, it may be noticed that a
certain period of time corresponding to the frequency of change of
this length exists. Thus, the cloud length may be treated as a good
parameter for frequency estimation. This was also most probably
done in papers �1,6� Fig. 6 �right�.

3.1.2 Analysis of Jet Width. Considering the jet width the fol-
lowing analysis was done. Along the jet length three locations
�x /d� were chosen to measure the change of jet width with time.
The width was measured from the pictures �using PHOTOSHOP

software�, adequately scaled and then made dimensionless. Figure
7 shows the results. Looking at the changes of the widths in time,
it may also be noticed that a certain period of time corresponding
to the frequency of their change exists. Thus, the cloud width may
also be treated as a good parameter for frequency estimation. To
the authors’ best knowledge, this procedure has not been tried yet
in literature.

The diagrams presented also show that the jet width behavior is
globally regular, i.e., periodic in nature in all positions along the
jet length. Additional analysis has been done to prove this state-
ment and to find the frequency of the periodic regularity. As just
an example, Fig. 8 shows a fitting curve approximation of the
measured data �TableCurve2D software was used for that pur-
pose�.

3.2 Shedding/Discharging Frequency of Cavitation
Clouds. In order to clarify the relation, which obviously exists
between the injection pressure and cloud shedding frequency, the
groups of images given in Figs. 4 and 5 were analyzed. The length

of the cavitation cloud, as well as its width, is increased with the
upstream pressure increase. The breaking-off point is shifted
downstream as P1 increases, and the jet penetrations increase as
P1 increases.

Cavitation is clearly seen to have the form of white clouds. For
any value of the injection pressure P1, clouds are obviously re-
peatedly breaking off and shedding off. Downstream from the
breakoff point, a single cavity has developed with a smooth sur-
face of a rhomboic shape �Figs. 4 �left� and 5 �left��. This pre-
sumes that the velocity is very high in the jet axis. As the distance
of the breakoff point �length of the first part of the jet Lc� progres-
sively increases, the downstream part of the cloud is rapidly di-
vided into small groups of very fine bubbles after the breakoff
�cascade bubbles�.

As a submerged cavitating jet is a two phase flow, the sound
�wave� velocity within the jet has to be very low �1,6�. The cloud
breakoff is related to the streamwise pressure gradient and takes
place intermittently and at different distances. The pressure field
around the jet is very unstable, as a result of movement �compres-
sion and expansion� of waves in and out of the jet. Waves are
generated through the collapse of bubbles �happening all the way
along the jet path, as shown in Fig. 9� and bubble rebounding
�increasing or decreasing of the bubble size�. Cloud deceleration
also leads to pressure instability �1�.

With a further increase in time, the upstream part of the cloud
rapidly develops again �frames with time may be followed in any
group of pictures in any figure�, and cloud breakoff begins. So
generally speaking it may be said that cloud cavitation is periodi-
cal in shedding off and in breaking off regardless of the nozzle
geometry, but its frequency is dependent on nozzle geometry.

Fig. 6 The variation of cloud cavitation length „Lc… with upstream pressure and nozzle geom-
etry. S is shedding, D is discharging. „Left… authors’ data: „Right… data from Refs. †1,6‡.

Fig. 7 Cavitating water jet cloud width „Wc… behavior at different values of x /d; „Left… convergent nozzle; „Right…
divergent nozzle
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As P1 increases, the number of gaseous cavitation bubbles in-
creases and sustains in the test section without collapsing �they
move as floating bubbles in the test chamber�. This can be seen for
the case of a convergent nozzle at P1=177 bars �Fig. 4� and for
the case of a divergent nozzle at P1=267 bars �Fig. 5�. These
bubbles appear as white spots in the images and their density
�number of bubbles� depends on the upstream pressure value. For
elimination of this kind of bubbles, the pressure in the test cham-
ber �P2� must be changed.

The shedding frequency �cavitation cloud shedding/
discharging� is a strong function of the injection �upstream� pres-
sure P1, decreasing when the injection pressure increased. This
allowed for easier repetition of cavitating jet breakoff formation
�cloud cavitation� at low upstream pressures, since the jet life is a
function of P1 and the standoff distance. From Fig. 6, it is noted
that the jet is more stable at high upstream pressures.

Figure 6 shows the streamwise length Lc between the nozzle

exit and the appearance of the first breakoff point �cloud end�.
This length may be graphically determined from the movie photos
with respect to time, where it is noted that the time for discharge
points almost corresponds to the time of breakoff points. At any
P1 the periodical breakoff of the cavitation cloud may be clearly
observed.

The average cloud cavitation life time tc as a function of the
upstream pressure can be determined from Fig. 6. The values of tc

are weakly dependent on nozzle geometry, but they significantly
change with P1 �a similar result was obtained in Refs. �1,14,15��.
In short, the higher P1 is, the longer tc is, as well as the range
between the maximum and the minimum value of Lc. This fact
suggests that the velocity effects, which result from changing of
P1, have to be considerable �as approved in the erosion tests
where the erosion rate increased with P1 and the velocity in-

Fig. 8 The first three diagrams represent cavitating water jet cloud width „Wc… behavior at different values of x /d for conver-
gent nozzle at injection pressure P1=105 bars. The fourth diagram represents the cloud length „Lc… change with the time
„measured along the center of the jet…. The pattern is a sine wave for all and with the same frequency.

Fig. 9 An attempt to observe the luminescence phenomenon in a cavitating jet. The
flow from left to right. Conditions: P1=213 bars, VJ=191 m/s, T=22°C „�=0.0125, �
=0.0142, and �=0.0207 starting from left to right….
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crease�. The cloud lifetime tc is quite different from the fluctuating
period of the plunger pump used to feed the jet, since tc is in the
order of microseconds.

As it may be seen, the frequency �time period of jet width
change� has been matched very well with a sine periodic �wave
form� function. The frequencies determined by the matching �fit-
ting� curve in all positions along the jet length were very close to
each other, meaning that this represents the frequency of the cavi-
tating jet. This frequency is practically the same one as the one
determined by measuring the cloud length with its breakoff point.

3.3 Formula for Frequency Determination. Reference �17�
served as an idea how to connect frequency and pressure. So, in
this paper a simplified proposition of an interdependence formula
is given. Namely, the dependence of the time period �frequency�
on upstream pressure may be expressed as

tp =
1

f
= k�P1

where k is the constant influenced mostly by nozzle shape. The
formula gives values for tp in microseconds when pressure P1 is
put in bars.

The formula was tested on data shown in the paper and proved
to be very useful. It worked for frequencies determined from jet
width change and also for frequencies determined from cloud
length change. It also gave good results when applied to time
periods measured directly from diagrams in some other papers
�1,6�.

3.4 Numerical Examples. If we apply the formula to data
from Refs. �1,6�, we get results shown in Table 1. Where the value
of k for a certain conical nozzle was determined by a vice versa
calculation knowing tp and P1 from the diagram of cloud-length
dependence on time with P1 as the parameter �shown at right of
Fig. 6 in this paper�.

For the nozzle used in Ref. �17�, the value of k was found using
the values of Strouhal’s number, standoff distance, density �not by
pressure and time period�, and it was found to be nearly 0.134.

For the data given in this paper, the formula gives the results in
Tables 2 and 3.

It may be seen that the order of magnitude for k is 0.015 in this
paper and in Ref. �17�, but it is higher in Ref. �6� because the
nozzle used there was much bigger.

4 Sonoluminescence in a Cavitating Jet
An attempt to record the sonoluminescence phenomenon asso-

ciated with the collapse of bubbles in a cavitating jet was also
made. Recordings were made for different values of the cavitation
number ��=0.0125, �=0.0142, and �=0.0207� at a constant exit
jet-velocity VJ=191 m /s and working fluid temperature T
=22°C. Figure 9 shows the results.

The aim is to show that the cavitating jet contains cavity
bubbles along its path and the bubble collapse process may take
place anywhere in and around the jet from its starting point until
the end point in the jet path. An intensified charge coupled device
�CCD� camera recorded the light emission simultaneously.

The intensified camera used �4-QUIK-05� has a standard video
output, which can be set to interlaced or noninterlaced operation.
The microchannel plate �MCP� intensifier has a maximum gain of
more than 10,000, which should be sufficient to ensure that a
recorded photon “spot” will have a pixel brightness ten units
above the noise level in the CCD. The noise level in the CCD
typically did not extend above 29 on a scale of 255 brightness
levels �the noise level is determined from the image histogram
taken while the intensifier is operated at zero gain�. Thus all levels
below 29 were rejected in the measurements taken. The output of
the camera was recorded with the aid of frame grabber software
�MATROX INTELLICAM�.

No clear differences could be seen between the first and the
second images in Fig. 9 but a difference between the first two
images and the third one could be seen. In order to achieve better
results and for an analytic study of sonoluminescence phenom-
enon, light emission must be recorded simultaneously by an in-
tensified CCD camera and photomultiplier tubes connected with
an electrometer or galvanometer �analog ampere meter� in order
to make a correlation between the output voltage and the lumines-
cence density and the side effects of the cavitation such as cavi-
tation erosion, cavitation noise, and vibration.

5 Conclusions
Both gaseous and vaporous types of cavitation were observed

in the present study. These two types of cavitation were quite
distinct in appearance in the origin �root�, in the creation mecha-
nism, in the way of existence �individual or in a cluster�, and in
the lifetime. The jet life �penetration, width, spreading angle,
shedding frequency, etc.� was strongly dependent on hydrody-
namic conditions. The morphology of jet cloud movement of the
generated cavitation differed according to the shape and size of
the nozzle. The cavitation clouds always behaved stochastically
both in time and in space, with a very rapid change within micro-
seconds �the result as in Refs. �1–8,11��. Jet cloud length and
width may be used as parameters for shedding/discharging fre-
quency determination. The length of cloud cavitation Lc increases
with the P1 increase.

A formula has been proposed for time period �frequency� de-
termination based on the upstream pressure value and nozzle ge-
ometry. The values of tc scarcely change with the nozzle geom-
etry, but they significantly change with the P1 and are quite
different from the fluctuating period of the feed pump. The
sonoluminescence phenomenon, associated with the collapse of
bubbles in a cavitating jet, can be used as an indicator for the
distribution of cavity bubbles along the jet. In addition, it shows
that the collapse process happens all along the jet and is related to
the pressure line distribution in the jet path.

Nomenclature
� � cavitation number, defined as

�= pref− pv /1 /2�uref.
2

pref � reference pressure �bar�
pv�T� � saturation �vapour� pressure �bar�
��T� � density of the liquid �kg /m3�

T � temperature �°C�
Lc � length of the cloud �mm�

tc= tp � cavitation cloud lifetime �period� ��s�
uref � reference velocity �m /s�=VJ=Q /A �flow rate/

area of nozzle outlet cross section�
P1 � upstream �injection� pressure �bar�
P2 � downstream pressure �bar�

Din � inlet nozzle diameter �mm�
Dout or d � outlet nozzle diameter �mm�

WC � width of jet �mm�
D ,S � points of discharge and shedding
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Influence of Wall Inclination
Angles on the Onset of Gas
Entrainment During Single and
Dual Discharges From a
Reservoir
A theoretical analysis was carried out to predict the influences of wall inclination angles
of large reservoirs on the onset of gas entrainment during single and dual discharges
from a stratified two-phase region. The findings reveal that when the wall inclination
angle differs from zero, along with low values of Froude number, two distinct flow re-
gimes occur: the gas-entrainment and no gas-entrainment regimes. A new criterion has
been developed to predict the critical Froude number at the transition from the gas-
entrainment to the no-gas-entrainment regime. The critical Froude number is defined as
a function of the wall inclination angle for a single discharge. For dual discharge, the
critical Froude number is found to be dependent on the wall inclination angle, the
separating distance between the centerlines of the two branches, as well as the Froude
number of the second branch. Furthermore, four different flow regions are mapped,
representing the flow regime, as well as the two-phase flow for each branch. These maps
serve to predict the flow regions, mass flow rates, and quality during single and dual
two-phase discharges. For the gas-entrainment regime, the predicted values of the criti-
cal height at the onset of gas entrainment are compared with the experimental data
reported in literatures. Comparisons showed good concurrence between the measured
and predicted results. Furthermore, the influence of the wall inclination angle on the flow
regions, the predicted critical height, and the location of the gas entrainment are pre-
sented and discussed at different values of independent variables.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2813124�

Keywords: gas entrainment, dual discharge, theoretical analysis

1 Introduction
Many industrial applications involve a two-phase discharge

from large reservoirs, pipes, or manifolds through single and mul-
tiple branches. One crucial application is related to the topic of
nuclear reactor safety, in connection with the postulated loss of
coolant accidents. It is of great importance to determine the flow
rate and the quality of the discharging flows in the design and
performance predictions of such systems.

In the case of a single discharge from a large channel contain-
ing a stratified two-phase flow, Zuber �1� indicated that two indi-
vidual phenomena occur depending on the location of the gas-
liquid interface relative to the break. If the horizontal gas-liquid
interface is located above the break, the gas may be entrained by
a vortex, or a vortex-free flow, through the break into the predomi-
nantly liquid flow �onset of gas entrainment �OGE��. On the other
hand, if the horizontal gas-liquid interface is located below the
break, the liquid may be entrained in the predominating gas flow
through the break �onset of liquid entrainment �OLE��. Detailed
experimental data and correlations were developed for the OGE
through a general oriented single branch �e.g., Smoglie and Re-
imann �2�, Schrock et al. �3�, Yonomoto and Tasaka �4,5�, Micaelli
and Memponteil �6�, and Hassan et al. �7��.

Xue and Yue �8�, Miloh and Tyvand �9�, Lubin and Springer

�10�, Zhou and Graebel �11�, and Haugen and Tyvand �12� inves-
tigated liquid flow as resulting from side and bottom submerged
point sink. These studies showed that the dip formation at the free
surface occurs at a specific value of a dimensionless parameter,
which is related to the sink strength, and the height above the
point sink. A similar type of study conducted by Forbes and Hock-
ing �13–15�, Vanden Broeck and Keller �16,17� considered liquid
flow due to submerged point sink.

For the theoretical study of the OGE from a stratified two-phase
region, Ahmed et al. �18� developed a new criterion for the OGE.
This criterion was based on the instability of inviscid liquid sur-
face accelerated vertically when the effect of lighter density fluid
is ignored. Accordingly, the critical height at the OGE during a
single discharge from a side branch was theoretically predicted.
Applying the criterion during discharge from a single side-
oriented branch at moderate Froude numbers was theoretically
studied based on an axisymmetric flow assumption, as indicated
by Ahmed et al. �19�. This assumption is revised in this paper by
considering a three-dimensional flow rather than an axisymmetric
flow.

For dual discharges from a stratified two-phase region, Parrott
et al. �20� and Parrott �21� experimentally investigated the OGE
from a stratified two-phase region, during dual discharge, through
vertically aligned branches located on the sidewall of a reservoir.
Hassan �22� studied the onsets of gas and liquid entrainment, mass
flow rate, and quality during discharge from two horizontal
branches with centerlines falling in a common horizontal plane
located on the side of a high-pressure reservoir containing a strati-
fied two-phase mixture. Maier et al. �23,24� performed experi-
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mental work on the onset of both gas and liquid entrainment dur-
ing dual discharges through two horizontal branches with
centerlines falling in a common plane, with variable inclinations,
in order to determine the critical height and location of the onset.
Moreover, Maier �25� mentioned that four distinguishable modes
of gas entrainment were observed. These modes can be defined as
initial vortex entrainment, continuous vortex entrainment, initial
depression entrainment, and continuous depression entrainment.

Regarding the theoretical prediction of the critical height at the
OGE from a stratified two-phase region through dual branches,
Ahmed et al. �26� developed theoretical models using their crite-
rion to investigate the OGE through two vertically aligned side
branches. More recently, Ahmed �27� revised the previously men-
tioned criterion to predict the OGE by considering the density of
lighter fluid. He reported that comparisons with the experimental
data of Maier �25� illustrated a good agreement between the ex-
perimental and predicted critical height, as well as the onset loca-
tion.

The objective of the present research is to investigate the influ-
ence of wall inclination angles of large reservoirs on the OGE
during single and dual discharges from a stratified two-phase re-
gion from a large reservoir. The transition from a gas-entrainment
to a no-gas-entrainment regime at low values of Froude numbers
and wall inclination angles ��0 has been studied, utilizing a new
criterion to predict the critical Froude number at the transition. In
the case of the gas-entrainment regime, the influence of wall in-
clination angle on the flow regions, the predicted critical height,
the location of gas entrainment at different values of the Froude
number of each branch, and the separating distance between the
branches are investigated.

2 Theoretical Analysis
The configuration shown in Fig. 1 is composed of stratified

layers of two immiscible fluids having densities �1 and �2, where
�1 is the density of the heavier fluid, and �2 is the density of the

lighter fluid. These fluids are contained in a large reservoir whose
wall is inclined at an angle � from the vertical axis. Two branches
are mounted on the inclined wall, separated by a distance L, center
to center. The mass flow rate of the upper and the lower branch is
ṁ1 and ṁ2, respectively. There is a critical height H, as shown in
Fig. 1, at which the lighter fluid begins to flow into one of the two
branches. This phenomenon, defined as the OGE, may occur at the
upper branch, lower branch, or simultaneously at both branches.
This is dependent on ṁ1, ṁ2, �, and L. Furthermore, decreasing
ṁ1 and/or ṁ2 to beyond a certain value ends the occurrence of gas
entrainment �no-gas-entrainment regime�. This transition from
gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime may also take place
at the upper branch, lower branch, or simultaneously at both
branches. The purpose of this analysis is, first, to predict H and
the branch at which the onset occurs and, second, to predict the
mass flow rate and the branch at which the transition from gas-
entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime takes place. The analy-
sis presented in this paper is based on the following assumptions.

1. The two fluids are considered to be inviscid, homogeneous,
and incompressible.

2. The flow of the higher density fluid is considered to be irro-
tational, vortex-free, and quasisteady. Therefore, the tran-
sient behavior of the interface is not considered in this study.

3. The lower density fluid is considered stagnant.
4. The surface tension effect is ignored.
5. The change in the surface elevation is considered to be very

small, which can be reasonably neglected.

Points A and B, as shown in Fig. 1, represent the onset locations
at the interface that lie vertically above the branch center. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, there is no experimental or ana-
lytical evidence for defining the location of the onset as a function
of the Froude number. As previously reported by Yildirim et al.
�28�, it was found experimentally that the location of the onset is

Fig. 1 Geometry and the coordinate system for finite-branch analysis
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dependent on the branch orientation. For a horizontal branch, the
onset occurs close to the upper edge, and as the branch orientation
changes toward a bottom branch orientation, the onset location is
shifted to the center of the branch. The experimental work re-
ported in Ref. �28� also showed that the branch inlet is placed
away from the wall to avoid the effect of the wall. If the branch
inlet was located at the wall, the onset location would be closer to
the center, as is the case for a horizontal branch mounted on a
vertical wall. Furthermore, in the case of a horizontal branch, the
current prediction of critical height, which is based on having the
onset location at the branch center, shows a good agreement with
experimental data for a wide range of Froude numbers between
0.1�Fr�100, as will be shown later in Fig. 11. The figure shows
that there is no significant difference between measured and pre-
dicted values within the four orders of magnitude of the Froude
number considered.

In brief, it was found that considering that the onset occurs at
the branch center for the worst case �wall inclination angle �=0�
shows a good agreement between predicted and measured values,
which are independent of the Froude number. In the current in-
vestigation, small branches are mounted on an inclined wall where
the onset point will be at the center or very close to the center.
Therefore, assuming that the onset occurs at the branch center is
reasonable and consistent with the findings reported in literatures
�18,26,27�.

The assessment of neglecting the surface tension can be ex-
plained as follows: The effect of surface tension is typically con-
sidered at two locations along the gas-liquid interface: at the onset
point and at the wall-liquid-gas interface. At the onset point, the
surface tension force will be created if there is a significant
change or deformation of gas-liquid interface curvature. At low
Froude numbers where the inertia force is weak, the change of
interface elevation is very small since we are looking for the state
of marginal entrainment. Consequently, there is no significant
change of interface curvature. This is especially true since we
have a semi-infinite or finite extended interface. Accordingly,
there is no significant effect of surface tension force, and the effect
of surface tension can be reasonably neglected in the model for-
mulation.

The other effect of surface tension is due to the contact angle at
the wall-liquid-gas interface �the meniscus effect�. Based on the
Young–Laplace equation, the maximum height of the meniscus
occurs in the case of a vertical wall �i.e., �=0� and decreases with
the increasing wall inclination angle, as indicated by Daves and
Rideal �29� and Croxton �30�. In the current study, the wall angle
is assumed to vary between 0 deg and 90 deg �i.e., 0��
�90 deg�, and there is no meniscus effect as � approaches
90 deg. Therefore, the worst case for this effect occurs when �
=0 �vertical wall�. It was found that for this case, the model cor-
rectly predicts the physical limitation of the critical height at very
low values of Froude number �i.e., Froude number approaches
zero�, as indicated in Ref. �18�. In addition, the maximum calcu-
lated meniscus height using the Young–Laplace equation is
3.27 mm corresponding to a contact angle of 74 deg as reported
by Parrott �21�. Therefore, when ��0, the meniscus height will
be much smaller than 3.0 mm and the meniscus effect can be
neglected. That is, when the wall inclination angle is greater than
zero, the meniscus effect will be very small. Therefore, the effect
of surface tension can be reasonably neglected �Fig. 1�. Moreover,
several previous studies �e.g., Ref. �11�� have shown that this as-
sumption is still valid even for bounded flow with tracking of the
interface and in the case of the OGE in the vortex flow regime
where the flow is bounded and the change of surface curvature is
significant, as indicated by Hite and Mih �31� and Jain and Raju
�32�.

The analysis technique consists of three main steps as follows:

�a� Determine the velocity of the onset points A and B by

considering the equilibrium condition of the interface, as
shown in Sec. 2.1.

�b� Determine the velocity field of the higher density fluid
using two different models: a simplified point-sink
model, as shown in Sec. 2.2, and a more accurate, finite-
branch model, as shown in Sec. 2.3. The critical height
and the branch at which the OGE regime occurs can be
determined by knowing the velocity field.

�c� Determine the critical Froude number at the transition
from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime using
the finite-branch analysis, as shown in Sec. 2.4.

2.1 Equilibrium of the Interface. In order to develop an ana-
lytical expression of the velocity at point A, by applying the Ber-
noulli equation on a streamline coincident with the interface from
the heavier fluid side between points A and C of Fig. 1, we obtain

PC +
1

2
�1VC

2 + �1gH = pA +
1

2
�1VA

2 + �1ghA �1�

On the side of the stagnant, lighter fluid, the hydrostatic equilib-
rium gives

pC + �2gH = pA + �2ghA �2�

When H=HOGE, VC=0, the velocity of the liquid at point A may
be given as

VA
2 = 2g

��

�1
�HOGE − hA� �3�

Again, by applying the Bernoulli equation on a streamline coinci-
dent with the interface from the heavier fluid side between points
B and C as presented in Fig. 1, and following the same procedure,
the velocity of the liquid at point B may be given as

VB
2 = 2g

��

�1
�HOGE − �hB − L cos ��� �4�

where PA is the static pressure of the interface at point A and PB
is the static pressure of the interface at point B. �1 is the density of
the heavier fluid, �2 is the density of the lighter fluid, and �� is
the difference between the heavier and lighter densities. H is the
vertical distance between the upper branch centerline and the in-
terface at point C, and HOGE is the critical height corresponding to
the OGE. hA is the vertical distance between the upper branch
centerline and the interface at point A. hB is the vertical distance
between the upper branch centerline and the interface at point B,
as defined in Fig. 1. The criterion used to predict the critical
height at the OGE was previously reported by Ahmed �27� and
was based on the concept of Taylor’s instability theory. It can be
written as follows:

�a�A = − g���

�1
� �5�

This means that if the acceleration of point A �onset point at the
interface� due to branch discharge exceeds the reduced accelera-
tion of gravity, the surface becomes unstable. This instability re-
sults in a catastrophic change in the interface shape, which
quickly extends the formed dip toward the branch exit �OGE�.

2.2 Point-Sink Analysis. Each branch is simulated as a three-
dimensional point sink with corresponding strengths M1 or M2.
By assuming that the lighter density fluid has a density nearly
equal to that of the heavier fluid, that is, �2 /�1 being nearly equal
to 1, the heavier fluid is then a semi-infinite medium extending
over −��x��, −��y��, and 0�z��. Relating the sink
strengths M1 and M2, and the mass flow rates ṁ1 and ṁ2, results
in the following correlations:
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ṁ1 = 2��1M1 ṁ2 = 2��1M2 �6�

2.2.1 Onset of Gas Entrainment at the Upper Branch. Regard-
ing the upper branch, the velocity field of the heavier fluid can be
determined by following Schetz and Fuhs �33� formulations. The
potential function � is illustrated by

� = �1 + �2 =
M1

�x2 + y2 + z2
+

M2

�x2 + �y + L�2 + z2
�7�

The criterion used to predict the critical height at the OGE at the
upper branch is shown in Eq. �5� as follows:

�a�A = − g���

�1
�

At point A, the acceleration �a� of the fluid particle can be written
as

�a�A =
�Vy1

�t
+ Vx1

�Vy1

�x1
+ Vy1

�Vy1

�y1
+ Vz1

�Vy1

�z1
�8a�

where

�Vy1

�t
= 0 quasisteady assumption

Vx1 = 0 boundary condition �at x = 0,Vx1 = 0�
Vz1 = 0 at the onset

Then, the final acceleration of the fluid particle at point A can be
written as

�a�A = �	 ��

�y1

	 �2�

�y1
2 
�

A

�8b�

To determine the acceleration of point A in terms of �x1 ,y1 ,z1�,
the coordinate system �x ,y ,z� is transformed to �x1 ,y1 ,z1�, as
shown in Fig. 1: This can be represented by a matrix of the form

�x

y

z
 = �1 0 0

0 cos � − sin �

0 sin � cos �
�x1

y1

z1


Therefore,

� ��

�y1
�

A
= ��y�A cos � + ��z�A sin � �9�

� �2�

�y1
2 �

A

= ��yy�A cos �2 + ��zz�A sin �2 + 2��yz�A sin � cos �

�10�

where �y is the first derivative of the potential function with
respect to y. �yy is the second derivative of the potential function
with respect to y. �z is the first derivative of the potential function
with respect to z. �zz is the second derivative of the potential
function with respect to z. �yz is the second derivative of the
potential function with respect to y and z. Substituting Eqs. �9�
and �10� in Eq. �8b� leads to the criterion of the OGE at the upper
branch as follows:

Fr1
2

hA
*5 + Fr1Fr2� hA

* + L* cos �

hA
*3�hA

*2 + 2hA
*L* cos � + L*2�3/2 +

hA
*2 + 2hA

*L* cos � + 0.5L*2�3 cos2 � − 1�
hA

*2�hA
*2 + 2hA

*L* cos � + L*2�5/2 �
	Fr2

2� �hA
* + L* cos ���hA

*2 + 2hA
*L cos � + 0.5L*2�3 cos2 � − 1��

�hA
* + 2hA

*L* cos � + L*2�4 �−1 = 0 �11�

where Fr1= ṁ1 /��2gr0
5�1��, Fr2= ṁ2 /��2gr0

5�1��, hA
* =hA /r0,

and L*=L /r0.
By substituting Eq. �9� in Eq. �3�, the dimensionless critical

height �HOGE /d� corresponding to the OGE at point A can be
written as follows:

�HOGE

d
�

A
=

hA
*

2
+

1

8
� Fr1

hA
*2 + Fr2	 hA

* + L* cos �

�hA
*2 + 2hA

*L* cos � + L*2�3/2
�2

�12�

For any specific value of Fr1, Fr2, L*, and �, the height above the
branch hA

* can be estimated by solving Eq. �11� using an iterative
procedure. Consequently, the critical height �HOGE /d�A at the on-
set of the upper branch can be determined from Eq. �12�.

2.2.2 Onset of Gas Entrainment at the Lower Branch. The
critical height at the OGE of the lower branch can be determined

using the same procedure as for the upper branch. The criterion of
the OGE at the lower branch can be demonstrated as follows:

Fr1Fr2

2
� 3�hB

* − L* cos ��2

hB
*2�hB

*2 − 2hB
*L* cos � + L*2�5/2

−
1

hB
*2�hB

*2 + 2hB
*L* cos � + L*2�3/2

+
2�hB

* − L* cos ��
hB

*3�hB
*2 − 2hB

*L* cos � + L*2�3/2� +
Fr2

2

hB
*5

−
Fr1

2

2
� hB

* − L* cos �

�hB
*2 − 2hB

*L* cos � + L*2�3

−
3�hB

* − L* cos ��3

�hB
*2 + 2hB

*L* cos � + L*2�4� − 1 = 0 �13�

where hB
* =hB /r0. The dimensionless critical height �HOGE /d� at

the OGE at point B can be expressed as follows:
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�H

d
�

B
= �hB

* − L* cos �

2
� +

1

8
� Fr1

hB
*2

+ Fr2	 hB
* + L* cos �

�hB
*2 − 2hB

*L* cos � + L*2�3/2
�2

�14�

Again, by knowing Fr1, Fr2, L /d, and �, the height above the
branch hB

* can be calculated by solving Eq. �13� using an iterative
procedure. By identifying the value of hB

*, the critical height
�HOGE /d�B corresponding to the OGE at the lower branch can be
determined from Eq. �14�.

The critical height corresponding to the gas entrainment for
both branches can be calculated as follows: If �HOGE /d�A
� �HOGE /d�B, the OGE occurs at the upper sink, and the critical
height will be HOGE /d= �HOGE /d�A. If �HOGE /d�B� �HOGE /d�A, the
OGE occurs at the lower sink, and the critical height will be
HOGE /d= �HOGE /d�B. If �HOGE /d�A= �HOGE /d�B, the OGE occurs at
the upper sink and the lower sink at the same time, and HOGE /d
= �HOGE /d�A= �HOGE /d�B.

2.2.3 Onset of Gas Entrainment in the Case of a Single
Branch. The critical height for the onset of entrainment in the case
of a single branch can be obtained by inserting Fr2=0, Fr1=Fr,
and hA

* =h* into Eqs. �11� and �12�. The final analytical equation
of the OGE can be expressed in the following form:

Fr2

h*5 − 1 = 0 �15�

The critical height corresponding to the OGE can be written as

HOGE

d
=

h*

2
+

1

8
� Fr

h*2�2

�16�

By substituting Eq. �15� in Eq. �16�, the critical height can be
written as

HOGE

d
= 0.625Fr0.4 �17�

Based on Eq. �17�, the critical height at the OGE was found to be
independent of the wall inclination angle. This result is not ac-
ceptable from the physical point of view and the reasons for the
independency of the point-sink analysis on the wall inclination
angle will be explained and discussed latter in Sec. 3. Further-
more, as Fr approaches zero, the critical height converges to zero.
However, for the branch of a finite size, the correct value should
be d /2. Therefore, the accuracy of the point-sink analysis is ques-
tionable and we cannot rely on it. This is why the finite-branch
analysis will be developed for single and dual branches, as shown
in the following section. In the finite-branch analysis, all previ-
ously mentioned assumptions will be considered, as well as the
significance of the branch size.

2.3 Finite-Branch Analysis. In this analysis, the real dimen-
sions of the branches are considered. By implementing the origin
at �O�, the heavier fluid is a semi-infinite medium extending over

−��x��, −��y��, and 0�z��. The flow is caused by the
two discharges with uniform velocity Vd1 from branch 1, located
at y=x=z=0, and the velocity Vd2 from branch 2, located at y
=−L, x=z=0.

2.3.1 Onset of Gas Entrainment at the Upper Branch. In this
case, the continuity equation in Cartesian coordinates can be writ-
ten in dimensionless form as follows:

�Vx
*

�x* +
�Vy

*

�y* +
�Vz

*

�z* = 0 �18�

where Vx
*, Vy

*, and Vz
* are the dimensionless velocity components

in x*, y*, and z* directions. By introducing a dimensionless scalar
potential function �*, Vx

*=��* /�x*, Vy
*=��* /�y*, and Vz

*

=��* /�z*. Therefore, Eq. �18� can be written as follows:

�2�* =
�2�*

�x*2 +
�2�*

�y*2 +
�2�*

�z*2 = 0 �19�

with the following boundary conditions:

�a� At z*=0,

��*

�z* = − Vd1

* − �1 − y*2 � x* � �1 − y*2,

− 1 � y* � 1

= − Vd2

* − �1 − �y* − L*�2 � x* � + �1 − �y* − L*�2,

− L* − 1 � y* � − L* + 1

= 0 for other values of x* and y*

�b� At x*=0,

��*

�x* = 0 at all values of y* and z*

�c� At x*→ 
�, y*→ 
�, z*→ +�, �* is finite, where

x* =
x

r0
y* =

y

r0
z* =

z

r0
Vx

* =
Vx

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2

Vy
* =

Vy

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2
Vz

* =
Vz

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2

Vd1

* =
Vd1

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2
Vd2

* =
Vd2

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2

��* =
��

�Vd1

2 + Vd2

2

The solution of Eq. �19�, subjected to the boundary conditions
given by �a�, �b�, and �c�, was obtained using the method of sepa-
ration of variables as follows:

�*�x*,y*,z*� =�
0

��
0

�
cos��y*� cos��x*�e−z*��2+�2

���2 + �2 � 2Vd2

*

�2 �
−L*−1

−L*+1

sin���1 − �y* − L*�2�sin��y*�dy*

+
2Vd1

*

�2 �
−1

1

sin���1 − y*2�sin��y*�dy*�d�d� +�
0

��
0

�
sin��y*�cos ��x*�e−z*��2+�2

���2 + �2
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� 2Vd2

*

�2 �
−L*−1

−L*+1

sin���1 − �y* − L*�2�sin��y*�dy* +
2Vd1

*

�2 �
−1

1

sin���1 − y*2�sin��y*�dy*�d�d� �20�

In this analysis, the criterion used to predict the critical height at
the OGE at the upper branch, as shown in Eq. �5�, can be written
in dimensionless form as follows:

�a*�A = − g*���

�1
� �21�

where g*=gr0 /�Vd1

2 +Vd2

2 . The final dimensionless acceleration of
fluid particle at point A can then be written in terms of a dimen-
sionless potential function �* as

�a*�A = �	 ��*

�y1
* 
	 �2�*

�y1
*2 
�

A�x1
*=z1

*=0,y1
*=hA

*�
�22�

where ��* /�y1
* and �2�* /�y1

*2 are previously defined by Eqs. �9�
and �10�. Then, by incorporating ��* /�y1

* and �2�* /�y1
*2 into Eq.

�22�, the result is such that the criterion of the OGE at the upper
branch can be demonstrated in nondimensional form as follows:

Fr1
2�f1� + Fr1Fr2�f2� + Fr2

2�f3� + 2�2 = 0 �23�

From Eq. �3�, the critical height corresponding to the OGE at the
upper branch HOGE will be written as

�HOGE

d
�

A
=

hA
*

2
+

1

2
�Fr1

2	 f4

2�

2

+ Fr1Fr2	 f4f5

2�2
 + Fr2
2	 f5

2�

2�

�24�

where

f1 = �I1I3�cos3 � + �I1I7�cos � sin2 � + 2�I1I9�cos2 � sin �

+ �I5I3�cos2 � sin � + �I5I7�sin3 � + 2�I5I9�sin2 � cos �

�25�

f2 = �I1I4 + I2I3�cos3 � + �I1I8 + I2I7�cos � sin2 �

+ 2�I1I10 + I2I9�cos2 � sin � + �I5I4 + I6I3�cos2 � sin �

+ �I5I8 + I6I7�sin3 � + 2�I5I10 + I6I9�sin2 � cos � �26�

f3 = �I2I4�cos3 � + �I2I8�cos � sin2 � + 2�I2I10�cos2 � sin �

+ �I6I4�cos2 � sin � + �I6I8�sin3 � + 2�I6I10�sin2 � cos �

�27�

f4 = I1 cos � + I5 sin � �28�

f5 = I2 cos � + I6 sin � �29�

The values of I1– I10 are defined in the Appendix. The procedures
to calculate the critical height, as defined in Eq. �24�, which cor-
responds to the OGE at the upper branch for the specific values of
the independent variables Fr1, Fr2, L /d, and �, can be summarized
as follows:

1. Calculate the integral functions I1, I2, I3 , . . ., and I10 using
the numerical integration technique. To avoid the semi-
infinite integrals, all doubly infinite domains of integration
were transformed to finite integrals. Each integral is then
computed used an adaptive quadrature technique. Regarding
the adaptive technique, it is well known that if the estimated
errors exceed the requested relative error, further subdivision
is conducted until the requested accuracy is achieved, as

indicated by Stroud �34�. The singularities are dealt with
mathematically. A computer code was developed to compute
these integrals.

2. Solve Eq. �23� using an iterative procedure to obtain the
value of hA

*.
3. Substitute hA

* in Eq. �24� in order to determine the critical
height at the OGE.

2.3.2 Onset of Gas Entrainment at the Lower Branch. The
critical height at the OGE can be obtained by following the same
technique as for the upper branch, which is demonstrated in Sec.
2.3.1. The final analytical equation that represents the criterion of
the onset of gas-entrainment at the lower branch can be expressed
in the following form:

Fr2
2�f6� + Fr1Fr2�f7� + Fr1

2�f8� + 2�2 = 0 �30�

The critical height corresponding to the OGE at the lower branch
HOGE can be written as follows:

�HOGE

d
�

B
= �hB

* − L* cos �

2
� +

1

2
�Fr2

2	 f9

2�

2

+ Fr1Fr2	 f9f10

2�2 

+ Fr1

2	 f10

2�

2� �31�

where:

f6 = �I11I13�cos3 � + �I11I17�cos � sin2 � + 2�I11I19�cos2 � sin �

+ �I15I13�cos2 � sin � + �I15I17�sin3 � + 2�I15I19�sin2 � cos �

�32�

f7 = �I11I14 + I12I13�cos3 � + �I11I18 + I12I17�cos � sin2 �

+ 2�I11I20 + I12I19�cos2 � sin � + �I15I14 + I16I13�cos2 � sin �

+ �I15I18 + I16I17�sin3 � + 2�I15I20 + I16I19�sin2 � cos � �33�

f8 = �I12I14�cos3 � + �I12I18�cos � sin2 � + 2�I12I20�cos2 � sin �

+ �I16I14�cos2 � sin � + �I16I18�sin3 � + 2�I16I20�sin2 � cos �

�34�

f9 = I11 cos � + I15 sin � �35�

f10 = I12 cos � + I16 sin � �36�

The values of I11– I20 are defined in the Appendix. In a similar
way to the previous procedures for the upper branch, the critical
height corresponding to the OGE of the lower branch can be
determined.

Based on the calculated values of HOGE /d�A and HOGE /d�B, two
objectives are considered. The first one is to locate the branch or
branches in which the OGE will occur, and the second one is to
determine the critical height corresponding to this onset. For a
specific value of Fr1, Fr2, L /d, and �, the critical height corre-
sponding to the OGE for both branches can be calculated as pre-
viously demonstrated in Sec. 2.2.2.

2.3.3 Onset of Gas Entrainment in the Case of a Single
Branch. The critical height for the OGE in the case of a single
branch can be obtained by inserting Fr2=0, Fr1=Fr, and hA

* =h* in
Eqs. �23� and �24�. The final analytical equation of the OGE can
be expressed in the following form:
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Fr2�f1� + 2�2 = 0 �37�
The critical height corresponding to the OGE can be written as:

�HOGE

d
� =

h*

2
+

1

2
�Fr2	 f4

2�

2� �38�

The previous analysis, shown in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2, is aimed to
determine the critical height and the branch at which the OGE
occurs. The second objective of this research is to find the value of
Fr or �ṁ� of each branch at which the OGE no longer occurs. In
the following section, new criterion has been developed to predict
the transition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime.
By using this criterion, the prediction of the value of Fr, at which
the transition takes place, is illustrated.

2.4 Criterion of the Transition From Gas-Entrainment to
No-Gas-Entrainment Regime. The finite-branch analysis is ex-
tended to determine the value of Fr for each branch at which the
OGE no longer occurs. Single and dual branches are considered in
the following analysis.

2.4.1 Single Discharge. In the case of a single discharge, to
determine the values of Fr in which the gas entrainment no longer
occurs or to end the gas entrainment, the variation of Fr versus the
height above the branch �h*� is investigated. Figure 2 represents
the behavior of Fr as a function of �h*�, at different values of the
wall inclination angle �, as described by Eq. �37�. Based on Fig.
2, at �=0 deg, by decreasing Fr to zero, the value of �h*� ap-
proaches 1. Consequently, by using Eq. �38�, the critical height
�HOGE� at the OGE is equal to d /2. This means that only one
regime can occur at �=0, which is the gas-entrainment regime.
However, at �=30 deg, by decreasing Fr down to around 1.63, the
value of �h*� decreases, and there is no corresponding value of
�h*� with further decreases of Fr beyond 1.63. This indicates that
there is no existing solution for the OGE �Eq. �37�� at �
=30 deg. Furthermore, at �=90 deg, it is also clear from Fig. 2
that the value of �h*� reduces when Fr is decreased down to
around 0.7, and with further decreases of Fr beyond 0.7, there is
no corresponding value of �h*�. As pointed out earlier, it also
means that there is no existing solution for the onset of the gas
entrainment �Eq. �37�� at �=90 deg.

The main objective of Fig. 2 is to find the minimum value of Fr
where no solution exists for the onset equation �Eq. �37��. Based
on Fig. 2, one can draw the following: For the wall inclination
angle of 30 deg, it was found that the minimum value of Fr is 1.63

�Fr=1.63� and that with any further decrease of Fr there is no
solution for the onset equation. At Fr=2 and the wall inclination
angle of 30 deg, only the onset flow regime exists because the
value of Fr is greater than 1.63. Moreover, there are two roots
�two values of h*� of the onset equation �Eq. �37��. The first root
is equal to 1.23 �h*=1.23�, which corresponds to the critical
height of HOGE /d=0.75. The second root is 0.72, and it is rejected
�physically impossible�. Also, the height of the edge at the top of
the branch is �d /2� cos 30=0.445d, where HOGE /d=0.75 and h*

=1.23 �h=0.615d�. Both the values of h* and HOGE are greater
than the height of the branch edge. More details are shown in Fig.
4�b�, where the variation of the critical height �HOGE /d� corre-
sponding to minimum Fr �or the minimum critical height� versus
wall inclination angle is presented.

For a wall inclination angle of 90 deg, the value of minimum Fr
is 0.7 �Fr=0.7�, where the value of h* is less than zero �−0.03�.
The corresponding value of the critical height �HOGE /d� is equal
to 0.25, and it is far away from the physical limit of the critical
height �HOGE /d�, which is zero. At Fr=0.8, only the onset flow
regime exists because the value of Fr is greater than 0.7. Also,
there are two roots of the onset equation �Eq. �37��. The first root
is accepted �h*=0.2,HOGE /d=0.31�, and the second root �−0.8� is
rejected �physically impossible�. Fortunately, the case where �
=90 deg was considered as a benchmark for the numerical solu-
tion of this model. The reason is that an analytical solution can be
developed for this case that leads to a simple algebraic expression
to calculate the values of h* and, consequently, the critical height
at any value of Fr. Based on the above explanation, Fig. 2 shows
a good agreement with the physics of the problem.

In conclusion, decreasing Fr below a specific value results in no
existing solution for the OGE equation �Eq. �37��. This value of Fr
depends on the wall inclination angle � and can be defined as the
critical Froude number �Frcritical�, and the value of �h*� corre-
sponding to �Frcritical� can be defined as �hmin

* �. Also, the value of
�Frcritical� can be determined where �h* /�Fr=� or �Fr /�h*=0.

In order to understand this phenomenon further, an investiga-
tion of the variation of the relative acceleration �aR� with Fr is
explained. The relative acceleration can be defined as the accel-
eration of the point at the interface directly above the branch
�onset point�, divided by the acceleration required for the onset to
occur at the same point

aR =
− a

g���/�1�
=

− a*

g*���/�1�

where a* is defined by Eq. �22�. It was found that at �=0, aR
=1 for all values of Fr, whereas at ��0, aR=1 for any value of
FrFrcritical and at Fr�Frcritical, the value of aR�1 for any value
of �h*�, and approaches zero as Fr approaches zero.

The conclusion can be summarized as follows: As the Froude
number decreases beyond the critical value, it was found that
there is no existing solution for the onset of the gas entrainment
�Eq. �37��, and the acceleration of the point at the free surface that
lies directly above the branch is less than the acceleration required
for the onset to occur, i.e., aR�1. This means that there is no
occurrence of the OGE. The reason is that the developed criterion
for the OGE was based on the onset of instability study of Taylor
�35�. Taylor stated that the initial stability of the upper surface of
a liquid would pass over into instability if the liquid was given a
downward acceleration greater than that of gravity. In addition,
Zhou and Graebel �11� indicated that when the downward accel-
eration of the free surface exceeds the gravitational acceleration, a
dip appeared in the free surface. They reported that the dip for-
mation was due to the instability of the free surface, which was
analogous to Taylor’s instability theory. Based on the concept of
Taylor’s instability theory, the criterion to predict the OGE from a
stratified two-phase region is shown by Eq. �5� as follows:
�a�=−g��� /�1�. If the acceleration of the onset point is less than

Fig. 2 Influence of the wall inclination „�… on the critical
Froude number for a single branch
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the reduced acceleration of gravity �aR�1�, the interface will be
stable based on Taylor’s instability theory. This means that no gas
entrainment will occur.

For any value of a wall inclination angle � greater than zero,
the value of �Frcritical� at the transition from gas-entrainment to
no-gas-entrainment regime, where h*=hmin

* and �h* /�Fr=� or
�Fr /�h*=0, can be determined by solving Eqs. �37�–�39�,

� �Fr

�h*�
h*=hmin

*
=

�

�2

1

�f1
3

�f1

�h* = 0 �39�

By solving Eq. �39�, the value of h*=hmin
* is obtained, and this

value h*=hmin
* will then be substituted in Eq. �37� to determine the

value of the critical Froude number �Frcritical�, and substituted in
Eq. �38� to find the critical height.

2.4.2 Dual Discharge. In the case of a dual discharge, to de-
termine the values of Fr in which the gas entrainment no longer
occurs or to end the gas entrainment at the upper branch or at the
lower branch, the same procedure as for a single branch can be
followed. For the upper branch, the criterion for the OGE is
shown in Eq. �23� as follows:

Fr1
2�f1� + Fr1Fr2�f2� + Fr2

2�f3� + 2�2 = 0

The behavior of Fr1, as a function of hA
*, while varying the values

of Fr2 �0, 10, 20, and 30�, at �=30 deg and L /d=1.5, as demon-
strated in Eq. �23�, is shown in Fig. 3. Based on this figure, at
Fr2=30, decreasing Fr1 to zero results in a decrease of the height
hA

* to about 0.9. This indicates that only one regime can be defined
at Fr2=30, which is the gas-entrainment regime. However, at
Fr2=0, 10, and 20, by decreasing Fr1, the value of hA

* decreases to
hA min

* , and there is no corresponding value of hA
* with further

decreases of Fr1. As previously indicated, this means that there is
no existing solution for the onset of the gas entrainment �Eq. �23��
at Fr2=0, 10, and 20. The conclusion based on Fig. 3 is that at Fr2
varying from 0 to 20, there are critical values of Fr1 in which there
is no existing solution for the onset equation �Eq. �23��, where at
this point �hA

* /�Fr1=� or �Fr1 /�hA
* =0 and hA

* =hA min
* .

Acquiring a deeper understanding of this phenomenon necessi-
tates an investigation of the variation of aR versus Fr1. At Fr1
Fr1critical, the value of aR was found to be equal to 1 for any
value of Fr1Fr1critical. However, at Fr1�Fr1critical, the value of aR

was found to be less than 1 for any value of hA
*, and it approaches

zero as Fr1 approaches zero. In conclusion, when the Froude num-

ber decreases beyond the critical value, it was found that there is
no existing solution for the onset of the gas entrainment �Eq. �23�,
and the acceleration of point A is less than the acceleration re-
quired for the onset to occur, i.e., aR�1. Consequently, there is no
occurrence of OGE.

The value of the �Fr1critical� at the transition from gas-
entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime, as previously pointed
out, satisfied two conditions, which are the onset equations Eq.
�23� and �hA

* /�Fr1=� or �Fr1 /�hA
* =0 at hA

* =hA min
* . To determine

�Fr1 /�hA
*, one should start from Eq. �23�, and write Fr1 as a func-

tion of Fr2, f1, f2, and f3. This can be accomplished by solving Eq.
�23� in Fr1, and then by differentiating Fr1 with respect to hA

*. The
final equation of �Fr1 /�hA

* =0 can be written as

� �Fr1

�hA
* �

hA
*=hA min

*
= −

Fr2��f2/�hA
*�

2f1

+
Fr2f2��f1/�hA

*�
2f1

2 
 �Fr2
2f2��f2/�hA

*�
2f1

2

−
Fr2

2f2
2��f1/�hA

*�
2f1

3 −
Fr2

2��f3/�hA
*�

f1

+
Fr2

2f3��f1/�hA
*�

f1
2 +

2�2��f1/�hA
*�

f1
2 �

	� 1.0

�Fr2
2f2

2/f1
2 − 4Fr2

2f3/f1 − 8�2/f1
� = 0 �40�

The procedures to calculate the critical Froude number �Fr1critical�
and the corresponding critical height, where the transition from
gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime of the upper branch
for specific values of independent variables Fr2, L /d, and �, can
be summarized as follows.

1. Calculate the integral functions I1, I2 , . . ., I10 using the nu-
merical integration technique as indicated by Stroud �34�.

2. Calculate the integral functions �I1 /�hA
*, �I2 /�hA

* , . . .,
�I10 /�hA

*.
3. Calculate the integral functions �f1 /�hA

*, �f2 /�hA
*, and

�f3 /�hA
*.

4. Solve Eq. �40� using the iterative procedure to obtain the
value of hA min

* .
5. Determine the critical Froude number �Fr1critical� at the tran-

sition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime
by solving the onset Eq. �23�.

6. Solve Eq. �24� to determine the value of critical height.

With regard to the lower branch, in order to calculate the criti-
cal Froude number, the same procedure must be followed, as pre-
viously illustrated, for the determination of the critical Froude
number of the upper branch. The value of the �Fr2critical� at the
transition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime sat-
isfied two conditions, which are the onset Eq. �30� and �hB

* /�Fr2
=� or �Fr2 /�hB

* =0 at hB
* =hB min

* . The final equation of �Fr2 /�hB
*

=0 can be written as

� �Fr2

�hB
* �

hB
*=hB min

*
= −

Fr1��f7/�hB
*�

2f6

+
Fr1f7��f6/�hB

*�
2f6

2 
 �Fr1
2f7��f7/�hB

*�
2f6

2

−
Fr1

2f7
2��f6/�hB

*�
2f6

3 −
Fr1

2��f8/�hB
*�

f6

+
Fr1

2f8��f6/�hB
*�

f6
2 +

2�2��f6/�hB
*�

f6
2 �

Fig. 3 Influence of Fr2 on the critical value of Fr1 at L /d=1.5
and �=30 deg
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1.0

�Fr1
2f7

2/f6
2 − 4Fr1

2f8/f6 − 8�2/f6
� = 0 �41�

The procedures to calculate the critical Froude number corre-
sponding to the transition from gas-entrainment to no gas-
entrainment regime of the lower branch can be determined in a
similar way to the previous procedures for the upper branch.

3 Results and Discussion
The influence of the wall inclination angle � on the critical

Froude number at the transition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-
entrainment regime and on the flow regions is presented for a
single discharge, followed by the comparison between predicted
and available experimental results during the gas-entrainment re-
gime. For dual discharges, the influence of the wall inclination
angle on the flow region and the critical height at different values
of L /d, Fr1, and Fr2 are clearly presented and discussed.

The objective of this research is to investigate how the wall
inclination angle affects the values of critical height, the predicted
flow regions for each branch, as well as the critical Froude num-
ber at the transition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment
regime. In order to validate the present developed models, com-
parisons between the theoretically predicted results and the avail-
able experimental results will be provided. The available sets of
the experimental data for single and dual discharges were obtained
by Parrott �21�, Maier �25�, Hassan �22�, and Lubin and Springer
�10�.

3.1 Single Discharge. For a single discharge, Fig. 4�a� shows
the variation of the critical Froude number representing the mass
flow rate that ends the occurrence of the gas-entrainment �no-gas-
entrainment regime�, with the wall inclination angle �. Based on
the figure, it is clear that when only a gas-entrainment regime
occurs, the value of Frc approaches zero as the wall inclination
angle decreases to zero. However, increasing the wall inclination
angle tends to increase the critical Froude number up to 1.66, at a
wall inclination angle of approximately 35 deg. Further increase
of the wall inclination angle beyond 35 deg results in the decrease
of the critical Froude number to about 0.7 at the horizontal wall
��=90 deg�. The same trend was observed with regard to the
variation of the minimum critical height with a wall inclination
angle, as shown in Fig. 4�b�. At a wall inclination angle of zero,
the critical height is 0.5. By increasing the wall inclination angle,
the critical height increases until �=24 deg, where the maximum
critical height is shown, and then the critical height decreases to
0.25 at �=90 deg.

The conclusion is that for the wall inclination angle �, if Fr
�Frc, the branch velocity is not enough to cause the acceleration
of the point at the interface directly above the branch to reach the
required acceleration, g��� /�1� for the onset to occur. Conse-
quently, no gas entrainment will occur during these flow condi-
tions. This flow regime is consistent with both the reverse jet
regime defined by Zhou and Grabel �11� during the withdrawal of
liquid from an open tank through a hole centered on the bottom
and the subcritical regime defined by Xue and Yue �8�. As indi-
cated in both cases, the downward acceleration of the free surface
directly above the branch is never close to the magnitude of grav-
ity through the evolution. However, if Fr�Frc, there is a corre-
sponding value of the critical height HOGE /d, where the onset will
occur.

During the gas-entrainment regime, the comparisons between
the predicted critical height at the OGE by the current developed
models and the available experimental results are carried out at
different values of wall inclination angles �0 deg and 90 deg�, as
shown in Fig. 5. It was found that at Fr�1, there is a good
concurrence between the experimental and the predicted values of
both models. The results of the finite-branch analysis demonstrate
that at �=0, the critical height corresponding to the OGE ap-
proaches the branch radius, as Fr1 approaches zero. At �

=90 deg, it predicts a no-gas-entrainment regime at Fr1�0.7. Fur-
thermore, the predicted critical height at Fr�10 slightly decreases
as the wall inclination angle increases, and this effect is insignifi-
cant with further increase of the Froude number. However, based
on the point-sink analysis, the predicted critical height approaches
zero as the Froude number approaches zero, and it is independent
of the wall inclination angle.

Figure 6 shows the influence of the wall inclination angle on
the variation of �h /HOGE� versus Fr. As illustrated in Fig. 6, at
�=0 deg, the results of the finite-branch analysis approach the
physically implied limit of h /HOGE=1 as Fr approaches zero,
while at �=90 deg, h /HOGE approaches 0.0 at Fr=0.7. The higher
the Froude number, the less the influence of the wall inclination
angle; consequently, the values of h /HOGE for the different angles
converge to approximately the same value as predicted by point
sink �=0.8�.

Figure 7 demonstrates the influence of the wall inclination
angle on the variation of the absolute value of dimensionless ve-
locity �VA /Vd� of the onset point A versus Fr. At low values of Fr,
the variation of � from zero to �=90 deg increases the value of

Fig. 4 „a… Variation of the critical Froude number „Frcritical… ver-
sus the wall inclination under the upper figure as shown on the
web ready text file. „b… Variation of the critical height „HOGE/d…
versus the wall inclination angle � in the case of a single dis-
charge under the lower figure as shown on the web ready text
file.
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dimensionless velocity of the onset point A. However, as Fr in-
creases, the influence of � becomes insignificant. Also, at �
=90 deg, the dimensionless velocity approaches unity �the applied
boundary condition� at h=0.

Based on Figs. 5–7, the point-sink analysis results, such as
HOGE /d and h /HOGE, are independent of the wall inclination
angle � and cannot be used to predict the transition from onset to
no-onset flow regime. The independency of the wall inclination
angle is most likely due to assumptions associated with the point-
sink analysis where the flow velocity is radial and a function of
both the sink strength and the radial distance from the point sink.
Therefore, changing the angle will not allow us to vary the veloc-
ity and the acceleration as long as the radial distance is fixed.

Using the finite-branch analysis, the potential function, the so-
lution of the continuity equation, is mainly a function of the wall
inclination angle �, the branch velocity Vd, and the height be-
tween the interface and branch centerline h, as shown in Fig. 1.
Consequently, the vertical velocity and acceleration of the point in
the interface directly above the branch were found to be a function
of the wall inclination angle �, the branch velocity Vd, and the
height between the interface and branch centerline h. As previ-
ously indicated, during the onset regime, the acceleration of the

point in the interface directly above the branch must be equal to
g��� /�1�. At any value of Fr, varying the wall inclination angle
results in changing the value of h to keep the values of accelera-
tion constant. Consequently, the critical height HOGE /d, as well as
the interface h /HOGE, will be dependent on the inclination angle
�, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Furthermore, varying the wall incli-
nation angle means a change in the direction of branch velocity Vd
with respect to the vertical velocity of the interface directly above
the branch. Accordingly, this leads to a variation in the velocity of
the interface directly above the branch, as shown in Fig. 7. How-
ever, at higher Fr, the influence of the wall inclination angle be-
comes insignificant since increasing Fr will directly increase the
value of h. This will make the integral functions insensitive to the
variation of the wall inclination angle �. To conclude, varying the
wall inclination angle not only changes the liquid-wall interaction
boundary conditions but also changes the direction of branch ve-
locity. In the case of dual discharge, the results are discussed in
the following section.

3.2 Dual Discharge

3.2.1 Flow Regions. As previously stated, decreasing Fr1
and/or Fr2 beyond a certain value ends the occurrence of the gas-
entrainment �no-gas-entrainment regime�. This transition from
gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime may take place at
the upper branch, lower branch, or simultaneously at both
branches, and is dependent on Fr1, Fr2, L /d, and �. Four different
flow regions, as well as a two-phase flow, can be identified repre-
senting the flow regime of each branch. These regions can be
defined as follows:

1. Region I: The OGE occurs at the upper branch.
2. Region II: The OGE occurs at the lower branch.
3. Region III: The value of the critical height of the upper

branch �HOGE /d� is less than the physical limitations of the
upper branch ��d /2�cos ��, and this results in a two-phase
flow at the upper branch, combined with the OGE that oc-
curs at the lower branch.

4. Region IV: There is no OGE at both the upper and the lower
branches.

The operating conditions describing the flow regions are mapped
in Fig. 8 at different values of the wall inclination angles ���, with
L /d=1.5. Figures 8�a�–8�c� show the influence of the wall incli-
nation angle � on the variation of the flow regions. Based on Fig.
8�a�, where the inclination angle �=0.1 deg, it was observed that

Fig. 5 Comparisons between predicted and measured critical
height at different values of � „0 deg and 90 deg…

Fig. 6 Influence of the wall inclination angle on the variation of
„h /H… versus Fr

Fig. 7 Influence of the wall inclination angle on the variation of
the absolute value of „VA/Vd… versus Fr
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most of the figure domain is dominated by Region I, where the
gas entrainment occurs only at the upper branch. For the value of
Fr2�35 and Fr1 ranging from 0.01 to 7, Region II is bound by the
curve that represents the dual onset points of the two branches,
where �HOGE /d�A= �HOGE /d�B= �HOGE /d�. Region III is bound by
the vertical axis Fr2 and the curve representing the critical value of
Fr1 at the transition from the gas-entrainment regime to no-gas-
entrainment regime for the upper branch. It is worth mentioning
that at a wall inclination angle of 0 ��=0�, only Region I appears
for the whole domain for Fr1, ranging from 0.01 to 100, and for
Fr2, ranging from 0.1 to 100. This implies that the OGE occurs
only at the upper branch.

Figure 8�b� represents the predicted flow regions at a wall in-
clination � of 45 deg. In Region I, for Fr12.0, Fr2 ranges from
0.1 to 20, and for Fr230, Fr1 ranges from 2 to 25. In Region II,
for Fr28, Fr1 ranges from 1 to 25. In Region III, for Fr1�1.5,
Fr2 ranges from 1.8 to 8. Region IV is bound by Fr1�1.5 and
Fr2�1.5. At a wall inclination angle ��� of 90 deg, there are only
three different flow regions, Region I, Region II, and Region IV,
while Region III no longer occurs, as indicated by Fig. 8�c�. Re-
gion IV is bound by Fr1�0.7 and Fr2�0.7. Region II is bounded
by Fr20.7 and the line Fr1=Fr2, and Region I is bound by Fr1
0.7 and the line Fr2=Fr1.

The conclusion based on Figs. 8�a�–8�c� can be explained as
follows: at �=0 deg, only Region I occurs. This means that the
OGE occurs only at the upper branch for the whole range of Fr2.
However, at �=90 deg, the OGE occurs at the branch that has a
higher Fr, and simultaneously in both branches if Fr1=Fr2. This is
referred to as both branches having the same height from the
interface and each branch behaving as an independent single one.
Increasing the wall inclination angle �0 deg���90 deg�
changes the height of each branch from the interface and increases
the influence of the lower branch. Consequently, Fr2 must be
greater than Fr1 for the onset to occur in the lower branch; the
higher the hB, the higher the Fr2 is required for the onset to occur
at the lower branch. Moreover, increasing L /d for 0 deg��
�90 deg, results in an increase of the value of Fr2 required for the
onset to occur at the lower branch since it increases the value of
hB. Consequently, it increases the domain of Region I and de-
creases the domain of Region II.

3.2.2 Critical Height. The influence of the wall inclination
angle on the behavior of the critical height as a function of Fr1 at
L /d=1.5 and Fr2=40 is presented in Fig. 9. Based on the figure, at
�=0, the onset occurs only at the upper branch for all values of
Fr1 �Region 1�. Increasing the wall inclination results in the onset

Fig. 8 Influence of the wall inclination angle „�… on flow regions at L /d=1.5 for „a… �=0.1 deg, „b… �=45 deg, and „c…
�=90 deg
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at the lower branch for low values of Fr1. There is a slight in-
crease in �HOGE /d� as Fr1 increases up to the dual onset point.
Beyond this point, the onset shifts to the upper branch and
�HOGE /d� increases significantly with Fr1. The value of Fr1 re-
quired for the dual onset to occur increases with the increase of
the wall inclination angle. During the onset at the lower branch
where Fr1�Fr2, the critical height increases with the increasing
wall inclination angle. However, during the onset at the upper
branch, the influence of the wall inclination angle on the critical
height is insignificant.

The variation of critical height �HOGE /d� versus the wall incli-
nation angle ��� for Fr2=60 at different values of Fr1 and L /d is
shown in Fig. 10. At Fr2=60 and L /d=1.5, Fig. 10�a� shows the
effect of Fr1 on the variation of �HOGE /d� versus the wall inclina-
tion angle. Based on this figure, it is clear that at Fr1=0.1, the
OGE only occurs at the upper branch for 0���0.01. However,
for all values of ��0.01, the onset occurs at the lower branch.
Increasing Fr1 to 2 will lead to the dual onset occurrence at the
value of �=�d=10.5. For ��10.5, the OGE occurs at the upper
branch, while for ��10.5, the OGE occurs at the lower branch.
By increasing Fr1 up to 60 �i.e., Fr1=Fr2�, the value of the wall
inclination angle at the dual onset point increases to the upper
value of 90 deg. At ���d, the onset only occurs at the upper
branch where there is a gentle variation of �HOGE /d� with increas-
ing �, and at ���d, the onset only occurs at the lower branch
where the value of �HOGE /d� rises with the increase of the wall
inclination angle. At Fr1�Fr2, the OGE occurs at the upper
branch for all values of the wall inclination angle ���.

A similar trend was noticed in the variation of �HOGE /d� versus
the wall inclination angle ��� at L /d=4, and for the values of Fr1,
ranging from 2 to 80, as shown in Fig. 10�b�. However, at Fr1
=2 and 10, the values of �HOGE /d� slightly decrease with the
increasing wall inclination angle until �=�d, where the dual onset
occurs. Furthermore, at Fr1=0.1, different flow regions are ob-
served. At � values from 0 deg to 0.89 deg, the OGE only occurs
at the upper branch, but by increasing the value of �, the gas
entrainment no longer occurs at this branch; instead, the OGE
only occurs at the lower branch at � varied from 1 deg to 90 deg.
Within the range of the wall inclination angle, two different flow
regions can be predicted. Region II occurs at a wall inclination
angle ranging from 90 deg to approximately 42 deg, where the
critical height at the OGE at the lower branch is equal to the
physical limitation of the upper branch ��d /2�cos ��. Finally, the

comparison between Figs. 10�a� and 10�b� indicated that by in-
creasing L /d, the value of �d corresponding to the dual onset
location increases, while the value of critical height �HOGE /d�
decreases.

The conclusion based on Figs. 9 and 10 is that the influence of
the wall inclination angle � on the critical height depends on Fr1,
Fr2, and L /d as follows: If Fr1�Fr2, the OGE only occurs at the
upper branch and the wall inclination angle has no effect on the
flow regions. The reason is that the acceleration at the interface
directly above the lower branch never reaches g��� /�1� due to the
fact that hB�hA for all values of � ranging from 0 deg to 90 deg.
However, increasing the wall inclination angle slightly increases
or decreases the critical height, depending on the value of L /d, as
shown in Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�. At a low value of L /d, increasing
the angle � slightly increases the critical height due to the contri-
bution of the lower branch in increasing the acceleration of the
interface above the upper branch. However, a higher value of L /d
results in the opposite effect of wall inclination on the critical
height. This means that the lower branch has an opposing effect
on the gas entrainment in the upper branch. Whether the lower
branch aids or opposes the OGE at the upper branch at any value
of L /d may be attributed to the hydrodynamic pressure distribu-

Fig. 9 Influence of the wall inclination angle on the critical
height

Fig. 10 Variation the critical height versus the wall inclination
for Fr2=60 at different values of L /d: „a… L /d=1.5 and „b… L /d
=4
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tion within the flow field between the two branches. Maier et al.
�23� noticed a similar trend when investigating the OLE from two
branches mounted on a vertical wall.

If Fr1=Fr2, the onset occurs at the upper branch for �
�90 deg, whereas at �=90 deg the onset occurs at both branches
simultaneously. The same trend was noticed regarding the influ-
ence of the wall inclination angle on the critical height as previ-
ously explained. If Fr1�Fr2, two scenarios occur: onset at the
upper branch followed by onset at the lower branch, where the
location of the dual onset point ��d� depends on L /d, Fr1, and Fr2.
During the first scenario, ���d, whether the critical height in-
creases or decreases with increasing wall inclination angle de-
pends on L /d, as previously mentioned. Moreover, during the sec-
ond scenario, ���d, by increasing the wall inclination angle, the
critical height significantly increases. The reason is that increasing
� will increase the height of the interface directly above the
branch as a result of reducing the value of �L cos ��. Conse-
quently, the critical height HOGE /d increases, as shown by Eq.
�31�.

3.2.3 Comparisons With Experimental Data. During the gas-
entrainment regime, the influence of the Froude number of each
branch, Fr1 and Fr2, the distance between the branch centerlines
�L /d� on the critical height, and the flow regions are presented as
follows: comparisons between the predicted critical height and the
available experimental measurements at �=0 by Parrott �21� and
different values of L /d are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11
shows the comparison between the present theoretical results and
the experimental data when L /d=1.5 and Fr2=31.43, as shown in
Fig. 11�a�, and Fr2 is set to 43.99, as shown in Fig. 11�b�, for low
values of Fr10.1. Based on the figures, one can observe that
there is good concurrence between measured and predicted results
by both finite-branch and point-sink models.

Figure 12 shows the comparison between the predicted and the
experimental results at L /d=4.5 when Fr2=56.67. The models
were found to be consistent with the average value of �HOGE,f /d�
and �HOGE,m /d�. However, at low values of the Froude number
�Fr1�1�, there is a clear difference between the predicted critical
height of the finite-branch model and point-sink model. Based on
Figs. 11 and 12, the conclusion is that the comparison between the
predicted results of both models and the measured results show a
good concurrence. Moreover, the predicted critical heights by the
finite-branch model demonstrate conformity with the predicted
critical height by the point-sink model at L /d=1.5. However, in-
creasing L /d to 4.5 increases the difference between predicted
critical heights, at low values of Fr1, in both models.

At �=0 deg, the OGE occurs only at the upper branch for all
independent variables. However, the experimental results of Par-
rott �21� show different flow regions that occur at �=0 deg, as
shown in Fig. 13�a�. The differences between measured and pre-
dicted results are most likely due to inviscid flow assumptions in
which the viscous effect is neglected and the slip condition is
applied to the wall-liquid interaction. Consequently, the interac-
tion between the onset point �A� and the interface is considered
directly adjacent to the wall. As a further step toward improving
the finite-branch model, shifting point A away from the wall is
therefore suggested so that the line connected between point A and
the branch centerline makes an angle of approximately 0.05 deg.
Based on this suggestion, the flow regions are presented and com-
pared with the available experimental data of Parrott �21�, where
the phenomena of no-gas-entrainment regime was reported for the
upper branch, and other flow regions, in the case of a dual dis-
charge, as shown in Fig. 13�b�. It is evident that Regions I and II,
based on Fig. 13�b�, are well predicted, whereas the dual onset
locations are underpredicted by the finite-branch model. The con-
clusion based on Fig. 13 is that a further investigation of the
interface interaction with the onset point is necessary to estimate
how much shift of the point �A� from the wall will correctly
predict the experimental results. Moreover, experimental measure-

Fig. 11 Comparison between predicted and experimental criti-
cal height at different values of Fr2, for L /d=1.5, and „a… Fr2
=31.43 and „b… Fr2=43.99

Fig. 12 Comparison between predicted and experimental criti-
cal height at different values of Fr2, for L /d=4.5
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ments of the critical Froude number at varying wall inclination
angles will greatly help to confirm the no-gas-entrainment regime
as well as the different predicted flow regions for single and dual
discharges.

In the current investigation, the wall inclination angle varies
between 0 deg and 90 deg �0���90 deg�. The only available
experimental data are at �=0 deg, and �=90 deg, which are in a
good concurrence with the predicted values. Since there is no
available experimental data for an inclined wall, these two cases
��=0 deg and 90 deg� represent the limits of the model and have
already shown to validate the proposed model. However, as in any
scientific endeavor, particularly analytical/computational model-
ing work, the model presented in this paper, despite being limited
in some aspects, can be further validated, refined, and extended as
more experimental data become available.

4 Conclusion
In light of the current study, some important observations can

be made.

1. For a vertical wall, the gas-entrainment regime is predicted

at all values of Froude numbers, whereas for an inclined
wall ���0�, along with low values of the Froude number,
two distinct flow regimes are predicted: the gas-entrainment
and no-gas entrainment regimes.

2. The critical Froude number at the transition from gas-
entrainment to no-gas-entrainment regime is shown to be a
function of a wall inclination angle for a single discharge.
For dual discharge, the critical Froude number is found to be
dependent on the wall inclination angle, the separating dis-
tance between the centerlines of the two branches, as well as
the Froude number of the other branch.

3. Four different flow regions are mapped, representing the
flow regime for each branch as well as the two-phase flow.
Increasing the wall inclination angle � results in a decrease
of the domain of Region I, where the OGE occurs at the
upper branch, and an increase of the domain of Region II,
where the OGE occurs at the lower branch. Furthermore, at
a wall inclination equal to 0 deg and 90 deg, the same flow
regions are predicted and independent of L /d. For 0 deg
���90 deg, increasing L /d results in an increase in the
value of Fr2 at the dual onset point, a decrease of the domain
of Region I, and an increase of the domain of Region II.

4. The point-sink analysis, for the single branch, cannot predict
the transition from gas-entrainment to no-gas-entrainment
regime since the onset of the gas-entrainment equation is
independent of the wall inclination angle �.

In the gas-entrainment regime, the critical height at the OGE
and the onset location are found to be dependent on Fr1, Fr2, L /d,
and �. If Fr1�Fr2, the OGE only occurs at the upper branch and
independently of L /d and �, whereas the critical height decreases
slightly with increasing L /d. The variation of the critical height
with � is shown to be dependent on the value of L /d. If Fr1
=Fr2, the same trend is observed and the dual onset occurs at �
=90 deg for all values of L /d. If Fr1�Fr2, two scenarios occur:
onset at the upper branch followed by the onset at the lower
branch, where the location of the dual onset point depends on L /d,
Fr1, and Fr2. In both scenarios, the critical height depends on the
wall inclination angle. Experimental efforts are essential in order
to define the interaction between the onset point and the interface
in the case of a vertical wall. Moreover, experimental measure-
ments of the critical Froude number at varying wall inclination
angles will greatly help to verify the no-gas-entrainment regime
for single and dual discharges, as well as the predicted flow re-
gions.
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APPENDIX: THE INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS I1–I20
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Fig. 13 „a… Comparison between predicted and experimental
results at L /d=1.5 and �=0 under the upper figure as shown on
the web ready text file. „b… Comparison between predicted and
experimental results at L /d=1.5 and �=0 when shifting the on-
set point under the lower figure as shown on the web ready text
file.
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Accuracy and reliability of large-eddy simulation data in a really complex industrial
geometry are invesigated. An original methodology based on a response surface for LES
data is introduced. This surrogate model for the full LES problem is built using the
Kriging technique, which enables a low-cost optimal linear interpolation of a restricted
set of large-eddy simulation (LES) solutions. Therefore, it can be used in most realistic
industrial applications. Using this surrogate model, it is shown that (i) optimal sets of
simulation parameters (subgrid model constant and artificial viscosity parameter in the
present case) can be found; (ii) optimal values, as expected, depend on the cost functional
to be minimized. Here, a realistic approach, which takes into account experimental data
sparseness, is introduced. It is observed that minimization of the error evaluated using a
too small subset of reference data may yield a global deterioration of the results.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2829602�
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1 Introduction
Large-eddy simulation �LES� �1,2� is now commonly recog-

nized as a reliable numerical approach for the prediction of com-
plex turbulent flows. The assessment of quality and reliability of
LES results is an important issue, since error estimation and con-
trol is a necessary step toward an increased use of LES for prac-
tical applications. Several works dealing with the analysis of nu-
merical schemes within the LES framework �3–6� and subgrid
modeling error �7,8� have been performed during the past decade.
Most of them put the emphasis on the improvement of the com-
puted results on simple test flows, but the issue of estimating the
error on complex flows is still an important open issue.

A priori and a posteriori error estimation for LES has recently
been addressed in a few research works. While some adjoint-
based error estimation techniques have been implemented for grid
refinement by Hoffman and Johnson �see Ref. �9� for a global
survey of this approach�, simplest methods for computing an error
index have been proposed �10,11�. Another strategy is the error
map approach proposed by Geurts and co-workers �7,8,12� which
is certainly the most used one. Following this approach, the re-
sponse surface of the LES computation is drawn by running a
large set of simulations, varying the values of the computational
setup parameters. This approach yielded very interesting results in
isotropic turbulence, making it possible to derive optimal trajec-
tories for the setup parameters, which lead to the lowest possible
error.

The underlying idea here is not to compute the local sensitivity
of the LES solution with respect to the setup parameters �as for
the adjoint-based approach� but to parametrize the space of pos-

sible solutions spanned by the numerical tool �including the nu-
merical scheme, boundary and initial conditions, subgrid model,
etc.�. The number of samples required can be dramatically re-
duced considering advanced response surface techniques. Pseu-
dospectral modeling can be performed using the generalized poly-
nomial chaos approach if the density probability of the possible
variations of the setup parameters is prescribed. The first use of
this technique to analyze LES sensitivity is very recent �13�. An-
other popular approach for response surface building is the Krig-
ing method �14�, which is an optimal linear approximation tech-
nique. This technique is now more and more popular in the field
of aerodynamics, and was used to analyze Reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes �RANS� solution sensitivity and optimality �15� or
for surrogate model based shape optimization �16�.

The search for the minimal errors solution requires the fore-
knowledge of a reference solution, and is therefore not possible in
all realistic configurations. Therefore, the estimation of error is not
always possible, and it must be replaced by an evaluation of the
robustness of the solution. Robustness is an important feature of
the solution in engineering applications, since a very sensisitive
solution, i.e., a solution that varies a lot if setup parameters un-
dergo small variations are of restricted interest for practical pur-
poses.

The goal of the present paper is twofold: �i� to assess the pos-
sibility of building reliable Kriging-based response surface for
LES of complex flows and �ii� to derive optimal LES solutions in
realistic applications at affordable cost. The selected case is the
LES of jet in crossflow �JICF� on unstructured grids, including
wall heat transfer. The main features of the numerical method are
presented in Sec. 2. The flow configuration and the numerical
setup are displayed in Sec. 3. The construction of the Kriging
surface response �considering variations of both the subgrid and
the artificial viscosities�, the analysis of the solution sensitivity,
and the definition of optimal LES solutions are discussed in Sec.
4. It is worth noting that the different error norms �or equivalently
cost functions� are introduced, which require different amount of
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data related to a reference solution. The optimized LES solutions
are presented in Sec. 5. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6.

2 Governing Equations
The aim of the LES is to resolve the large scale of the turbu-

lence while the small ones are modeled because of their univer-
sality. It is one of the main discrepancies with the RANS simula-
tion where all scales are modeled. Consequently, the LES will be
easier to use in industrial complex configurations in which the
large scales are dominant. Moreover, the unsteady behavior of the
JICF will be predicted more precisely by an unsteady LES ap-
proach.

2.1 Physical Model. The removal of small scales in LES-type
simulations is often modeled as the application of a filtering op-
erator to the continuity equation, the transport equations of mo-
mentum, energy, and species. In this case, a Favre filtering is used:

�̄ f̃�x,t� = �f�x,t� =�
−�

+�

�f�x�,t�G�x� − x�dx� �1�

where G is the filter function, � is the density, and f can be either
the velocity vector, the energy, or the mass fraction of species. It
leads to the following equations:
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The terms T̃ij and Fi
˜ need to be modeled to close the LES equa-

tions. To realize that, an eddy viscosity is introduced to replace the
subgrid scales action:

T̃ij = �uiuj
˜ − ũiũj� = − 2�tS̃ij +

1

3
T̃kk�ij �4�

with

S̃ij =
1

2
� �ũi

�xj
+

�ũj

�xi
� −

1

3

�ũk

�xk
�ij �5�

So it remains just to define the subgrid scale turbulent viscosity �t.
In this study, the standard Smagorinsky model is used �17�:

�t = �CS	�2�2S̃ijS̃ij �6�

with CS=0.18 the standard value of the model constant. The cutoff
length 	 is taken equal to the cubic root of the control cell vol-
ume.

2.2 Flow Solver. The simulation is performed with the turbu-
lent compressible Navier–Stokes code AVBP developed at
CERFACS. This solver uses structured, unstructured, and hybrid
grids to resolve complex configurations to model unsteady flows

thanks to the LES approach. In order to handle such grids, the
CFD code AVBP is based on a cell-vertex finite-volume approxi-
mation. Furthermore, the LES approach employs the second order
scheme of Lax–Wendroff for spatial discretization, and for time
integration an explicit method is used.

As it was said previously, AVBP uses a numerical discretization,
which is spatially centered. These types of schemes are known to
be subject to small oscillations �wiggles� in the solution varia-
tions. In order to solve this problem, a common practice is to add
an artificial viscosity to smooth the gradients. The use of artificial
viscosity is triggered by a wiggle detector based on pressure. Sev-
eral artificial viscosity models are used in AVBP and all are based
on a combination of two operators: the second order artificial
viscosity operator, which smoothes gradients and introduces an
artificial dissipation, and the fourth-order artificial viscosity opera-
tor, which allows to control high frequency wiggles. In this paper,
the influence of the second operator is more investigated. It is
based on this principle, as follows:

• First, a cell contribution of the fourth order artificial viscos-
ity is computed on each vertex of the cell 
 j:

Rk��j
=

1

Nv

V
j

	t
j

smu4�����
j
. �x
j

− xk� − ��
j
− �k��

�7�

with smu4 the fourth oder artificial viscosity constant, which
is tunable by the user.

• Then every cell contributions are added what gives the
nodal value:

d�k = 	
j

Rk��j
�8�

3 Computational Setup
The selected case presented in this document is the interaction

between a hot JICF �see Margason �18� for a detailed review on
JICF’s and their applications� and the wall of a turbofan engine
nacelle. The interaction takes place on the leading edge of the
nacelle where hot air is injected through the wall of the nacelle in
order to avoid icing on the exterior �see Fig. 1�. The hot air is
collected in a scoop and ejected on the leading edge of the nacelle
to form the JICF. Since the velocities are of the order of tens of
m s−1, temperature can be considered as a passive scalar.

The objective of engine designers is to determine the essential
characteristics of the jet and its development, and not to simulate
the flow around the turbofan engine. The jet is thus studied in the
simplified geometry of the flat plate configuration. This choice is
justified by the fact that the nacelle has relatively low curvature
and the jet diameter is very small in comparison with the dimen-
sion of the turbofan engine. The zone where the jet mixes with the
cross flow can then be regarded as quasiplanar. Experimental data

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the engine antiicing system
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to be used in the validation of the numerical methods for this
industrylike configuration were obtained using an apparatus lo-
cated at ONERA.

As is shown on Fig. 2, the computational domain is composed
of one jet injected vertically, whose injection diameter D measures
30 mm and the exit is flushed to the flat plane. The jet inlet is
located X /D=2.8 downstream the main inlet of the domain, and
X /D=33.3 upstream of the outlet. Each lateral face is located
Y /D=27.8 of the jet inlet, and the domain size is 37.2D
�46.5D�33.3D. So the spreading of the jet is not restricted by
the domain. On this domain a fine mesh composed of 2,740,000
cells is used �Fig. 3�. It is refined along the jet directory. To keep
a relatively reasonable number of cells, a wall law is used for the
bottom wall. Consequently, the grid has a first cell from the bot-
tom wall whose the height corresponds to 	y+=150.

Thanks to experimental measurements, the flow in the main
section is fixed by imposing the velocity profile with a boundary
layer profile at the inlet of the domain. The initial boundary layer
height is �=2D and the freestream velocity is U0=47.1 m s−1. At
the injection pipes, which compose the jet scoop, a mean turbulent
pipe profile is applied, using a standard 1 /7 power law approxi-
mation �Table 1�. For these inlets, “injection of turbulence” is not
employed because it would be negligible in front of the turbulence
generated by the shear of the two fluids. All these velocity profiles
agree with the mass flux of the experiments.

Because of acoustic wave reflections due to the compressible
flow solver, a boundary condition of relaxation is applied on the
velocity, the temperature, and the mass fraction of the species for
the inlets. The same boundary condition is applied for the outlet
but just on the pressure. With regard to the plate, which is divided
in two parts, a no-slip isothermal wall law condition is applied on
the so-called “grid,” and on the remainder part a no-slip adiabatic

wall law condition is used. At the lateral surfaces, a symmetry
condition is used, and a wall-slip-adiabatic condition is forced at
the top surface. The use of a wall-slip adiabatic condition on the
top surface is valid in this case because it is placed sufficiently far
from the jet exit. So it seems reasonable to consider that no fluid
leaves this wall, and there is not a reflection of energy back into
the domain: the use of Navier–Stokes compressible boundary con-
ditions �NSCBCs� �see Poinsot et al. �19� and Polifke et al. �20��
on this surface is thus not necessary.

4 Definition of the Optimization Problem

4.1 Optimization Framework. The present numerical
method involves artificial dissipation. It is known that numerical
dissipation and subgrid model induced dissipation are in compe-
tition, and that they must be tuned in and ad hoc, case-dependent
way to recover the best possible results �e.g., Refs. �21,22��. It is
chosen in the present work to retain both the Smagorinsky con-
stant CS and the artificial fourth-order dissipation parameter smu4
as optimization parameters.

Cost function evaluations require expensive LES simulations
that is why the optimization method was to provide results in as
few evaluations as possible excluding genetic algorithms and most
global optimization methods. Despite gradient methods converge
quickly to a local minima, these methods cannot treat multiple
cost functions and were not adapted to this problem. Response
surface based optimization seemed the best method to solve this
low-dimensional problem. Once the sample database computed
and the inexpensive response surfaces built, a Pareto front of so-
lution can easily be plotted by a simple exploration of the domain
of solution. Moreover, as the problem depends on two variables
the robustness of solutions can be assessed by plotting the cost
functions on the whole domain.

4.2 Space of Possible Solutions and Solution Sensitivity. A
range of 30% around the standard values Cs=0.18, smu4
=0.01 was studied. As only two parameters were considered, a
sufficient exploration of the research space was possible to build

Fig. 2 Computational domain considered for LES: „a… Top
view, „b… lateral view, and „c… front view.

Fig. 3 Fine mesh used for the LES computations

Table 1 Inlet characteristics

Patch Velocity Temperature Pressure

Inlet1 and Inlet2 
V 
 =53.1 m s−1 T=363 K P=98,701 Pa
Inflow U0=47.1 m s−1 T0=293 K P0=98,701 Pa
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globaly precise response surfaces using four points per direction
for the sample database. The space filling distribution method was
a 16-point uniform grid sampling.

• For Smagorinsky constant, 0.126�Cs�0.234 with a step of
0.036.

• For the fourth-order smoothing constant, 0.007�smu4
�0.013 with a step of 0.002.

The sensitivity of the mean flow with respect to these two param-
eters is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, which compare the standard
LES solution, the experimental data, and the extreme values found
exploring the response surface built for the mean flow solution at
each grid point. The sensitivity of the solution is directly related to
the differences between the two extrema profiles. The robustness
of the solution is observed to depend on both the location and the
physical variable under consideration.

The figures reveal the existence of two different cases. In the
first case, the reference data lie between the two extrema and it
may be possible to tune the setup parameters to match the experi-
mental data, leading to a very accurate LES solution at the con-
sidered location. In the second case, the experimental data are
outside the response surface, meaning that the exact solution does
not belong to the space of solutions spanned by the LES method
used here.

4.3 Cost Functions for Multidisciplinary Optimization. We
now address the issue of defining and computing the optimal LES
solution. To this end, some cost functions to be minimized must
be defined, the optimal LES solution being the one that minimizes
one or several cost functions.

4.3.1 Definition of Cost Functions. A total of four cost func-
tions were computed. Mean and mean squared error were com-
puted along two planar cut at locations X /D=1 and X /D=8.

The following total cost function is used in the following:

F�l� =
�	

i
�iEi

2

	
i
�i

=�1

2
�Eu

�l� + EV
�l� + EW

�l��2 +
1

2
E�

2�l� �9�

where in L1 norm,

Fig. 4 Range of velocity response in the damping parameter
space

Fig. 5 Range of cooling effectiveness response in the damping parameter space
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where the thermal efficiency is defined as

� =
�Tw − T0

Tj − T0
�12�

with �Tw ,Tj, and T0 the temporally averaged local wall tempera-
ture, the jet temperature, and the temperature of the cross flow
upstream of the jet exit, respectively.

The cost function �9�, which allows to test the sensitivity to the
damping parameters, is well adapted to the configuration. Indeed,
it is possible to test the sensitivity of the mixing prediction to
these parameters via the effectiveness �E�� and also the sensitivity
of the velocity predictions �EU ,EV ,EW�. Moreover, thanks to non-

Fig. 6 Ordinary Kriging for the plane X /D=1. Cost function:
„a… F„1… and „b… F„2….

Fig. 7 Ordinary Kriging for the plane X /D=8. Cost function:
„a… F„1… and „b… F„2….
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dimensional errors and the fact that EV and EW�EU, the sensitiv-
ity to the viscosity parameters takes into account as much the
mixing prediction as the velocity ones �particularly the U field�.

The Eq. �9� can be thus simplified:

F�l� ��1

2
EU

2�l� +
1

2
E�

2�l� �13�

4.4 Response Surface Construction Using the Kriging
Method. Originally developed for application in geostatistics
�14�, the Kriging method was extended to various applications
including computer experiments �design and analysis of computer
experiments� �23�. Among all techniques available to predict func-
tions at unknown locations from data observed at sampled loca-
tions �polynomial surfaces, artificial neural networks, etc.�, the
Kriging is a linear unbiased statistical predictor. Linear estimators
express unknown values from linear combination of sample
points. As the model is unbiased, the model cannot be fitted by
minimizing least squares error as for polynomial regression, but
rather using a statistical likelihood maximization.

General Kriging model is a sum of a polynomial regression
model plus a Gaussian process. Most of the time as no assumption
can be made a priori on the global trend of the studied function, a

constant is used for the regression part �ordinary Kriging�.
Given n samples Xs

T= �s1 , . . . ,si , . . . ,sn� in the parameter space
S�R2 and the evaluation of the studied function f at those control
points Fs

T= �f�s1� , . . . , f�si� , . . . , f�sn��, the linear predictor at a lo-
cation x�S is

f̂�x� = 	
i=1

n

�i�x�f�si� = �T�x�F�Xs� �14�

with ��i�x�� the weighting functions respecting the isotropic sta-
tionary model assumption and the unbiasedness constraints.

The model being stationary, the covariance C of the surface
function f between two locations �si ,x� depends only on the dis-
tance between these two locations and the variance �2 of the
samples.

C�f�si�, f�x�� = E��f�si� − E�f�si����f�x� − E�f�x���� = C�
si − x
�
�15�

Covariances are usually represented as a matrix called the cova-
riance matrix:

Fig. 8 Ordinary Kriging for the planes X /D=1 and X /D=8 „L1
norm…. Cost function: „a… F„1…, and „b… F„2….

Fig. 9 Pareto front for F„1… function

Fig. 10 Pareto front for F„2… function
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C� =�
�2 C��s1 − s2�� ¯ C��s1 − sn��

C��s2 − s1�� �2
¯ C��s2 − sn��

] ] � ]

C��sn − s1�� C��sn − s2�� ¯ �2 = C�0�
� �16�

The covariance vector c� at unknown location is

c�x� =�
C��x − s1��
C��x − s2��

]

C��x − sn��
� �17�

The estimated value f̂�x� will most likely differs from the actual
value f�x� and the difference is called the estimation error:

e�x� = f̂�x� − f�x� �18�

To obtain an optimal function estimator, the weighting functions
��x� are computed so as to minimize the variance of the error or

equivalently the mean squared error �MSE� of f̂�x�:

�

���xp�
�MSE� f̂�xp��� = 0 �19�

where MSE is defined by the following formula:

MSE� f̂�x�� = E�� f̂�x� − f�x��2� = E� f̂2�x�� + E�f2�x�� − 2E�f�x� f̂�x��

= 	
i=1

n

	
j=1

n

� j�x��i�x�C�
si − sj
�

+ �2 − 2	
i=1

n

�i�x�C�
x − si
�

= �T�x�C� ��x� + �2 − 2�T�x�c�x� �20�

As a consequence, the solution of Eq. �19� is

��x� = C� −1c�x� �21�

In the ordinary Kriging method, the stationary model assumption
gives the following constraint:

∀x � S �T�x�I = 	
i=1

n

�i�x� = 1 �22�

To enforce the unbiasedness constraint about the summation of the
weighting coefficients, a Lagrange multiplier ��x� is introduced.
The original problem �19� with the constraint �22� is then rewrit-
ten as

�

���x�
MSE f̂�x� + �T�x�I��x� = 0 �23�

leading to

�+�x� = C� +
−1c+�x� �24�

where

�+�x� = ���x�
��x�

� C� + = �C� 1

1 0
� c+�x� = �c�x�

1
� �25�

The estimator of the function f�x� is then given by

f̂�x� = cT�x�C� −1F�Xs� �26�
In ordinary Kriging, the most widely used covariogram function is
the Gaussian covariogram:

C��x − si�� = �2 exp�− �x − si�� �27�
The linear system �24� is solved using the mathematical library of
linear algebra package LAPACK �24�.

Table 2 Kriging minima for the two different cost functions

Plane Cs smu4

F�1� X /D=1 0.1465 0.01237
X /D=8 0.1622 0.00901
Global 0.1622 0.00901

F�2� X /D=1 0.1444 0.01213
X /D=8 0.1622 0.00901
Global 0.1449 0.01234

Table 3 Relatives errors in reference simulations with the experimental profiles „cooling ef-
fectiveness � and axial velocity U…

X /D=1 X /D=8 Global

F�1� F�2� F�1� F�2� F�1� F�2�

Standard LES 0.322 6.706�10−2 0.205 1.459�10−2 0.123 1.969�10−2

Optimized LES 0.310 6.243�10−2 0.212 1.556�10−2 0.121 1.877�10−2

Fig. 11 Optimized profiles in the X /D=1 and X /D=8 planes „L2
norm… for the velocity
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5 Numerical Optimization Results
The error maps constructed using the Kriging-based response

surface are displayed in Figs. 6–8. Different error measures are
considered, depending on the location and the norm. It is observed
that the error admit several local extrema and are not convex.
Therefore, simple gradient based optimization methods may be
unable to obtain the best LES solution. Another interesting obser-
vation is that the minimum error is not obtained at the two loca-
tions with the same value of the parameters CS and smu4. This
lead to the conclusion that optimizing the LES setup considering a
restricted subset of the reference data may lead to a solution,
which is not globally fully satisfactory.

This last point is further illustrated plotting the Pareto front of
the error for the two error norms �see Figs. 9 and 10�. It is seen
that minimizing the error at a single location can yield an error
growth at the remaining one.

The values of the optimal parameters corresponding to the dif-
ferent cost functions are presented in Table 2, and values of the
cost functions in the different cases are reported in Table 3.

The global optimal solution is compared to experimental refer-
ence data in Figs. 11 and 12. The global optimization yield a
restricted local improvement of the results, and some local in-
crease of the error can be observed. The increase of the quality of
the solution on the temperature field is much more striking than
on the velocity field.

6 Conclusion
A methodology for the analysis of LES result sensitivity was

proposed. It is based on Kriging-based surface response, and re-
quires the computation of a minimal set of LES solutions. The
sensitivity of the results is observed to be very dependent on sev-
eral parameters, such as the location and the physical variable
under consideration. The construction of the surface response al-
lows for the search of optimal LES solution. A LES solution is
referred to as optimal if it corresponds to an absolute minimum of
an error-based cost function. Different definitions of the cost func-

tion have been considered. It is observed that optimal values of
the computional setup exhibit very large variations, showing that
the concept of “best LES solution” is only a relative one in prac-
tical cases.

The complexity of the test flow induce large local variations in
the sensitivity of the solution, a consequence being that the mini-
mizing an error norm can lead to an increase of another error
measure. Again, the concept of best LES solution can be ques-
tioned.
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